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Summary
Measuring pilot control behavior in control tasks
with haptic feedback
Mario Olivari
External aids are required to increase safety and performance
during the control of an aerial vehicle. Although automated systems
commonly outperform human operators, they are inefficient when
unpredicted changes happen in the external environment. Thus, the
human operator is still important for monitoring and handling un-
expected events. The presence of human operator gives rise to some
issues related to human factors. For instance, when operator’s rule
is reduced in monitoring the automated system, human operators
may lose their skills of manually controlling the aerial vehicle, and
be late in recognizing and recovering from failures of the support
system.
An alternative approach to automation consists of using systems
that share the control authority with the human operator. Examples
are input-mixing systems, which provide an additional control signal
directly into the aerial vehicle to help the human operator perform a
control task, while still leaving full control authority. However, since
the human operator is not aware of the additional control signal, this
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approach may lead to similar issues to those found for automated
systems.
Haptic aids have been proposed as a powerful tool to overcome
these issues. Haptic aids share the control authority with pilots simi-
larly to input-mixing systems, but they show their control command
through forces on the control device. Pilots continuously sense the
haptic feedback and are always aware of the control strategy of
haptic aid.
Despite the attention that haptic aids have been received in the
last few years, many questions remain unanswered. Most studies
tended to focus on theoretical advantages of haptic feedback over
input-mixing systems. However, there is still a need for quantitative
comparisons between the two support systems. Furthermore, haptic
aids have been commonly tuned heuristically by testing different
systems until satisfactory results were achieved. Recent studies
argued that the tuning process could be improved and formalized
by accounting for how pilots adapt their responses to generic haptic
aids. However, adaptation of pilot’s dynamic responses is only
poorly understood.
The research goal of this thesis was to increase the understand-
ing of effects of haptic feedback on human’s performance and
control behavior. Three main objectives were formulated towards
this goal. The first objective was to evaluate effectiveness of hap-
tic aids on improving human’s performance in different control
scenarios. Comparisons between haptic and input-mixing systems
were of particular interest. The second objective was to investigate
influence of haptic feedback on human’s behavior. To achieve this,
novel identification methods were developed for estimating human’s
dynamic responses during a steering task. These methods assumed
a time-invariant behavior of human’s responses. The third object
was to extend the identification methods to account for time-varying
behavior of human’s responses.
To achieve the first objective, haptic and input-mixing systems
were first compared in nominal conditions, i.e., without consider-
ing unexpected events like failures. Two haptic and input-mixing
systems were designed for a compensatory tracking task. The two
systems were designed to be equivalent, i.e., to provide same control
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commands without human in-the-loop. Note that from the human
operator’s point of view, the net effect of the input-mixing system is
to augment the dynamics of the controlled element, making them
easier to control. On the other hand, the haptic feedback does not
modify the dynamics of the controlled element, but only helps par-
ticipants control the original dynamics by using a force feedback.
The two systems were compared in a human in-the-loop experiment,
and contrasted to a baseline condition without external aids. Per-
formance improved with haptic and input-mixing systems com-
pared to the baseline condition. However, the input-mixing sys-
tem helped participants achieve better performance than the hap-
tic aid. On the other hand, control effort was reduced by the haptic
aid and the input-mixing system in a similar way. Taken together,
these findings suggest that both the haptic aid and the input-mixing
system made the control task less demanding, but participants found
it easier controlling the augmented dynamics with the input-mixing
system than controlling the original dynamics with the help of the
force feedback.
Although the input-mixing system yielded better performance
than the haptic aid in nominal conditions, it is not yet well estab-
lished what happens when an unexpected event occurs, e.g., a failure
of the support system. This aspect has received great attention in lit-
erature, but only very few experimental implementations have been
reported. In this thesis, an experiment was performed to investigate
effects that a failure of the support system may have on human’s
performance. In the experiment, failures of haptic and input-mixing
systems were simulated as a total loss of support action. The re-
sults showed that participants recovered better from failures of
the haptic system than from failures of the input-mixing system.
Surprisingly, participants using haptic aid were able to re-gain levels
of performance they had before the failure, which were better than
performances obtained in tasks without external aids. This would
appear to indicate that the haptic feedback helped participants learn
a control strategy for performing the task.
In literature, inconclusive evidence was provided on effectiveness
of haptic feedback for learning purposes. Thus, an experiment
was conducted to gain an insight into this aspect. Two groups of
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participants performed a compensatory tracking task. The first
group performed a training phase with the support of a haptic aid,
followed by an evaluation phase where the haptic aid was turned
off (haptic group). The second group performed all experimental
trials without haptic support (no-aid group). Results indicated
that the haptic group learned quicker the control task, and their
levels of performance did not worsen after the haptic feedback was
turned off. On the other hand, the no-aid group needed several
trials before achieving similar performance to the haptic group.
Thus, haptic feedback helped participants learn the compensatory
tracking task.
All these findings contributed to the first objective of the thesis.
However, although haptic aids were shown to have beneficial effects
on human’s performance in different control scenarios, it remains
unclear how human operators can realize these benefits. The second
objective of the thesis aimed at obtaining a quantitative insight into
how humans adapt their behaviour to exploit the haptic feedback.
Such insight was obtained by identifying pilot’s dynamic responses
to the external cues.
In a compensatory tracking task with haptic feedback, the ex-
ternal cues are the visual tracking error and the haptic feedback,
and pilot’s responses to these cues are represented by the visual
and the neuromuscular responses, respectively. A widely used
method to identify pilot’s visual and neuromuscular responses is
based on cross-spectral analysis (CS method). However, this thesis
presents a mathematical proof that this method is biased when a
non-interference hypothesis is not fulfilled. This hypothesis may be
difficult to be met during actual experimental designs.
To overcome this issue, we developed two novel methods that
are unbiased even when the non-interference hypothesis is not ful-
filled: the ARX and CS-ML methods. The ARX method is based
on ARX models, while the CS-ML method combines cross-spectral
analysis with block diagram algebra. The two novel methods were
validated in different sets of Monte-Carlo simulations and contrasted
to the CS method. The results confirmed that the CS method fails
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when the non-interference hypothesis is not fulfilled. On the con-
trary, our proposed techniques gave reliable estimates of visual and
neuromuscular responses even when the CS method fails.
The novel methods were then applied to experimental data. The
ARX and CS-ML techniques gave comparable estimates of visual
and neuromuscular responses, different from those obtained by
the CS method. The differences matched those found with the
simulations. Thus, the two novel identification methods provided
reliable estimates even in cases where the classical method failed.
After validation, the novel methods were applied to estimate
how humans adapt their dynamic responses to different haptic aids.
Two haptic aids were designed according to different approaches,
the Direct Haptic Aid (DHA) and the Indirect Haptic Aid (IHA)
approaches. The DHA provides forces on the control device that
suggest a right control action to the human operator, whereas the
IHA provides forces opposite in sign with respect to the DHA. The
two approaches are complementary, since they require a different
response to the haptic stimulus: with DHA humans should be com-
pliant with the haptic force, while with IHA humans should oppose
to it in order to achieve the task. Experimental results showed that
participants significantly adapted their neuromuscular responses
to fully exploit the haptic feedback. They were more compliant
with the DHA force, whereas they showed stiffer neuromuscular
settings with the IHA feedback.
The CS. CS-ML, and ARX methods assume time-invariant be-
haviour of human’s dynamic responses. Although this assumption
can be met in experimental settings, humans are likely to change
their responses in realistic control scenarios, due to human-related
variables (e.g., fatigue, motivation, etc.) and to environmental factors
(e.g., weather, ambient illumination, etc.). Consequently, the third
objective of the thesis was to develop methods that can estimate
time-varying human’s responses.
At a first stage, this thesis focused on disturbance rejection tasks,
which consist of adopting different neuromuscular responses while
an external force disturbance is applied on the control device, and
do not involve visual feedback. Human’s behavior in these tasks
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can be modelled by a single-input dynamic response, i.e., the neuro-
muscular response. A novel identification method was developed to
identify time-varying neuromuscular response in the single-input
disturbance-rejection tasks. The method approximates the neuro-
muscular response by a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter, and
estimates FIR coefficients by using a Recursive Least Squares (RLS)
algorithm. The method was validated by performing a set of Monte-
Carlo simulations with increasing levels of external noise. Even
with high level of external noise, the RLS-based method provided
accurate estimates of the simulated time-varying neuromuscular
response over a broad range of frequencies. However, estimates
were not accurate at high frequencies. A second set of Monte-Carlo
simulations was performed to find optimal values for the param-
eters of the RLS-based algorithm. By using these optimal values,
RLS-based method was applied to data obtained in a human-in-the-
loop experiment. Experimental results showed that the RLS-based
method was able to track time-varying neuromuscular dynamics
in disturbance-rejection tasks. However, the estimates showed
high variability at low and high frequencies, indicating that the
RLS-based method was very sensitive to relatively high levels of
human remnant noise.
To improve robustness to noise, the RLS-based method was
extended to include regularization methods. Specifically, two regu-
larization methods were employed: the Truncated Singular Value
Decomposition, and the Tikhonov regularization. The mathemat-
ical framework for the two regularized RLS-based methods was
developed, and recursive implementations were derived.
Finally, a regularized RLS-based method was developed to esti-
mate time-varying human’s responses in a multi-loop compensatory
tracking task. The method approximates neuromuscular and vi-
sual responses with FIR filters, and simultaneously estimates FIR
coefficients by using a RLS algorithm with Tikhonov regulariza-
tion. Simulation results showed that the regularized RLS method
was successful in estimating time-varying pilot’s responses with
low levels of remnant noise. However, estimates showed high
variability with large levels of remnant noise.
Summary xi
All findings of this thesis can be summarized in the following
overall conclusions:
• Although haptic aids are outperformed by input-mixing sys-
tems, they allow human operators to remain in-the-loop and
improve their skills in recovering from unexpected events like
failures. Furthermore, haptic aids help the human operator
learn quicker a compensatory tracking task.
• Human operators realize benefits of haptic aids by adapting
their dynamic responses. The novel ARX and CS-ML methods
are a powerful tool to obtain a quantitative insight into how
humans adapt their responses to different haptic aids.
• The RLS-based methods provide accurate estimates of time-
varying neurumuscular response in disturbance-rejection tasks.
More research is required to optimize the parameters of RLS-based
methods, to obtain accurate estimates in compensatory track-
ing tasks.
These findings suggest the following opportunities for future
research:
• The further use of ARX and CS-ML methods should be en-
couraged to improve understanding of humans adaptation to
different haptic aids.
• Further work needs to be carried out to improve robustness
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1.1 Issues of automation
Manual control of an aerial vehicle is a difficult task. Pilot lossof control is the primary cause of fatal accidents for general
aviation vehicles, and this happens primarily during phases that
require pilots to perform a large number of critical tasks (e.g, landing,
maneuvering) [NTSB, 2012; Schutte et al., 2007]. To improve the
safety of flying, pilots need to be supported with external aids that
can facilitate the control task.
Automated systems have been introduced to assist human opera-
tor during the control task. These systems accomplish “(partially or
fully) a function that was previously carried out (partially or fully)
by a human operator” [Wickens et al., 1998]. By delegating complex
tasks to automated systems, the control of the aerial vehicle can be
simplified. Furthermore, performance of automated systems gener-
ally surpasses human pilots [Norman, 1990]. A common belief is
that safety and performance would drastically increase with a fully
automated aerial vehicle, where the automation is able to perform
all control tasks without human interaction.
However, this is far from being realized. Automation is inefficient
when unpredicted changes happen on the external environment,
or when a novel decision must be taken [Billings, 1997]. Thus,
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the presence of human operator is still crucial even with highly-
automated systems.
The presence of human operators gives rise to several issues
related to human factors that could happen with an improper design
of automated systems. When automated systems take over the
biggest part of a control task, operator’s role may be reduced in
monitoring the automated system. This could lead to a decreased
ability of human operator in understanding the system state and
the elements in the environment (loss of situational awareness)
[Endsley, 1995; Wickens, 2008]. Furthermore, pilots may over-rely
on automation, decrement their vigilance and loose their skills of
manually controlling the aerial vehicle [Bainbridge, 1983; Endsley
and Kiris, 1995; Kaber and Endsley, 2004]. Ignoring such issues
could lead to severe problems. For example, pilots may require too
much time to detect failures of the automation, and they may not
be able to recover from these failures. These outcomes have been
known as out-of-the-loop (OOTL) performance problems [Billings,
1991; Endsley and Kiris, 1995; Kaber and Endsley, 1997].
To maintain the pilot in-the-loop, previous studies have been
put forward an alternative approach to automation: the shared con-
trol [Abbink and Mulder, 2010; Abbink et al., 2012; Flemisch et al.,
2003]. In shared control, operator and external aid continuously
share the control authority on the vehicle and work together to
achieve the same task. The operator is always in control, while being
supported by external aids.
Examples of shared-control systems are the input-mixing aids.
These systems support pilots by providing an external feedback
signal directly into the controlled element, while still leaving full
control authority to pilots. A drawback of input-mixing systems
is that the operator is not aware of the external feedback, but can
only see the effect that the control signal has on the state variables
of the controlled element. This may lead to similar issues as those
with automated systems, i.e., loss of situation awareness, skills
degradation in controlling the actual vehicle, and so on [Abbink and
Mulder, 2010].
To minimize such issues of input-mixing systems, a main guide-
line has been put forward: pilots should always receive feedback
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about the input-mixing system [Abbink et al., 2012; Norman, 1990].
These feedback would allow pilots to be always informed, detect
possible errors and respond to them. The feedback should be de-
signed to be intuitive and not too invasive for pilots, in order to
“keep people well informed, on the top of the issues, but not annoyed
and irritated” [Norman, 1990]. Most commonly used feedback are
visual or auditory signals. However, these approaches suffer from a
number of pitfalls, like overloading of information and presence of
false alarms [Pritchett, 2001].
Recently, a novel approach has been proposed to provide the
feedback signal in a shared-control system: to use a tactile feedback
on the control device. Systems that use the tactile feedback are called
haptic aids. Human operator can always sense the haptic feedback,
is always informed about haptic aid state, and can easily detect
possible errors of haptic aid and respond to them.
1.2 Haptic aids
Haptic aids have been widely employed in several contexts differ-
ent from piloting an aerial vehicle. Many studies used the haptic
feedback during teleoperations, where the operator is separated from
the operated object. Examples are remote control of a robot arm
with the master-slave paradigm [Hashtrudi-Zaad and Salcudean,
2002; Smisek et al., 2015], force feedback in servo-actuated systems
[Parker et al., 1993], robotic assisted surgery [Rosen et al., 1999],
and teleoperations of Uninhabited Aerial Vehicles [Alaimo et al.,
2011b; Lam et al., 2006, 2009]. In these contexts the haptic channel is
used to let the operator feel variations and/or discontinuities in the
environment, like hitting or approaching an obstacle, encountering
unexpected loads, or interacting with surfaces (i.e. tissues) with
different softness. This knowledge eventually increases performance
and situational awareness.
In recent years, there has been considerable interest in designing
haptic aids as support systems for manned systems, i.e., systems
where operator and operated system are not separated. These haptic
systems are commonly designed to suggest a possible control action
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to the operator. Many examples can be found in the field of car
driving: a haptic gas pedal that assists the driver in car following
[Abbink et al., 2008; Mulder et al., 2008a,b], a haptic steering wheel
for lane-keeping [Brandt et al., 2007; Profumo et al., 2013], and a
haptic steering wheel for obstacle avoidance [Katzourakis et al.,
2011].
Only a few studies have investigated use of haptic aids as pilot
support systems in manned aerial vehicles. Recently, researchers at
NASA Langley developed a Haptic Flight Control System for aircraft
(HFC) with the main goal of achieving easy-to-use Personal Air
Vehicles [Goodrich et al., 2011]. The HFC continuously moved the
stick by repositioning its neutral point in order to perform a desired
maneuver. The pilot could either follow the HFC control signal or
override it if he/she disagreed with its control action. The HFC was
evaluated in a motion-based simulator, showing beneficial effects in
terms of pilot workload and situational awareness [Goodrich et al.,
2011].
In a different research project (ALLFlight), the Institute of Flight
Systems Germany (DLR) developed a HFC for an EC135 helicopter
[Abildgaard and von Grünhagen, 2008; Doehler et al., 2009]. Similar
to the NASA’s system, this HFC was designed to move the stick to
a position corresponding to a desired trajectory of the helicopter.
Evaluations in flight showed workload reductions and improved
situational awareness when the HFC was activated [Abildgaard and
von Grünhagen, 2008].
Despite the growing interest in haptic support systems for aerial
vehicle, there are still some questions to be answered. For instance,
it has not yet established whether haptic feedback can help pilots
achieve similar performance to those obtained with input-mixing
aids. Furthermore, as pointed out in the previous section, haptic
aids may be a solution against the OOTL problems that input-mixing
control is affected of. However, to the best of our knowledge, only
theoretical considerations have been presented and these considera-
tions are largely based on very limited data.
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1.3 Human-centered design
Although a well designed guidance haptic feedback could result
in improved performance at significantly reduced control effort,
improper tuning of the haptic feedback may lead to a system that
makes the control task more difficult instead of simplifying it. For
instance, very strong haptic feedback could result in disagreement
between haptic aid and the human operator [Lam et al., 2007]. Thus,
a proper design of the haptic feedback is crucial for the effectiveness
of the haptic aid.
Common practice is to design the haptic feedback heuristically
by testing different haptic dynamics until satisfactory performance
is achieved. Recently, many experts have argued that rather than
using heuristic approaches it might be more useful to design the
haptic aid based on how pilots adapt their behavior to the force
feedback itself, see for instance Mulder et al. [2008b]. With this
human-centered design, pilots would quickly get acquainted with
the haptic feedback and learn how to exploit it to increase their
performance.
A human-centered design requires a quantitative insight into
how pilots adapt their control behavior to different haptic aids. This
insight can be achieved by modelling and estimating of pilot control
behavior.
1.3.1 Modelling pilot control behavior
Pilot control behaviour can be modelled by considering the dynamic
responses to all relevant perceived cues. Initial work in this field
primarily focused on compensatory tracking tasks, where pilots
are asked to track a target roll (or pitch) angle by minimizing the
tracking error shown on a visual display [McRuer; McRuer and
Jex, 1967]. In this task, the only perceived cue is the visual error,
and the pilot can be modelled by a single-input dynamic response
to the visual error, combined with a remnant signal that accounts
for unmodelled non-linearities. Such models are referred to as
quasi-linear models.
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More recently, quasi-linear models have been used to model pilot
control behaviour in tasks with more external cues. For instance,
quasi-linear models were developed for tracking tasks with a pursuit
display that shows the current aircraft output and the target signal
[Drop et al., 2013; Hess, 1981; McRuer and Jex, 1967]. The pursuit
display provides three external cues to the pilot: the target signal,
the aircraft output, and the tracking error. Thus, the pilot can be
modelled by a multi-input linear system describing the dynamic
responses to the three external cues, together with a remnant signal.
Other works developed quasi-linear models for tracking tasks with
physical motion feedback. In this case, the motion feedback was
considered as an additional input to the pilot model [Nieuwenhuizen
et al., 2008; Pool et al., 2011; Zaal et al., 2009].
When haptic aids are used, the haptic feedback needs to be
modeled as an additional cue to the pilot. A pilot model that
includes the haptic feedback as an additional input was previously
developed by van Paassen [1994] and used in various scenarios,
such as a tracking task without haptic aids [van Paassen, 1994]
and car following with haptic aid [Abbink and Mulder, 2010]. The
model describes the pilot’s response to the haptic feedback by the
limb’s neuromuscular dynamic response, i.e., the dynamic relationship
between a force applied to the limb and the resulting position.
Previous studies have shown that humans can adapt their neuro-
muscular response to respond differently to the haptic feedback. For
instance, the neuromuscular settings can be adapted to be compli-
ant and follow the haptic force, or to be stiff and oppose to it. It
follows that an insight into the neuromuscular response is crucial
for an effective design and evaluation of haptic aids. This insight
can be achieved by using identification methods to estimate the
neuromuscular response during a control task.
1.3.2 Identifying neuromuscular response
Identification methods are powerful tools that can be employed for
estimating the neuromuscular response. Identification methods can
be divided into two main categories: parametric and non-parametric
methods. Parametric approaches represent systems dynamics with
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parametric models, and provide estimates of the model parameters.
In parametric methods, one must take care not to use too many pa-
rameters, as this may lead to inaccurate parameter estimation [Zaal
and Sweet, 2012]. Unfortunately, multiple parameters are needed to
describe neuromuscular dynamics [Schouten et al., 2008b]. There-
fore, parametric methods may be not appropriate for identifying
such dynamics.
On the other hand, non-parametric methods provide estimates of
black-box descriptions of the system, without requiring any paramet-
ric description or a-priori knowledge of the system. These methods
are suitable for identifying neuromuscular response and will be
considered in this thesis.
There is a considerable amount of literature on non-parametric
methods for identifying neuromuscular response. Early experiments
focused on disturbance-rejection tasks, where human operator is
asked to adopt different control strategies in response to a force
disturbance applied to the control device [Lasschuit et al., 2008;
Mugge et al., 2010; Schouten et al., 2008b]. Examples are the position
task with the instruction to counteract the disturbance force, or the
relax task with the instruction to relax the arm and passively follow
the disturbance force. In these tasks, humans are provided with only
one external cue, i.e. the disturbance force, and can be described by
a single-input dynamic response, i.e. the neuromuscular response.
To estimate neuromuscular response in disturbance-rejection tasks, a
well-known and validated method is based on Cross-Spectra analysis
(CS method) [Jenkins and Watts, 1969; Pintelon and Schoukens,
2012].
Identification of neuromuscular response becomes more involved
in steering tasks, where multiple external cues are provided and
multi-input models are needed to describe human behavior. Recent
works extended the CS method to estimate neuromuscular response
in multi-input tasks [Abbink et al., 2011; Damveld et al., 2009; Ven-
rooij et al., 2014]. However, the CS method requires an additional
force disturbance on the control device, and assumes that this force
does not interfere with the visual feedback. Unfortunately, when
this non-interference assumption is not verified, the CS method
provides biased estimates.
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Alternative methods have been proposed to estimate neuromus-
cular responses in multi-loop control tasks. For instance, polynomial
models have been used to estimate driver behavior during a car fol-
lowing task [Abbink, 2006]. Specifically, the driver was modelled by
single input dynamics representing the neuromuscular response to
external forces, and the responses to other cues were treated as an
external filtered Gaussian noise. Then, an ARMAX model was used
to estimate the single input driver’s response. Although this ap-
proach provided reliable neuromuscular estimates, it may fail when
the response to the other external cues cannot be approximated as
an external Gaussian noise.
Thus, current identification methods are inefficient in estimating
neuromuscular response in multi-loop tasks. A second distinct de-
fect of most of the current methods is that they assume that humans
do not vary their neuromuscular response during the identification
period. Although this assumption can be met in experimental set-
tings, humans are likely to change their responses in realistic control
scenarios due to human-related variables (e.g., fatigue, motivation,
etc.) and to environmental factors (e.g., weather, ambient illumina-
tion, etc.) [McRuer]. Thus, methods are needed that can estimate
time-varying neuromuscular responses.
Little research on human manual control has focused on identi-
fying time-varying neuromuscular responses. Parametric methods
have been proposed to estimate different pilot’s responses (motion
and visual responses) [Hess, 2011; Zaal and Sweet, 2012]. However,
as already pointed out, parametric methods may be not appropriate
for identifying neuromuscular response.
Recent studies have attempted to use non-parametric methods
for estimating time-varying neuromuscular response. An example
of non-parametric description of a dynamic system is the frequency
response. Wavelet transforms were used to estimate frequency re-
sponses of time-varying visual, motion, and neuromuscular systems
[Mulder et al., 2011b; Thompson et al., 2001]. However, wavelet
transforms were shown to be very sensitive to human remnant noise
and they produced inaccurate results when applied to human data.
A different non-parametric description of a dynamic system is
the impulse response. Ensemble methods were used to estimate the
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impulse response of a time-varying neuromuscular system [Kirsch
and Kearney, 1997; Lortie and Kearney, 2001; Ludvig et al., 2011].
These methods require data from many experimental trials, in which
the neuromuscular system is assumed to undergo identical time-
varying behavior. Unfortunately, this requirement is difficult to be
met in a control task where humans actively respond to an external
force feedback.
1.4 Research motivation and goal
It is clear from the previous sections that there is still much uncer-
tainty regarding the influence of haptic aids on pilot’s performance
and control behavior. As regards performance, most studies have
only focused on comparing haptic aids to manual control without
external aids. It is not yet known whether haptic aids can help
humans achieve similar performance to that achieved with different
support systems like input-mixing aids. Furthermore, there is still a
need for quantitative evaluations of haptic aids in control situations
that could generate OOTL problems, like a sudden failure of the
support system.
Next to the performance analysis, an insight into pilot’s con-
trol behaviour is crucial for understanding how pilots can realize
eventual benefits of haptic aids. To achieve this insight, identifi-
cation methods are needed that can estimate neuromuscular dy-
namics in multi-loop steering tasks. Although previous research
has developed methods for identifying neuromuscular dynamics
in multi-loop tasks, these methods rely on restrictive assumptions
that may not be verified in an experimental setup. Furthermore,
apart from experimental settings, humans are likely to vary their
neuromuscular dynamics in realistic control scenarios. However,
most identification methods assume a time-invariant behavior of
neuromuscular response.
The goal of the research presented in this thesis was:
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Research goal
Increase the understanding of influence of haptic aids on
pilot’s performance and control behavior.
To achieve this research goal, three objectives were formulated:
• The effectiveness of haptic feedback on pilot’s performance
needs to be assessed in different control scenarios. By com-
paring haptic aids to input-mixing systems in nominal and
unexpected control situations like system failures, it will be
possible to evaluate whether the transparency of haptic feed-
back yields positive outcomes in terms of performance and
OOTL problems.
• Novel methods need to be developed that can estimate neuro-
muscular responses in multi-loop control tasks without relying
on restrictive assumptions. By applying these methods, it will
be possible to gain an insight into how pilots adapt their dy-
namic responses to different haptic aids.
• Methods need to be developed that can estimate time-varying
neuromuscular responses. This will a provide powerful tool to
investigate how pilots adapt their responses in more realistic
control scenarios.
1.5 Thesis contents
The chapters of this thesis are based on published work. Specifically,
the research underlying this thesis was published in 12 conference
papers, 2 journal papers, and 3 posters. Of these, 8 conference papers
and 2 journal papers were collected in this thesis. The contents of
each paper were rephrased to improve readability of the thesis as
a whole. At the same time, some concepts were repeated along
different chapters, to ensure their independent readability.
The thesis is split into three main different parts. The first part
presents quantitative evaluations of haptic aids in different control
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scenarios. The second part presents novel methods for identifying
neuromuscular response in multi-loop tasks with haptic aids. In the
third part, novel methods for identifying time-varying neuromuscular
response are described. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
Part I: Evaluating effectiveness of haptic feedback on human’s
performance
Chapter 2 presents an experimental comparison between haptic and
input-mixing systems in a compensatory tracking task. The haptic
feedback is designed to provide a force feedback on the control
device that suggests a possible right control action. The input-
mixing system is designed to provide an “equivalent” control signal
directly into the aerial vehicle dynamics. Human performances
are compared between the two aids, and contrasted to a baseline
condition without external aids.
Chapter 3 describes an experiment performed to investigate ef-
fects of failures of input-mixing or haptic aids on human perfor-
mance. Failures of the support systems are simulated as sudden loss
of support action. Human performances are evaluated before and
after failures of haptic and input-mixing aids, to assess whether the
transparency of the haptic feedback can help participants recover
from the failure.
Chapter 4 evaluates effectiveness of haptic feedback for learning
purposes. An experiment is presented where two groups of partic-
ipants learn a compensatory tracking task either with or without
haptic feedback. Then, both groups perform a following phase
without haptic feedback. Performances are compared between the
two groups, to assess effect of haptic feedback on learning a com-
pensatory tracking task.
Part II: Identifying time-invariant neuromuscular response in
multi-loop tasks
Chapter 5 presents the development of two novel methods to es-
timate neuromuscular response in multi-loop control tasks. The
novel methods are based on ARX models (ARX method) and on
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cross-spectral analysis (CS-ML method). ARX and CS-ML meth-
ods are first validated in Monte-Carlo simulations, then applied to
experimental data.
In Chapter 6, the ARX and CS-ML methods are applied to esti-
mate human neuromuscular response with two different haptic aids:
a Direct Haptic Aid (DHA) and an Indirect Haptic Aid (IHA). The
DHA and IHA aids require the human operator to adopt different
control strategies to fully exploit the haptic feedback. The two haptic
aids are evaluated in a human in-the-loop experiment, and human’s
adaptation to the two haptic aids is estimated.
Part III: Identifying time-varying neuromuscular response
Chapter 7 presents a method to identify time-varying neuromuscular
responses in single-input disturbance-rejection tasks. The method
approximates the neuromuscular impulse response with a Finite
Impulse Response (FIR) filter, and uses a RLS algorithm to estimate
the filter coefficients. The method is first validated by using Monte-
Carlo simulations, then applied to experimental data.
Chapter 8 combines the RLS-based method with regularization
methods to improve robustness to external noise. Specifically, two
regularization methods are considered: the Truncated Singular Value
Decomposition, and the Tikhonov regularization. The mathematical
framework for the regularized RLS-based methods is developed,
and recursive implementations are derived.
Chapter 9 extends the RLS-based methods to identify time-varying
neuromuscular response in multi-input compensatory tracking tasks.
Only the RLS-based method with Tikhonov regularization allows
for extension to multi-input control tasks. The method is validated
using data from Monte-Carlo simulations.
1.6 Thesis scope
The work presented in this thesis was limited by the following
factors:
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• All participants recruited during the experiments were Ph.D.
students at the Max Planck Institute. None of them had previ-
ous flight experience.
• In all the control tasks considered in this thesis, the external
cues were restricted to visual or/and haptic feedback. Influ-
ence of other cues (e.g., motion) on human behavior was out
of the scope of this thesis.
• Care was paid in setting the parameters of the control tasks
to minimize nonlinearities in human dynamic responses. For
instance, the parameters in the compensatory tracking task
were set such that participants could perform the task by
generating small stick deflections, since large stick deflections








Input-mixing and haptic aids in nominal
conditions
2
Despite the theoretical advantages of haptic aids compared
to input-mixing system, it is not yet known whether the
transaprency of the haptic control action worsen perfor-
mance compared to an input-mixing system. This chap-
ter presents a quantitative comparison between haptic and
input-mixing systems in nominal conditions, i.e., without
considering unexpected events like failures. The haptic and
the input-mixing aids were designed for a compensatory
tracking task to be equivalent when the human operator was
out-of-the-loop, i.e., to provide the same control command.
The two aids were tested in a human in-the-loop experiment
and contrasted to a baseline condition without external
aids. The haptic system allowed participants to improve
performance compared to the baseline condition. However,
input-mixing aid outperformed the other two conditions.
Participants control effort was reduced by haptic and input-
mixing aids in a similar way. In addition, the human
open-loop response was estimated with a non-parametric
estimation method. Changes in the human response were
observed in terms of increased crossover frequency with the
input-mixing system, and decreased neuromuscular peak
with the haptic aid.
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2.1 Introduction
Manual control of an aerial vehicle is a difficult task that is proneto human errors. Conventional solutions are to partially or
fully delegate the control task to automated systems. However, this
approach suffers from a number of pitfalls related to human’s fac-
tors. For instance, human operators could over-rely on automation,
loose their skills of manually controlling the aerial vehicle, and be
unprepared to detect and recover from failures [Bainbridge, 1983;
Endsley and Kiris, 1995; Kaber and Endsley, 2004].
In recent years an alternative approach has been put forward:
the shared control [Abbink and Mulder, 2010; Abbink et al., 2012;
Flemisch et al., 2003]. In shared control, operator and external aid
continuously share the control of the vehicle, allowing the human
operator to be always in-the-loop. Two main categories of shared
control have been investigated by previous works: input-mixing and
haptic shared control.
Input-mixing aids provide an external feedback directly into the
controlled element. The external feedback helps humans perform
the task, while still leaving full control authority. However, although
the human operator is always in control, the control signal is not
transparent to the human operator. This may lead to similar is-
sues of automated systems, i.e., loss of situation awareness, skills
degradation in controlling the actual vehicle, and so on [Abbink and
Mulder, 2010].
Haptic systems provide the additional signal as a tactile feedback
on the control device. The human operator always aware of the
haptic aid control strategy, and can always decide either to be com-
pliant or to override it if they disagree with the system. Examples
are haptic feedback for helicopters [Goodrich et al., 2008], haptic
gas pedal to support car following [Abbink et al., 2008; Mulder
et al., 2008b], or haptic steering wheel for lane keeping [Griffiths
and Gillespie, 2005; Mulder et al., 2012].
Although the transparency of the haptic feedback allows the
human operator to be always aware of the control signal, it intro-
duces some drawbacks. The haptic feedback is first processed by
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the human operator before being fed into the controlled element,
resulting in some delay before the haptic control action is actually
applied to the controlled element. Furthermore, interaction of the
haptic feedback with the human operator puts some constraints on
the feedback force. The question arises as to how much these draw-
backs influence performance compared to an input-mixing system
that interfaces directly to the aircraft.
Most studies tended to compare haptics with baseline conditions
without any external aids. In these cases, haptic aids led to better
performance and reduced control effort [Abbink et al., 2011; Mulder
et al., 2008b]. In a more recent work dealing with car driving, a
haptic pedal was compared to a full automated system during a
curve negotiation task [Mulder et al., 2012]. The haptic aid improved
performance compared with the manual control (measured through
the peak of lateral error), but it reached lower performance than au-
tomation (the peak was larger with haptic aid than with automation).
To the best of our knowledge, in literature there are no analogous
works comparing haptic and input-mixing aids.
The goal of this chapter is to obtain a quantitative comparison
between input-mixing and haptic aids in a compensatory tracking
task [McRuer]. The haptic system was designed to suggest a possible
control strategy to the human operator. The input-mixing aid was
designed to be “equivalent” to the haptic system, in the sense that
it gave the same performance without human in-the-loop. The input-
mixing and haptic systems were tested in an experimental setup with
human in-the-loop. Performance and control behavior were evaluated
and compared to those obtained in a baseline condition without
external aids.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 2.2 introduces
the compensatory tracking task. Section 2.3 and Section 2.4 present
the design of the haptic aid and the input-mixing system, respec-
tively. In Section 2.5 the experiment design is described, and in
Section 2.6 results are presented. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 2.7.
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2.2 Control task and human behavior
This chapter focuses on a compensatory tracking task in the roll axis,
see Figure 2.1. The task consists of tracking a target roll trajectory φt
with the controlled element CE. Only the tracking error e between
the target trajectory and the actual roll angle φce is shown to the
human operator HO on a compensatory display.
External aids are used to help the human operator during the
control task. The haptic aid HA generates forces Fha on the stick,
see Figure 2.1a, while the input mixing system IM provides an
additional command uim directly into the controlled element, see
Figure 2.1b. Note that, in this model, the human operator can feel
the haptic forces through the variations that they cause on the stick
deflection δcd.
Human behavior in a compensatory tracking task has been ex-
tensively investigated in literature. McRuer provided quantitative
models that describe the human response to the tracking error
for different controlled elements [McRuer; McRuer and Jex, 1967;
McRuer and Weir, 1969]. These models assess that humans adapt
their response such that the open-loop transfer function between
the tracking error e and the roll angle of the aircraft φce resem-






Here, Hblock represents the transfer function of BLOCK. Specifically,
Hcon is the human control response from the tracking error e to the
stick deflection δcd, and includes dynamics of the human operator
and the control device CD, see Figure 2.1. The parameters ωc and
τp represent the crossover frequency and the human visual delay,
respectively. Note that Equation (2.1) is only valid around the
crossover frequency ωc.
2.3 Design of haptic aid
A haptic aid was designed according to the Direct Haptic Aid ap-
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Figure 2.1: Compensatory tracking task with external aids.
generates forces on the stick that aim to reduce the roll tracking
error. Although several techniques could be used to design a hap-
tic controller that reduces the tracking error, the interaction of the
human operator with the haptic feedback imposes some require-
ments on the haptic control signal [Abbink et al., 2008]. The haptic
feedback should be large enough to be felt by the human operator,
but at the same time it should leave full authority to the human
operator to take a different control action. Furthermore, the haptic
feedback should induce the human operator to adopt a force task,
i.e. to be compliant with the forces. If this does not happen, the
haptic aid may even make the control task more difficult, instead of
simplifying it.
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To meet these requirements, a common approach is to mimic
the human behavior: the haptic aid is designed to yield an open-
loop transfer function similar to those given by the human operator
during the tracking task without haptic aids [Mulder, 2007]. In
the compensatory tracking task in Figure 2.1, the haptic open-loop
transfer function is given by Hha HcdHce, while the human open-loop
transfer function is HconHce. Thus, a haptic aid that mimics the
human behavior is given by:
HhaHcd Hce = HconHce ⇒ Hha = HconHcd 2.2
In our experimental setup, the dynamics Hce were chosen as a





where Kce represents the gain of the controlled element. According
to McRuer’s theories, the human response to these dynamics is
given by [McRuer and Weir, 1969]:
Hcon = Kp(TLs + 1)e−τps 2.4
where Kp, TL, and τp are the human gain, the lead time constant
and the visual time delay, respectively. The parameters Kp and TL
usually assume values such that Equation (2.1) holds around the
crossover frequency ωc. Based on Equation (2.2) and Equation (2.4),





The values for the parameters in Equation (2.5) were chosen
according to the following criteria. The parameter TL approximated
the lead time that humans assume for a double-integrator control.
The value for TL reported in previous works was 5 s [McRuer]. The
visual delay τp was set to zero, to obtain a haptic response slightly
faster than the human response (a typical value for human’s visual
delay is τp = 0.3 s). The dynamics Hcd were approximated as a
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static gain, since Hcd behaves like a gain at frequencies around ωc
where the model in Equation (2.4) is valid. The gain Kp was tuned
such that the haptic force could be felt by the human operator, but
at the same time could leave full authority to the human operator.
The chosen value was Kp = 2.
Note that the chosen haptic dynamics provided low performance
without the human operator in-the-loop. Thus, the human control
action was still needed to perform the task.
2.4 Design of input-mixing control system
The haptic aid was compared to an “equivalent” input-mixing sys-
tem IM. Specifically, the input-mixing system was designed to
provide the same control action u as the haptic system consider-
ing the human operator out-of-the-loop. With this mind, Him was
obtained as:
Him = HhaHcd = Kp(TLs + 1) 2.6
A further analysis is required to investigate what is the net effect
of using the input-mixing system from the human’s point of view.
The human operator is not aware of the control command from the
input-mixing control, since it is provided directly to the controlled
element. Furthermore, the effect of the input-mixing control on the
roll angle φce can not be deduced from the compensatory display,
since the display does not show the roll angle but only the tracking
error. Thus, the input-mixing system is obscured from the human
operator.
By using block diagram algebra, the control task in Figure 2.1b
can be rearranged as shown in Figure 2.2. Note that the block dy-
namics have been replaced by the corresponding transfer functions.
The control task with the input-mixing system is equivalent to a
control task where:








































Figure 2.3: Prefilter Ht and equivalent dynamics Hce−im for the tracking task
with the input-mixing system.





Figure 2.3a and Figure 2.3b show magnitude of Ht and Hce−im,
respectively. Magnitude of Ht is lower than 1 at low frequencies,
whereas it becomes slightly larger at frequencies around 1.5 Hz.
Since most of the power of φt is concentrated at low frequencies
(see Figure 2.5), the filtered trajectory becomes less demanding for
the human operator. The modified dynamics Hce−im is stable and
behaves like a gain at low frequencies. The control of these dynamics
is much easier compared to the double integrator in Equation (2.3).
Thus, from the human’s point of view, use of the input-mixing aid
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Figure 2.4: Apparatus.
drastically reduces the complexity of the compensatory tracking
task.
2.5 Experiment setup
A human-in-the-loop experiment was performed to compare haptic
and input-mixing aids. The experiment resembled control of an
aircraft during a tracking task. This section details the experimental
design.
2.5.1 Task and apparatus
The experimental task involved the tracking of a target trajectory of
a roll angle. The tracking error e was presented on a high-resolution
display from VPixx Technologies Inc., Canada, see Figure 2.4. The
resolution of the display is 1920(H) x 1200(V) pixels, the refresh rate
is 120 Hz. The error e was shown as the angular difference between
the moving horizontal line and the fixed aircraft symbol. The vertical
offset between the horizontal line and the aircraft symbol was kept
to zero.
Participants controlled the roll angle of the aircraft with a control-
loading sidestick from Wittenstein Aerospace & Simulation GmbH,
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Germany. The dynamics of the sidestick resembled a mass-spring-
damper system. The stiffness of the stick was set to 1.1 N/deg in
accordance with previous works dealing with similar control tasks
[Pool et al., 2008, 2011]. The mass and the damping parameters




0.0151 s2 + 0.0616 s + 1.1
[deg/N] 2.9
Since the pitch axis of the sidestick was not used during the experi-
ment, it was fixed in the zero position. An armrest was positioned
close to the sidestick.





The double integrator resembles the dynamics of a simplified roll
attitude control of an aircraft [McRuer and Krendel]. The gain of
Hce was chosen to give optimal control authority on the roll angle.
A real-time computer running xPC Target (MathWorks, Inc.)
was used to interface the flight display and the sidestick with the
simulated aircraft dynamics. The update frequency of the real-time
computer was 500 Hz.
2.5.2 Target trajectory





Ak sin(2pi fkt + ψk) 2.11
where Ak, fk, and ψk are the amplitude, the frequency and the phase
of the kth sinusoidal component of the signal φt. The amplitudes Ak
were distributed according to the absolute value of the following
filter [Zaal et al., 2008]:
Ak =

























Figure 2.5: Target trajectory φt.
where T1 = 0.1 s and T2 = 0.8 s. The frequencies fk were logarith-
mically spaced in the range [0.05− 3] Hz, which is sufficiently large
to capture the dynamical properties of human response. Specifically,
they were chosen as integer multiples of a base frequency f0, i.e.
fk = k · f0. To generate an integer number of periods in the measure-
ment time, the base frequency f0 was chosen as the inverse of the
measurement time T = 81.92 s. The phases ψk were selected from
a random set to yield an approximately Gaussian distribution of
the values of φt [Zaal et al., 2008]. Finally, the time realization was
scaled to have a power of 2 deg2. Figure 2.5 shows time realization
and power spectrum of the resulting target trajectory.
2.5.3 Participants and experiment procedure
Six male participants between the age of 25 and 32 years were
recruited for the experiment. All participants were affiliated with
Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics, three of them had
previous experience with compensatory control tasks.
Before starting the experiment, participants were instructed to
minimize the error shown in the compensatory display. They were
informed about the possible presence of haptic forces on the control
device, but no specific instructions were given on how to exploit
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the haptic feedback. All participants performed three tracking
conditions: tracking task without aids (NoA), with Haptic Aid (HA),
and with Input-Mixing system (IM). The order of the conditions
was randomized between participants according to a Latin Square
Matrix. For each condition, participants performed some training
trials until they reached a consistent level of performance. Then,
four more trails were performed to collect measurement data. Each
trial lasted 90 s, with regular breaks in between the trials. The whole
experiment lasted around three hours.
2.5.4 Data collection and analysis
Time realizations of different signals were logged at 100 Hz during
the experiment. These included the aircraft roll angle φce, the human
force Fho, and the deflection of the stick δcd. To remove transients at
the beginning of the trials, only the last 81.92 s of the measurements
were considered for data analysis.
Several measures were calculated to investigate influence of
haptic and input-mixing aids on human performance and control
behavior. Human performances were evaluated by the variance of








where N indicates the number of time samples within an experi-
mental trial, tk is the k-th time sample, and e¯ is the mean value of e.
Variances of the stick deflection δcd and of the human force Fho were
calculated as measures of human control activity.
To test statistical differences between variances in the three track-
ing conditions, a one-way repeated measurement ANalysis Of VAri-
ance (ANOVA) was used. Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correc-
tion were employed to perform pairwise comparisons. Values of
p < 0.050 were considered highly significant, whereas values in the
range 0.050 ≤ p < 0.100 were considered marginally significant.
Human control behavior was evaluated by estimating the open-
loop dynamics of human operator and controlled element. Estimates
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of human’s open-loop responses were were calculated by using a
cross-spectra based method (CS method) [Pintelon and Schoukens,
2012]. The method estimates the human open-loop transfer response
as:
Hˆol( f ) =
Sˆφtφce( f )
Sˆφte( f )
, f ∈ { ft}. 2.14
Here, Sˆvw represents an estimate of the cross-spectra between the
generic signals v and w, obtained as:
Sˆvw( f ) = V∗( f )W( f ) 2.15
where V,W are the Discrete Fourier Transform of v and w, respec-
tively, and V∗ is the complex conjugate of v. The coherence functions
Γ2 was used as a reliability indicator of the estimate [Pintelon and
Schoukens, 2012]:
Γ2( f ) =
|Sˆφte( f )|2
Sˆφtφt( f )Sˆee( f )
, f ∈ { ft}. 2.16
The coherence can assume values between 0.0 and 1.0. The max-
imum value 1.0 indicates that the measurements of e and φce are
linearly related and without noise, whereas smaller values indicate
the presence of nonlinearities and noise. To reduce variance of the
estimates, the time signals were averaged over the four trials and the
resulting estimates over two adjacent frequency points [Wellstead,
1981].
Finally, crossover frequency fc and neuromuscular peak of open-
loop responses were calculated and statistically compared with
ANOVA and post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction. The crossover
frequency fc represents the bandwidth of the human response. High
values of fc imply a fast dynamic response and a higher ability to
follow the tracking signal. On the other hand, high neuromuscular
peaks represent stiff settings of the neuromuscular system and may
induce unstable oscillations on the aircraft [Johnston and McRuer,
1987].






































Figure 2.6: Mean and 95 % confidence intervals of σ2(·) over all participants.
2.6 Results and discussion
This section presents results of the experimental comparison between
haptic and input-sharing aids. Performance and control activity
are contrasted between the three experimental tracking conditions.
Furthermore, differences in the participants open-loop responses
are investigated.
2.6.1 Performance and control activity
Participants performances were evaluated using the variance of the
tracking error σ2(e). Figure 2.6a shows results of each participant
(thin lines), together with means and 95 % confidence intervals
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Table 2.1: Results of post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction for σ2(·) data.
Independent variables Dependent measures
σ2(e) σ2(Fho) σ2(δcd)
Factor p Sig. a p Sig. p Sig.
NoA vs. HA 0.067 * 0.098 * 0.582 –
NoA vs. IM 0.003 ** 0.078 * 0.239 –
HA vs. IM 0.086 * 1.000 – 1.000 –
a.** : highly significant (p < 0.050) * : marginally significant (0.050 ≤ p < 0.100)
–: not significant (p ≥ 0.100)
(error bars). Results of ANOVA (F(2, 10) = 10.627, p < 0.05) and
post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction (Table 2.1) indicated that
the differences between all conditions were statistically significant.
Performance improved with haptic and input-mixing aids compared
to the baseline condition without aids. However, the haptic did not
yield same performance as the input mixing control, which reduced
σ2(e) with almost 50% compared to NoA.
Variances of human force Fho and stick deflection δcd were cal-
culated as measures of participants control effort. Figure 2.6b and
Figure 2.6c depict means and 95 % confidence intervals of σ2(Fho)
and σ2(δcd), respectively. Human force was affected by the external
aids (F(2, 10) = 5.064, p < 0.05). Post-hoc test with Bonferroni
correction revealed a statistically significant difference between NoA
and the other two tracking conditions (Table 2.1). This indicates
that the aids allowed participants to significantly reduce the forces
needed to control the controlled element. Furthermore, participants
applied similar forces with HA and IM. The variance of the stick
deflection was slightly lower for IM and HA conditions compared
to NoA. However, no statistically significant difference was found
between the three conditions (F(2, 10) = 2.876, p = 0.103).
Taken together, these findings indicate that both HA and IM aids
helped participants perform the control task with reduced control ef-
fort. However, participants found it easier to control the augmented
stable dynamics Hce−aut, rather than the original unstable dynamics
Hce combined with the haptic forces.















Figure 2.7: Estimated Hol for participant 4.
2.6.2 Human’s dynamic response
An analysis was made to look for influence of haptic and input-
mixing aids on human open-loop responses. Figure 2.7 shows open-
loop responses of participant 4. High coherence values indicated
reliability of the estimates (Γ2( f ) > 0.8 for all f ∈ { ft}). Note that
these responses are representative for all participants.
All estimates closely followed integrator-like dynamics at fre-
quencies close to the crossover frequencies fc where |Hol( fc)| = 1.
This is consistent with McRuer theories, indicating that McRuer the-
ories can still be applied when haptics or automation are employed
in the control loop.
The crossover frequency fc was found to be influenced by the
presence of external aids (F(2, 10) = 5.122, p = 0.029), see Fig-
ure 2.8a. Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction revealed that IM
was statistically different from the other two conditions. This is in
complete agreement with the higher performance found for the IM
system.
Figure 2.8b shows that neuromuscular peaks Hol( fpk) decreased
with HA, where fpk indicates the frequencies where the peaks occur.


























Figure 2.8: Mean and 95 % confidence intervals of fc and neuromuscular
peak Hol( fpk) over all participants.
Table 2.2: Results of post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction for fc and∣∣∣Hol( fpk)∣∣∣.
Independent variables Dependent measures
fc
∣∣Hol( fpk)∣∣
Factor p Sig. b p Sig.
NoA vs. HA 1.000 – 0.207 –
NoA vs. IM 0.131 – 0.659 –
HA vs. IM 0.008 ** 0.807 –
b.** : highly significant (p < 0.050) * : marginally significant (0.050 ≤ p < 0.100)
–: not significant (p ≥ 0.100)
(F(2, 10) = 3.198, p = 0.084), post-hoc tests for pairwise comparisons
did not result in statistically significant differences between the
conditions due to the large variance in the NoA and IM conditions.
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2.7 Conclusions
To investigate the effects of haptic and input-mixing aids on per-
formances and control behavior, two equivalent haptic and input-
mixing systems were designed and tested in a compensatory track-
ing task. Performance, control effort, and humans control behavior
were evaluated and compared to a baseline condition without exter-
nal aids.
Participants significantly improved their performance with the
haptic and input-mixing aids compared to the baseline condition.
However, the input-mixing system outperformed the other two
conditions. Both external aids allowed participants to perform the
task by applying lower forces, indicating decreased control effort.
Participants realized the benefits of input-mixing and haptic sys-
tems by adapting their open-loop responses in different ways. The
input-mixing aid led to an increased crossover frequency, whereas
the haptic system reduced the peak of the neuromuscular system.

CHAPTER
On effects of failures of input-mixing and
haptic aids
3
Although input-mixing systems may yield better perfor-
mance compared to haptic aids, it is not very well under-
stood what happens in the event of a failure of the support
systems. This chapter investigates how failures of haptic
and input-mixing systems influence huamn’s performance.
An experiment was conducted in which participants per-
formed a compensatory tracking task with haptic and input-
mixing aids. Half of experimental trials were affected by a
failure of the support system, which corresponded to a com-
plete removal of the support action. Results showed that
after failures of both support systems, participants experi-
enced a sudden decrease of performances. However, loss of
performance was much larger with the input-mixing aid.
Surprisingly, participants with haptic aid were able to ap-
proximately return to performance levels they had just be-
fore the failure. Instead, participants with the input-mixing
aid could not re-gain pre-failure levels of performance.
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3.1 Introduction
Input-mixing aids help the human operator perform a specificcontrol task by providing a feedback signal directly into the con-
trolled element. Although input-mixing aids generally help the
human operator improve performance, they have some disadvan-
tages due to the fact that the human operator is not aware of the
feedback signal [Abbink and Mulder, 2010]. For instance, the human
operator may not recognize failures of the input-mixing aid, or may
not be able to recover before an accident would occur. These out-
comes have been known as Out-Of-The-Loop (OOTL) performance
problems [Endsley and Kiris, 1995; Kaber and Endsley, 1997].
Haptic aids have been put forth as an appropriate solution to
OOTL problems [Abbink et al., 2008, 2012; Goodrich et al., 2011;
de Stigter et al., 2007]. Such aids communicate their control action by
exerting tactile feedback on the control device. Human operators are
always aware of haptic control action and always remain in-the-loop.
So far, however, only theoretical considerations have been presented
regarding effectiveness of using haptic aids for overcoming OOTL
problems.
The goal of this chapter is to experimentally investigate whether
the transparency of haptic feedback can be useful for overcoming
OOTL problems. Specifically, this chapter focuses on OOTL prob-
lems that may occur after a failure of the pilot support system. The
considered failure is a total loss of support action, due for instance
to a broken sensor, a broken actuator, etc. To achieve the goal, an
experiment was conducted where participants performed a com-
pensatory tracking task with haptic and input-mixing aids. Sudden
failures of haptic and input-mixing aids were simulated, and control
performances were evaluated before and after the failures occurred.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 presents the de-
sign of the haptic aid and of the input-mixing system for a compen-
satory tracking task. Section 3.3 describes the experiment, followed
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Figure 3.1: Compensatory tracking task with external aids.
3.2 Design of external aids and simulated failure
This chapter focuses on the design of aids for a compensatory
tracking task in the roll axis, as depicted in Figure 3.1. The task is to
track the target signal φt by minimizing the tracking error e between
φt and the roll angle φce of the controlled element CE. The roll angle
φce is controlled by the lateral deflection δcd of the control device
CD. The tracking error is presented on a compensatory display.
When using the haptic aid HA, the force feedback Fha guides
the human operator according to a possible control strategy, see
Figure 3.1a. Note that the human operator HO can feel the haptic
forces through the variations that they cause on the stick deflection
δcd.
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When using the input-mixing aid IM instead, the additional
command uim is directly provided into the controlled element, see
Figure 3.1b. The human operator is not aware of the command uim
and can only see the effects it has on the controlled element. As
explained in Section 2.4, the input-mixing aid has the net result of
augmenting the closed-loop dynamics of CE, resulting in easier to
control dynamics.
3.2.1 Haptic aid design
The haptic aid was designed to generate forces on the stick that
suggest a possible control strategy [Alaimo et al., 2010]. A commonly
used approach for designing such haptic feedback is to mimic the
human behavior: the haptic forces are designed to be similar to
those given by the human operator during the tracking task without
haptic aids [Mulder, 2007].
Pilot behavior in a compensatory tracking task has been ex-
tensively investigated in literature. McRuer provided quantitative
models that describe the human response to the tracking error for
different controlled elements [McRuer; McRuer and Weir, 1969].
These models assess that humans adapt their response such that the
open-loop transfer function between the tracking error e and the
roll angle φce resembles an integrator-like dynamics at frequencies





Here, the parameter τp represents the human visual delay and
Hblock represents the transfer function of BLOCK. Specifically, Hcon
is the human control response from the tracking error e to the stick
deflection δcd. Note that Hcon includes both dynamics of the human
operator and of the control device, see Figure 3.1.
According to Equation (3.1), the control dynamics Hcon change
based on the dynamics of the controlled element Hce. In our experi-






where Kce represents the gain of the controlled element. The control




(s + 1)e−τps = Kp(s + 1)e−τps 3.3
where Kp is the human static gain. Large values of Kp correspond to
large crossover frequencies ωc, resulting in a faster human response.
To obtain similar open-loop dynamics as in Equation (3.3), the
haptic aid was chosen as follows:




The values for the parameters in Equation (3.4) were chosen slightly
different from those typically estimated for humans in a tracking
task. The visual delay τp was set to zero, to obtain a haptic response
slightly faster than the human response (typical values for humans
are τp = 0.3 s). The gain Kp was tuned experimentally such that the
haptic force could be felt by the human operator, but at the same
time could leave them full control authority. The control device Hcd
was approximated by its static gain, since Hcd behaves like a gain at
frequencies around ωc where the model in Equation (3.3) is valid.
3.2.2 Input-mixing aid design
The input-mixing aid was designed to provide an “equivalent” level
of support as the haptic aid, i.e., to provide the same control action
as the haptic aid when the human operator was out-of-the-loop. With
this mind, the dynamics of input-mixing aid were chosen as:
Him = HhaHcd = Kp(s + 1) 3.5
As mentioned in Section 2.4, the control task with the input-
mixing system is equivalent to a control task where the dynamics of





The resulting dynamics Hce−im are significantly different and much
easier to control than the original dynamics Hce.
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3.2.3 Failure
Failures of haptic and input-mixing aids are considered as sudden
disengages of the systems. For the haptic aid, the failure is simulated
by setting the haptic feedback Fha to zero. After the failure, the
human operator is not anymore provided with haptic feedback and
has to manually control the aircraft.
For the input-mixing aid, the failure is simulated by setting the
feedback signal uim to zero. After the failure, the human opera-
tor switches from controlling the augmented dynamics Hce−im to
manually controlling the un-augmented aircraft dynamics Hce.
3.3 Experiment setup
A human-in-the-loop experiment was designed to investigate how
failures of haptic and input-mixing aids affect human performance.
3.3.1 Apparatus and control task
In the experiment, participants performed a compensatory tracking
task in the roll axis. The tracking error was shown as the roll angle of
the Primary Flight Display (PFD) in Figure 3.2. All other indicators
of the PFD were kept fixed to zero.
A control-loaded sidestick developed at University of Pisa was
used to control the simulated roll dynamics, see Figure 3.2. The
longitudinal axis of the sidestick was fixed at the centered position,
whereas the lateral axis was free to move with dynamics Hcd. More
technical details about the sidestick can be found in Pollini et al.
[2016]. A soft armrest was positioned close to the sidestick.
3.3.2 Target trajectory





Ak sin(2pi fkt + ψk) 3.7
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Figure 3.2: Apparatus.
where Ak, fk, and ψk are the amplitude, the frequency and the phase
of the kth sinusoidal component. The amplitudes Ak were chosen as
follows [Zaal et al., 2008]:
Ak =
∣∣∣∣ (j2pi fkT1 + 1)2(j2pi fkT2 + 2)2
∣∣∣∣ 3.8
where T1 = 0.1 s and T2 = 0.8 s. The frequencies fk were multiples
of a base frequency f0 = 1/81.92 Hz, chosen to be logarithmically
spaced between 0.06 Hz and 3 Hz. The phases ψk were selected
from a random set to yield an approximately Gaussian distribution
of the values of φt [Zaal et al., 2008]. The resulting time realization
was scaled to have a power of 0.04 rad2. Figure 3.3 shows the time
realization and the power spectrum of the resulting signal.























Figure 3.3: Target trajectory φt.
3.3.3 Participants and experimental procedure
Ten participants (9 males, 1 female) between the age of 25 and 27
years were recruited for the experiment. All participants were affili-
ated with University of Pisa, none of them had previous experience
with compensatory control tasks. Before starting the experiment,
participants were instructed to minimize the error shown in the com-
pensatory display. They were informed about the possible presence
of haptic forces on the control device, but no specific instructions
were given on how to exploit the haptic force.
All participants performed three tracking conditions: tracking
task without aids (NoA), with the haptic aid (HA), and with the
input-mixing system (IM). The order of the conditions was random-
ized between participants according to a Latin Square Matrix. For
each condition, participants performed some training trials until
they reached a consistent level of performance. Then, 10 more trials
were performed to collect measurement data. Each trial lasted 90 s,
and regular breaks were taken in between the trials.
In 5 of the 10 trials of IM and HA conditions, sudden failures
of the external aid were simulated. The failures happened at ran-
dom time instants between 25 s and 55 s. To minimize differences
between trials with different failure times, the target trajectory φt
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was translated such that the failure happened exactly at the same
position of φt for all trials.
3.3.4 Measures
Time realizations of the tracking error e were logged with a sample
frequency fs = 100 Hz. Then, the cumulative squared error e2cum
was calculated:







where tk0 and tk f indicate initial and final time samples.
In addition, human’s performance was evaluated by using the






where tkw is the first time sample of the window, and Nw is the
number of time samples within the window. The MSEw was calcu-
lated for three different time windows: 20 s before the fault (steady
condition), first 10 s after the fault (recovery phase), and successive 10
seconds (new steady condition).
Note that MSEw can be written as:
MSEw =






where ∆tw represents the time length of the window. Thus, MSEw
corresponds to the average slope of the cumulative error over the
time window.
3.3.5 Hypotheses
In trials without failures, IM and HA aids are expected to yield better
performance compared to the condition without aids. Furthermore,
participants are expected to perform better with IM than with HA.
In trials with failure, the MSEw is expected to suddenly increase
after the failure of both IM and HA systems, i.e., during the recovery
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phase. However, participants are expected to recover quicker after
the failure of the HA system than of the IM system. Thus, during
the new steady condition phase, MSEw is hypothesized to be smaller
for the HA condition than for the IM condition.
3.4 Results and discussion
This section presents results of the human-in-the-loop experiment.
First, the section illustrates results obtained in the trials without
failure, to investigate capability of the designed aids to actually
support participants in performing the task. Successively, effects of
failures on human performances are investigated.
3.4.1 No failure
Figure 3.4 shows the cumulative squared error e2cum of a sample
participant in the conditions without aid (NoA), with haptic aid
(HA) and with input-mixing system (IM). The errors were averaged
over the different trials without failure (5 for HA and IM, 10 for
NoA). As expected, HA and IM aids helped the participant achieve
better performance compared to the condition without external aids.
Furthermore, performance with IM was better than with HA.
3.4.2 Failure
Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show the cumulative errors in cases where
the input-mixing system and the haptic aid failed, respectively.
Failure times are shown as vertical dashed lines. In addition, dashed
lines indicate the averaged e2cum obtained in the trials without failure.
After the failure of IM system, the change in the slope of e2cum is
evident. On the other hand, e2cum did not present an evident change
in slope after the failure of HA.
To obtain a general overview of e2cum trends across different trials,
the traces of e2cum were translated so that the failure instant happened
at time t = 0 for all trials. Then, two 20 s windows were considered
before and after the failure, and error traces were averaged over
trials. The cumulative errors were virtually reset at t = −20 and
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Figure 3.4: Cumulative squared errors e2cum, averaged over runs without fail-
ures.
t = 0 to facilitate slope comparisons. Figure 3.7 shows the resulting
e2cum curves for a sample participant. The IM condition presented a
net increase of error slope after the failure. This yielded to a final
cumulative error even larger than in the NoA condition. On the
other hand, the HA condition did not present a noticeable change
of slope after the failure.
To investigate whether the results obtained for the sample par-
ticipant stand for all other participants, windowed MSEw were
calculated for all participants before failures, soon after failures, and
long after failures. Figure 3.8 shows the MSEw obtained for each par-
ticipant (marks), together with means across different participants
(thick lines). In the first time window, both IM and HA systems
allowed participants to achieve smallerc compared to the NoA con-
dition. Specifically, MSEw was smaller with the IM system than
with the HA. Note that MSEw presented a lower dispersion in the
IM condition, indicating that pilots performed similarly well when
using the IM system. This may be due to a limited contribution of
the pilot in performing the control task.
In the second time window, the failures of IM and HA systems
caused an evident increase of the MSEw. This sudden decrease of
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Figure 3.5: Cumulative squared error e2cum for a sample participant during IM
condition.
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Figure 3.6: Cumulative squared error e2cum for a sample participant during HA
condition.
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Figure 3.7: Cumulative squared error for a sample participant before and after
failures, averaged over trials. Note that the e2cum curves were translated over time,
such that failures happened at t = 0 for all trials.
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Figure 3.8: Windowed Mean Square Errors MSEw before, soon after and after
the fault. Each marker represents the mean slope of a single subject over different
trials. Thick lines are the average slopes amongst all participants.
performance was expected, since participants needed some time to
notice the failure and to react to it.
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In the third time window, participants that were using the IM
system were not able to recover similar levels of performance they
had before the failure. Furthermore, although the mean of MSEw
was similar to the NoA condition, the dispersion was larger. This
indicates that many participants were not able to adapt their control
strategy to the new dynamics of the controlled element. On the other
hand, pilots that were using the HA were able to recover similar
levels of performance they had before the failure. These levels of
performance were on average better than those obtained in the NoA
case. Presumably a training effect may be responsible for this result:
participants may have learnt from the haptic aid how to control the
controlled element, so that they were able to maintain similar levels
of performance as before the HA failure.
3.5 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a study on the effect of failures of haptic
(HA) and input-mixing (IM) support systems. Ten participants
performed a compensatory tracking task without external aids, with
HA or with IM system. Failures of the external aids were simulated
as total loss of the external feedback signal. Experimental results
indicated that participants better recovered from HA failure than
from failure of the IM system. Surprisingly, participants using HA
were able to recover similar levels of performance they had before
the failure. This may mean that haptic feedback helped participants
learn the control task. However, this possibility requires further
investigation.
CHAPTER
Evaluation of haptic support system for
training purposes
4
This chapter investigates whether haptic feedback can be
used to help humans learn a specific control task. An exper-
iment was performed where participants performed a com-
pensatory tracking task. Participants were divided into two
groups: the haptic group and the no-aid group. The haptic
group performed a first training phase with haptic feedback
and a second evaluation phase without haptic feedback. The
no-aid group performed the whole experiment without hap-
tic feedback. Results indicated that haptic group achieved
better performance than the no aid group during the train-
ing phase. Furthermore, performance of haptic group did
not worsen in the evaluation phase when the haptic feed-
back was turned off. On the other hand, the no-aid group
needed more experimental trials to achieve similar perfor-
mance to the haptic group. These findings indicate that
haptic feedback helped participants learn the task quicker.
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4.1 Introduction
Haptic aids are attracting increasing interest as pilot support sys-
tems in steering tasks. Such aids provide a tactile feedback on the
control device that suggests a possible right control action to the
human operator [Alaimo et al., 2010]. Benefits of haptic aids were
shown in terms of improved performance and reduced control effort
compared to unaided manual control [Abbink et al., 2011; Mulder
et al., 2008b].
Recent works have attempted to use haptic feedback to help
the human operator learn a specific control task. The rationale
is that haptic feedback may facilitate learning the control task by
directly showing a correct control strategy. However, inconclusive
evidence was provided by previous studies on the advantages of
haptic feedback on training.
In studies on motor learning, haptic feedback was found to
enhance training effectiveness. For instance, Feygin et al. [2002]
investigated use of haptic aids for learning a complex 3D motion. A
haptic feedback was designed to guide participants through an ideal
3D motion. The designed haptic aid was tested in a human-in-the-
loop experiment, where participants learned the 3D motion under
three different training conditions: visual, haptic and haptic plus
visual. Haptic feedback was found to help participants reproduce
3D motion. In a different study, a haptic feedback was used for
learning a task that required recalling of a sequence of forces [Morris
et al., 2007]. Participants were guided along a predefined trajectory
and were asked to recall a sequence of force along the trajectory.
Three training modalities were tested: visual, haptic and visual plus
haptic training. The visuohaptic training produced more accurate
force recall than the other two training conditions.
Differently, a null effect of haptic training was shown in a num-
ber of studies on manipulation of virtual objects. Yokokohji et al.
[1996] evaluated use of haptic feedback to support human operators
in learning the manipulation of a cube in a virtual environment.
First, an expert operator performed a cube manipulation in a virtual
environment, and the applied forces and cube positions/velocities
were recorded. Then, the recorded measurements were used to train
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a second non-expert human operator to replicate the cube motion.
Training with the haptic feedback did not improve replication of
cube motion. The authors suggested that this may be due to the
simplicity of the task. In a different study, a target-hitting task was
considered [O’ Malley et al., 2006]. Participants used a joystick to
control a virtual mass and hit fixed targets, and the haptic feedback
was used to actively demonstrate a desired motion. Results indi-
cated that haptic support was not beneficial for enhancing training
effectiveness, probably due to the relatively low complexity of the
task.
Recently, haptic aids have been employed to train humans in con-
trolling specific dynamic systems. In Honing et al. [2014], the control
of an excavator in a pursuit task was considered. An experiment was
performed where participants learned to control the excavator either
with or without haptic aid during training. Then, performances
were evaluated during an evaluation phase without haptic aid. Per-
formances of both groups were similar, indicating that the haptic
feedback did not enhance training effectiveness. The authors of the
study suggested this was probably due to the simplicity of excavator
dynamics. In a different work, a haptic feedback was designed with
the aim of improving driver’s skill in backward parking [Tada and
Wada, 2015]. Experimental results indicated that the haptic feedback
helped the drivers achieve better parking performances.
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the influence of a haptic
support system on training of a human operator on a compensatory
tracking task [McRuer]. A human-in-the-loop experiment was con-
ducted where participants performed a compensatory tracking task.
Participants were split into two groups. The first group performed
a training phase with haptic feedback, and an evaluation phase
without external aids. The second group performed the whole ex-
periment without external supports. Performance were compared
between the two groups, to investigate whether the haptic aid helped
participants to learn the task.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 outlines the de-
sign and a preliminary evaluation of the haptic feedback. Section 4.3
presents the experimental setup and results. The chapter ends with
discussions and conclusions.








φt e δcd φce
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Figure 4.1: Compensatory tracking task with haptic aid.
4.2 Design of haptic aid for training
This section presents the design of a haptic support system for a
compensatory tracking task. Great care is taken in tuning some
parameters to obtain a control task and a haptic support system
suitable for training purposes.
4.2.1 Compensatory tracking task
A compensatory tracking task was used to investigate the possibility
of using a haptic support system for training. Figure 4.1 shows a
model of the compensatory tracking task. The task is to minimize
the tracking error e between the target trajectory φt and the roll
angle φce of the controlled element CE. The human operator HO can
control CE by manipulating the deflection δcd of the control device
CD. Only the tracking error is shown on a compensatory display.
Throughout this chapter, the transfer function of each BLOCK is
referred to as Hblock.
The dynamics of the controlled element determine the difficulty
of the control task. Too difficult dynamics would require a long
training before participants could actually perform the control task.
On the other hand, too easy dynamics would not highlight pos-
sible benefits of the haptic aid on training [O’ Malley et al., 2006;
Yokokohji et al., 1996]. In this paper, the dynamics of Hce were
chosen easy enough to allow participants to learn the task after a
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small number of trials, but difficult enough to highlight differences
between training with and without the haptic aid. According to






4.2.2 Haptic aid design
The haptic aid was designed to suggest a possible control strategy
to the human operator. A common design approach is to mimic
pilot dynamic response [Mulder, 2007]. According to McRuer’s
theories, pilots adapt their response such that the open-loop transfer
function between the tracking error e and the aircraft roll angle






where τp is the visual time delay, and Hcon represents the pilot
control response between the tracking error e and the control device
deflection δcd. Note that Hcon includes pilot responses and dynamics
of the control device Hcd, see Figure 4.1.
The haptic aid transfer function was chosen to yield open-loop















where Kha is an additional gain used to scale the force feedback,
and K¯ha is the resulting static gain of Hha. The parameters τp and
K¯ha were tuned as follows. The time delay τp was set to 0 to yield
a haptic response slightly faster than the human response. The
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Figure 4.2: Evolution of the Mean Squared Errors in following trials. Markers
and errorbars indicate means and standard deviations over different participants,
respectively.
gain K¯ha was set large enough to generate forces that can be felt by
the human operator, while still leaving full-control authority to the
human operator. Based on these considerations and on preliminary
studies, the gain K¯ha was set equal to 2.
4.2.3 Preliminary evaluation of the haptic feedback
A preliminary experiment was performed to evaluate the number
of trials needed to achieve steady performance in the compensatory
tracking task with the haptic aid. Five participants performed 10 tri-
als of the compensatory tracking task. The target roll trajectory was
chosen as a multisine, see Figure 4.3, while haptic and controlled el-
ement dynamics were chosen as in Equation (4.4) and Equation (4.1),







where N is the number of time samples.
Figure 4.2 shows MSEs obtained for different trials, averaged
over participants. Means and standard deviations decreased during
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the first 3 trials, indicating that participants were still learning the
control task. After the fourth trial, means and standard deviations
of MSE achieved steady values. Thus, participants needed 4 trials to
learn the compensatory tracking task with haptic feedback.
4.3 Experimental setup and results
An experiment was performed to evaluate the effect of using the de-
signed haptic feedback for learning purposes. This section presents
experimental setup and results.
4.3.1 Control task, target trajectory, and apparatus
Participants performed a compensatory tracking task in the roll axis.





Ak sin(2pi fkt + ψk) 4.6
The amplitudes Ak were distributed according the following filter
[Zaal et al., 2008]:
Ak =
∣∣∣∣ (j2pi fk0.1+ 1)2(j2pi fk0.8+ 2)2
∣∣∣∣ 4.7
The frequencies fk were chosen as integer multiples of a base fre-
quency f0 = 1/81.92 Hz and were logarithmically spaced in the
range between 0.06 Hz and 3 Hz. The phases ψk were selected from
a random set to yield an approximately Gaussian distribution of the
values of φt [Zaal et al., 2008]. Figure 4.3 shows the time realization
and the power spectrum of the resulting signal.
When performing the task, participants were seated on a chair in
front of a display with refresh rate of 100 Hz. The display showed
the artificial horizon in Figure 4.4. Only the roll axis of the artificial
horizon was free to move, showing the roll tracking error. A sidestick
developed at University of Pisa was used to control the roll dynamics
of the controlled element. The longitudinal axis of the sidestick was
fixed at the center position, whereas the lateral axis was free to move.























Figure 4.3: Target trajectory φt.
Figure 4.4: Apparatus.
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Participants held the sidestick using the right hand and positioning
their elbow on a soft armrest, see Figure 4.4.
4.3.2 Participants and experimental procedure
Twenty participants (17 males, 3 females) performed the experiment.
All participants were affiliated with University of Pisa, none of
them had previous experience with compensatory tracking tasks.
Before starting the experiment, participants were informed about
the experimental goal.
Participants were split into two groups of 10 participants. The
first group performed 9 runs of the compensatory tracking task
without support. The second group performed a first training phase
using the haptic aid and a following evaluation phase without
support. The number of trials for the training phase was set to
4 based on the preliminary evaluation of the haptic feedback, see
Figure 4.2. The number of trials for the evaluation phase was set to
5.
4.3.3 Measures
A number of measures were considered for evaluating participants’
performances. A first measure was obtained by calculating the
MSE in Equation (4.5). To highlight how MSE correlates with the
evolution of the squared tracking error e2, Figure 4.5a shows a
typical trend of e2 together with the corresponding MSE. Although
the error e2 oscillates around the MSE, the dispersion of e2 is small
and the MSE can be considered representative of e2 along the whole
trial. However, in our experiment performance is evaluated during
a training phase where participants are learning the control task.
During the training phase, participants are more prone to generate
wrong control commands, which would result in sudden increases
of e2 in a small amount of time, see Figure 4.5b. The MSE is largely
influenced by these sudden increases of e2, and it deviates from the
actual trend that the error e2 has in time intervals when participants
do not generate wrong control commands.
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Figure 4.6: Distributions of the values of the squared error e2 for trained and
untrained participants.
To better describe the trend of the error e2, we considered addi-
tional performance measures:
• the median of e2 (mdSE). The median is lightly influenced by
outliers that correspond to sudden increases of e2. Thus, the
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median can be considered as a measure for the actual trend of
e2.
• the third quartile of e2 (q3SE). The third quartile represents
the data point at the 75th percentile. This means that about
75% of the data lie below q3SE. Small values of q3SE indicate
that 75% of e2 values were close to the median mdSE along
the whole experimental trail.
• the maximum value of e2 (maxSE). The maximum value maxSE
accounts for the sudden increases of e2 due the wrong com-
mands during the trials.
Figure 4.6 shows means MSE, medians mdSE, third quartiles
q3SE, and maximum values maxSE for the distributions of e2 values
shown in Figure 4.5. The medians mdSE and the third quartiles
q3SE are similar for untrained and trained participants, indicating
that they are not influenced by wrong control commands given by
the untrained participant. On the other hand, the mean MSE and
the maximum value maxSE are larger for the untrained participant,
indicating that they account for the large increases of e2 due to
wrong control commands.
The measures MSE, mdSE, q3SE and maxSE were calculated for
each participant. To obtain a general analysis for all participants, me-
dian and percentiles were calculated for all the considered measures
across all participants. First, the between-participants variability
was removed by correcting the data such that average over different
trials was the same for all participants of each group [Cousineau,
2005]. Then, the following overall measures were calculated for the
corrected MSE, mdSE, q3SE and maxSE: the median, the first and
third quartiles (Q1 and Q3, respectively), and the interquartile range
IQR=Q3-Q1. In the following figures, these overall measures are
represented by box-whiskers plots. On each box, the circle indicates
the median over different participants, the bottom and the top edges
of the box indicate first and third quartiles, the top and the bottom
ends of the whisker indicate the highest and the lowest datum still
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within 1.5 of the interquartile range. All the data not included be-
tween the whiskers are considered as outliers and plotted as circle
markers.
4.3.4 Hypotheses
All participants are hypothesized to need some trials to learn the
task. Thus, performance measures are expected to improve with
successive trials for both groups of participants. However, haptic
feedback is expected to help participants learn the task quicker. This
means that the haptic group (HA) is expected to achieve steady
performances faster than the group without haptic feedback (NoHA
group).
4.3.5 Results
Figure 4.7a and Figure 4.7b show the distributions of e2 values
obtained by two sample participants belonging to NoHA and HA
groups, respectively. The NoHA participant performed the control
task without external aids, while the HA participant performed the
first 4 trials with haptic feedback and the following 5 trials without
external aids. For the NoHA participant, all performance measures
(MSE, mdSE, q3SE, and maxSE) progressively decreased with suc-
cessive trials, before achieving approximately steady values after
the 7th trial. This indicates that the participant required almost all
experimental trials to learn the control task. On the other hand,
the HA participants already achieved approximately steady perfor-
mance in the training phase. Furthermore, the HA participant did
not show a large performance deterioration after the haptic feedback
was turned off.
Figure 4.8 shows boxplots for the mean squared errors MSE over
all participants. The NoHA participants progressively improved
their MSE with successive trials (smaller median values), before
achieving approximately constant performance in the last three
trials. High values of MSE in trials 4 and 6 may indicate that some
participants generated wrong control commands. On the other hand,
the HA participants achieved approximately constant MSE already
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(a) Sample participant of the NoHA group.





















(b) Sample participant of the HA group.
Figure 4.7: Evolutions of the distributions of e2 values.
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Figure 4.8: Evolutions of the mean MSE for all participants.
after the third trial. Although the MSE slightly increased in trial 5
when the haptic feedback was turned off, HA participants were able
to recover same levels of MSE already in trial 6.
In the first 4 trials, the median of the MSE for the NoHA group
was larger than the top of the boxes for the HA group. This indicates
that 75% of HA participants were able to obtain better performance
than 50% of NoHA participants. Thus, haptic feedback helped par-
ticipants perform the control task. When the haptic feedback was
turned off in trial 4, the MSE of the HA group increased to similar
levels to the NoHA group. However, already in trial 6, HA partic-
ipants were able to recover and to maintain similar performance
achieved in the first four trials. On the other hand, participants of
NoHA group needed 7 trials to achieve similar performances to the
HA group.
As highlighted in the previous section, the MSE is largely influ-
enced by sudden increases of the error e2 caused by wrong control
commands. For this reason, the MSE may not give a useful descrip-
tion of the actual trend of e2 during the experimental trial. This not
the case for the median mdSE and the third quartile q3SE, which are
more robust to sudden increases of e2. Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10
show boxplots of mdSE and q3SE over all participants. Trends of
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of the median mdSE for all participants.















Figure 4.10: Evolution of the third quartile q3SE for all participants.
mdSE and q3SE resembled the trends obtained for the MSE. The
haptic feedback helped participants obtain small values of e2 in the
first 4 trials. Although performance of HA degraded when the hap-
tic aid was turned off, the HA group was able to recover previous
levels of performance already in the trial 6. On the other hand,
NoHA participants needed 7 trials to achieve similar mdSE and
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Figure 4.11: Evolution of the maximum value maxSE for all participants.
q3SE as the HA group. It is worth noting that, contrary to the MSE,
mdSE and q3SE did not largely increase in the trial 4 as the MSE.
This indicates that the large MSE in trial 4 was caused by sudden
increases of e2 generated by some participants.
To highlight the presence of sudden increases of e2, the maxi-
mum values maxSE were calculated. In all trials, the medians of
maxSE were larger for the NoHA group than for the HA group.
Furthermore, the boxes (first and third quartiles) and the whiskers
(1.5×IQR) were large for the NoHA group, indicating a large vari-
ability between participants. Thus, several participants of the NoHA
group were prone to generate wrong control commands. On the
other hand, the HA group showed small boxes and whiskers. This
means that most participants of the HA group were able not to
generate sudden increases of the tracking error.
4.4 Conclusions
This chapter investigated effects of using haptic feedback for learn-
ing a compensatory tracking task. Two groups of subjects performed
a compensatory tracking task. The first group performed the task
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with a haptic feedback during the training phase and without haptic
feedback during the evaluation phase. The second group was not
supported by any haptic aid.
Participants that were trained with haptic feedback were less
likely to exhibit wrong control commands during the control task
compared to participants that were not supported by the haptic aid
during the training phase. Haptic feedback helped the HA group
learn faster the control strategy and to achieve stable performance
earlier. Furthermore, performance of HA group did not worsen







Methods for identifying time-invariant
neuromuscular responses in multi-loop
tasks
5
A quantitative insight into human’s dynamic responses is
required for a human-centered design of haptic feedback.
This chapter proposes identification methods to estimate the
neuromuscular and visual responses of a multi-loop model
of the human operator. A conventional and widely used
technique for simultaneous identification of the neuromus-
cular and visual systems makes use of cross-spectral density
estimates. This chapter shows that this technique provides
biased estimates when a specific non-interference hypothesis
is not fulfilled. Furthermore, two methods are proposed that
do not have the same limitation. The first method is based
on ARX models, whereas the second one combines cross-
spectral estimators with interpolation in the frequency do-
main. Offline simulations confirmed that classic method
fails when the non-interference hypothesis is not fulfilled,
whereas the two proposed techniques give reliable estimates.
Finally, the three identification methods were applied to ex-
perimental data with human-in-the-loop. The two proposed
techniques gave comparable estimates, different from those
obtained by the classic method. The differences matched
those found with the simulations.
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5.1 Introduction
Design of haptic feedback is a critical issue, since it determines itseffectiveness on improving human’s performance and reducing
control effort. Although many approaches were different in nature,
human operators were able to quickly get acquainted with haptic
feedback, learn how to exploit it to increase their performance, and
adapt their responses to the specific type of haptic aid [Abbink et al.,
2011; Profumo et al., 2013]. Since humans can adapt their responses
over a large range, an effective design of haptic aid requires accurate
knowledge of human adaptation to the provided continuous haptic
feedback. This chapter seeks to address how to model and esti-
mate the human responses in control tasks with continuous haptic
feedback.
Quasi-linear models are commonly used to describe human be-
havior in various control tasks [Hess, 1981; McRuer; McRuer and
Jex, 1967]. These models represent human behavior with linear
describing functions combined with a remnant signal to account for
non-linearities. When haptic aids are used and tactile information
is provided in addition to presenting visual information, the tactile
perception channel needs to be modeled as an additional input to
the human operator. A multi-loop quasi-linear model that meets
this requirement was developed by van Paassen et al. [2004]. This
model is characterized by two control loops, one describing the
visual perception channel and one describing the tactile information
processed by the neuromuscular system. Identifying the neuromus-
cular and visual responses would provide quantitative insights into
the human adaptation to the haptic feedback.
To identify human visual and neuromuscular responses, identifi-
cation techniques are needed that account for the multi-loop nature
of the task. A commonly used technique is based on Cross Spectral
(CS) analysis [Pintelon and Schoukens, 2012]. This technique has
been initially applied to neuromuscular system estimation for tasks
in which human visual feedback is not involved and the human
operator is essentially a single-input single-output system [Abbink,
2007].
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Recently, Abbink et al. [2011] and Damveld et al. [2009] applied
the method to estimate neuromuscular system in control tasks with
visual feedback. Two mutually uncorrelated forcing functions, a
visual reference trajectory and a force disturbance, were inserted
in the feedback loop to estimate the neuromuscular and visual
dynamics. The contribution of force disturbance in the visual error
was implicitly assumed to be negligible, i.e., the force disturbance
used for identification was assumed not to interfere with the visual
feedback. Unfortunately, this non-interference assumption is not
always verified. As a sufficiently high Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
is required for the identification procedure, the power of the force
disturbance cannot be decreased such that its effect on the visual
feedback is not actually perceived by the human operator.
This chapter shows that the commonly used CS method may
provide biased estimates when the non-interference assumption
is not fulfilled. Two novel identification methods are presented,
which also produce reliable estimates when the force disturbance
influences the visual error. In the first method (ARX method), a
multi-loop Auto-Regressive model with eXogenous inputs (ARX)
is used to fit the measured data in the time domain. A similar
identification procedure was successfully applied for a different con-
trol task [Nieuwenhuizen et al., 2008]. The second method (CS-ML
method) makes use of the Cross Spectral density analysis like the
conventional method, but does not require the non-interference
assumption. Numerical simulations and human in-the-loop experi-
ment are performed to provide supportive evidence of the reliability
of the two novel methods.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 presents a model
that describes the human operator in a tracking task with haptic
aids. Section 5.3 and Section 5.4 illustrate the theoretical basis of the
three adopted identification methods, followed by a set of off-line
Monte Carlo simulations in Section 5.5. Subsequently, Section 5.6
shows an experimental validation of the proposed identification
methods. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
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Figure 5.1: Compensatory tracking task, in which a human operator controls
the controlled element CE through a control device CD. The human operator
HO is described with a visual (VIS) and a neuromuscular response (the inverse
of the admittance ADM), combined with the remnant signal N.
5.2 Pilot model and control task description
This paper focuses on a compensatory tracking task in the pitch axis.
In such task, the human operator is asked to follow a reference pitch
signal θt by compensating for the tracking error e. When haptic aids
are used, additional tactile information is provided to the human
operator for achieving the control task. To assess the influence of
this second input on the human operator, the visual and tactile
perception channels need to be modelled separately.
A multi-loop model that meets these requirements was devel-
oped by van Paassen et al. [2004], see Figure 5.1. The human operator
HO is described by two control loops, the outer describing the vi-
sual response, whereas the inner loop describes the neuromuscular
response. The neuromuscular response is represented by the inverse
of the arm admittance ADM, defined as the dynamic relationship
between the force acting on the arm and the position of the arm
[Abbink et al., 2011]. The visual system VIS and the neuromuscular
response ADM both contribute to the total human force Fho. The
visual and the neuromuscular responses are assumed to be linear
and time-invariant., and nonlinearities in human’s responses are
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accounted for by the remnant signal N [McRuer and Jex, 1967]. In
the rest of the chapter, the notation Hblock is used to indicate the
transfer function of BLOCK.
The haptic force Fha represents any additional force feedback
provided by the haptic aid. In the field of guidance haptic aids,
the haptic system is generally designed as a standard compensator,
which continuously provides forces that aim at achieving a certain
control task [Mulder et al., 2011a]. Referring to the compensatory
tracking task shown in Figure 5.1, the haptic compensator is com-
monly designed to regulate the tracking error e to zero. Throughout
this paper, we will consider the dynamics of the haptic compen-
sator equal to zero for the purposes of developing the identification
techniques. This simplification does not affect the generality of the
developed identification methods, since they are easily extensible to
the case of non-zero haptic aid dynamics.
5.3 Conventional identification technique
This section describes the identification technique, based on cross-
spectral analysis, that is commonly used to estimate the human
responses of the model shown in Figure 5.1. To simultaneously
estimate the admittance and the visual response, two deterministic
forcing functions need to be inserted into the loop: the target pitch
angle θt, which represents the reference trajectory that the human
operator has to track, and the force disturbance Fd, which represents
a continuous force disturbance that the human operator can feel on
the control device.
Great care must be paid on tuning of the forcing functions, as
the presence of human in the control loop poses constraints on their
power content. The amount of power and the bandwidth should not
be too high, to prevent changes in the human control strategy. At the
same time, they should not be too low in order to ensure an accurate
estimate. To satisfy both conflicting constraints simultaneously, a
trade-off has to be found.
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5.3.1 Forcing functions design
The two forcing functions θt and Fd were designed as multisine










Ad,k sin(2pi fd,kt + ψd,k) 5.2
Each frequency fd,k and ft,k was chosen as an integer multiple of the
base frequency, which is defined as the inverse of the measurement
time of the forcing function. In this case, all measurements lasted
81.92 s, corresponding to a base frequency of 0.0122 Hz.
Simultaneously applying two forcing functions requires a method
that allows distinguishing their contribution in the measurements.
A well-documented method consists of assigning different sets of
discrete points in the available frequency range to Fd and θt [Abbink,
2006]. Figure 5.2a shows the frequency separation of the two forcing
signals used in this research. Each set of frequency points is com-
posed of a cluster of two adjacent frequencies to allow for frequency
averaging during estimation.
For both forcing functions, the phases ψk were chosen randomly
to obtain unpredictable behavior. A cresting technique was applied
to avoid peaks in the time domain [Pintelon and Schoukens, 2012].
This technique minimizes the cresting factor, which is defined as the
maximum amplitude of the signal divided by the Root Mean Square
of the signal. By minimizing the cresting factor, the power of the
signal can be higher without increasing the signal amplitude. The
increased signal power generally results in better Signal-to-Noise
Ratios, and, consequently, in better estimates.
The choice of signal amplitudes must account for human limita-
tions. For the target position θt, the sinusoidal amplitudes at high
frequencies should not be too large, since the pilot must be able to
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(a) Power spectral densities.















Figure 5.2: Forcing signals θt and Fd.
frequency response of the following filter [Zaal et al., 2008]:
At,k =
∣∣∣∣∣ (j2pi ft,kT1 + 1)2(j2pi ft,kT2 + 2)2
∣∣∣∣∣ 5.3
where T1 = 0.1 s and T2 = 0.8 s.
The amplitudes for Fd were tuned to reach a trade-off between
two conflicting objectives: they have to be low enough not to dis-
turb the human operator during the tracking task, but still allow
distinguishing their contribution in the measurements. Furthermore,
the “Reduced Power Method” was used [Mugge et al., 2007], see
Figure 5.2a. The principle of this method is to apply a reduced
power level at higher frequencies, to allow estimation in a wide
range of frequencies without influencing the control behavior of the
human operator.
The multisine time signals were obtained from their spectra using
the inverse Fourier Transform. Table 5.1 lists the base-frequency
multiple k, the actual frequency fk, the amplitude Ak and the phase
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Table 5.1: Frequencies, amplitudes, and phases defining the disturbance and
target forcing functions.
Disturbance Fd Target θt
k fd,k Ad,k φd,k k ft,k At,k φt,k
(-) (Hz) (N) (rad) (-) (Hz) (rad) (rad)
4 0.0488 0.3810 1.3875 10 0.1221 0.0198 -0.7003
5 0.0610 0.3810 2.5511 11 0.1343 0.0198 2.2216
14 0.1709 0.3810 2.7917 20 0.2441 0.0111 4.5432
15 0.1831 0.3810 -0.4228 21 0.2563 0.0111 4.3424
24 0.2930 0.3810 -2.9281 30 0.3662 0.0065 4.5408
25 0.3052 0.3810 -1.8836 31 0.3784 0.0065 6.6869
34 0.4150 0.3810 -3.6960 40 0.4883 0.0042 4.6231
35 0.4272 0.3810 -4.1771 41 0.5005 0.0042 5.8999
44 0.5371 0.3810 -2.6694 50 0.6104 0.0030 8.3374
45 0.5493 0.3810 -3.5128 51 0.6226 0.0030 7.1502
54 0.6592 0.3810 -2.6805 60 0.7324 0.0023 7.4114
55 0.6714 0.3810 -0.1215 61 0.7446 0.0023 5.1712
64 0.7813 0.3810 2.9424 70 0.8545 0.0018 8.4636
65 0.7935 0.3810 2.8250 71 0.8667 0.0018 9.6620
74 0.9033 0.3810 -0.0129 80 0.9766 0.0015 8.6567
75 0.9155 0.3810 -1.2966 81 0.9888 0.0015 9.8456
94 1.1475 0.3302 2.2066 100 1.2207 0.0011 8.1844
95 1.1597 0.3302 2.0687 101 1.2329 0.0011 8.1368
124 1.5137 0.3302 0.1803 140 1.7090 0.0008 5.7817
125 1.5259 0.3302 0.4412 141 1.7212 0.0008 6.0687
154 1.8799 0.3302 3.8712 180 2.1973 0.0006 9.5528
155 1.8921 0.3302 3.7964 181 2.2095 0.0006 10.5519
194 2.3682 0.3302 0.4953 230 2.8076 0.0006 7.6383
195 2.3804 0.3302 1.6589 231 2.8198 0.0006 8.0429
254 3.1006 0.3302 2.1529 260 3.1738 0.0005 7.0004
255 3.1128 0.3302 -0.8407 261 3.1860 0.0005 6.3912
344 4.1992 0.3302 -0.2912
345 4.2114 0.3302 2.0218
484 5.9082 0.3302 4.7341
485 5.9204 0.3302 8.1897
694 8.4717 0.3302 5.8242
695 8.4839 0.3302 9.2787
φk of each of the sine in the forcing functions, and Figure 5.2b shows
sample realizations of Fd and θt.
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5.3.2 Cross-spectral density analysis
A common method for identification of control behavior is based on
Cross-Spectra analysis (CS method). This approach has previously
been used for pilots in a pitch tracking task [Damveld et al., 2010,
2009] and for car drivers in a car following task [Abbink, 2006].
In a closed multi-loop system like in Figure 5.1, the best lin-
ear approximation of the human admittance can be calculated as
[Pintelon and Schoukens, 2012]:
Hˆadm( f ) =
SˆFdδcd( f )
SˆFd Fadm( f )
, f ∈ { fd} 5.4
where { fd} is the set of frequencies in which Fd has power, SˆFdδcd
and SˆFd Fadm are the estimated cross-spectral densities between Fd and
δcd and between Fd and Fadm, respectively.
The CS method assumes linearity of the human admittance.
The validity of this assumption can be checked with the squared
coherence function defined as [Pintelon and Schoukens, 2012]:
Γˆ2( f ) =
|SˆFdδcd( f )|2
SˆFd Fd( f )Sˆδcdδcd( f )
, f ∈ { fd} 5.5
The coherence function Γˆ equals 1.0 when the system is linear and
there is no noise, and approaches 0.0 when no linear relation is
found.
To estimate the cross-spectral density SˆFd Fadm in Equation (5.4),
the time realization of the force Fadm must be known. Unfortunately,
only the total human force Fho on the control device can be measured,
which is given by the sum of Fadm and Fvis (and the remnant noise
N). To overcome this issue, if it is assumed that the visual response
Fvis does not contain power at frequencies in { fd}, the force Fadm
at frequencies { fd} can be approximated with the human force
Fho measured at frequencies { fd}. In this case, the admittance at
frequencies { fd} can be estimated given measurements of δcd, Fd
and Fho as:
Hˆadm( f ) =
SˆFdδcd( f )
SˆFd Fadm( f )
≈ SˆFdδcd( f )
SˆFd Fho ( f )
, f ∈ { fd} 5.6
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Note that only if the power of the tracking error e is zero for all
frequencies { fd} does Fvis not contain power at frequencies in { fd}.
This is because the visual response Hvis in Figure 5.1 is considered
linear. Therefore, to apply the common identification method, it
must be assumed that the power of the tracking error e must be zero
for all frequencies { fd}: the non-interference assumption.
When the non-interference assumption is not fulfilled and Fadm
cannot be approximated with Fho, the estimator in Equation (5.6)
actually estimates a transfer function different from the admittance.
The estimated Frequency Response Function (FRF) can be written
as:
Hˆadm( f ) =
SˆFdδcd( f )




SˆFd Fd( f )
SˆFd Fho ( f )
/
SˆFd Fd( f )
=
HˆFdδcd( f )
HˆFd Fho ( f )
, f ∈ { fd} 5.7
where HˆFdδcd is the FRF from Fd to δcd, and HˆFd Fho is the FRF from
Fd to Fho. Note that the transfer function HˆFdδcd is generally referred
to as the force disturbance feedthrough [Venrooij et al., 2013]. Rear-
ranging the model of the compensatory tracking task in Figure 5.1,
an analytical expression of HFd Fho is obtained as a function of the
transfer functions Hadm, Hvis, Hce, and Hcd, i.e.:
HFd Fho =
−HcdHce Hvis + H−1adm
1+ Hcd(HceHvis + H−1adm)
= − Hcd HceHvisHadm + Hcd
Hadm + Hcd HceHvisHadm + Hcd
5.8
Similar steps are applied to find an analytical expression for the




1+ Hcd HadmHadm+Hcd Hvis Hce
=
Hcd Hadm
Hadm + Hcd + Hcd Hadm Hvis Hce
5.9
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More details on obtaining the previous expressions are given in the
Appendix. Dividing Equation (5.9) by Equation (5.8), an analytical











It is clear that Equation (5.10) represents a biased estimate of
the admittance. The estimate Hˆadm approaches the real admittance
Hadm only at those frequencies where the product of Hvis, Hce, and
Hadm is small compared to 1 (HceHvis Hadm  1). Therefore, if the
non-interference assumption is violated, the estimated admittance
may become unreliable.
Another drawback of the CS method is that the human visual
response Hvis can not be obtained directly, because the force Fvis can
not be measured. On the contrary, the transfer function between the
visual error e and the position of the controlled element θce, i.e., the
open-loop transfer function, can be estimated using cross-spectra
estimates. In this case, the target forcing function θt is considered
as the external deterministic input uncorrelated with the remnant
noise. The human open-loop FRF can be estimated as:
Hˆol( f ) =
Sˆθtθce( f )
Sˆθte( f )
, f ∈ { ft} 5.11
where { ft} is the set of frequencies in which θt has power. The
corresponding coherence function is given by:
Γˆ2OL( f ) =
|Sˆθtθce( f )|2
Sˆθtθt( f )Sˆθceθce( f )
, f ∈ { ft} 5.12
5.4 Novel identification techniques
Two novel identification techniques are presented that address the
limitations of the conventional identification method described in
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the previous section. The first method operates in the time-domain
and uses an AutoRegressive model with eXogenous inputs (ARX)
to fit measured data. The second identification method operates
in the frequency domain and uses cross-spectral density estimates
similarly to the conventional technique. However, it does not require
the non-interference assumption.
5.4.1 AutoRegressive models with eXogenous inputs
Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) polynomial models, such as the ARX,
ARMAX, and Box-Jenkins (BJ) models, are commonly used for the
identification of a large variety of dynamic systems [Ljung]. These
models describe the relationship between the system inputs, the
noise and the system outputs with parametric rational transfer
functions. Based on time measurements of input and output signals
of a generic dynamic system, an optimization procedure is used to
find the LTI polynomial model that fits the time signals best.
Polynomial models were previously used to estimate human
admittance during a car following task [Abbink, 2006]. The driver
model consisted of neuromuscular and visual responses as shown in
Figure 5.1. To identify the neuromuscular response, the response to
the visual error e was treated as an external filtered Gaussian noise.
Single-input BJ models were then used to estimate the neuromus-
cular response. Although this approach provided reliable neuro-
muscular estimate, it may fail when the response to the visual error
e cannot be approximated as an external Gaussian noise.
The ARX method described in our paper explicitly accounts
for the response to the visual error e by using a multi-input ARX
method. The stick deflection δcd can be considered as the output
of a linear system that has the visual error e and the disturbance
force Fd as inputs, and that is perturbed by the remnant noise N
(Figure 5.1). A multi-input ARX model is then used to describe this
dynamic system [Ljung]:












A(q) = 1+ a1q−1 + . . . + ana q−na 5.14
Be, f (q) = b0e, f + b1e, f q
−1 + . . . + bnbe,b f q
−nnbe,b f 5.15
Here, tk are the time samples, He and HF represent the transfer
functions from e and Fd to δcd, respectively, which are related to the
visual response Hvis and the admittance Hadm. The transfer function
Hn models the effect of the remnant noise N on stick deflection. In
the ARX model, this effect is represented by the white noise signal
w(t) filtered by the transfer function 1A(q) . The terms na, nbe, and
nb f are the order of the corresponding polynomials. It should be
noted that all the transfer functions of the system have the same set
of poles. Although this coupling may be unrealistic, simulations
and experimental results in Section 5.5 and Section 5.6 will show
that this does not to affect identification accuracy.
Given the measurements of δcd, Fd, and e, the polynomial orders
and the parameter values of the ARX model are estimated as the
optimal solution of a suitable cost function. In this paper, the Akaike
final prediction error was used as the cost function [Ljung]. The
optimal least-squares solution comes in closed form as a linear
regression, and does not suffer from local minima.
Note that the ARX method does not require frequency separation
between the inputs signals e and Fd [Nieuwenhuizen et al., 2008].
Thus, contrary to the CS method, the ARX method does not require
any assumption about possible interference of the feedback from Fd
with the visual error e.
The arm admittance, visual response and open loop transfer
functions are obtained from He, HF using block diagram algebra:
Hˆadm =
HcdHF





Hˆol = HeHce 5.18
Validity of ARX estimates is assessed by the Variance Accounted For
(VAF), which shows how well the model can predict the measured
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where δcd(tk) and δˆcd,ARX(tk) represent measured and predicted
stick deflections, respectively, and k indexes the time samples. VAF
varies between 0% and 100%, where 100% indicates that the ARX
model completely describes the measured system response. Lower
values indicate a worse model fit due to noise, nonlinearities, or
unmodeled system dynamics.
5.4.2 Multi-loop cross-spectral densities
This section presents a second novel identification method based on
cross-spectral analysis, which explicitly accounts for the multi-loop
nature of the considered control task. This method, referred to as the
CS-ML method, does not require the non-interference hypothesis
and does not assume a rigid predefined model structure as the ARX
approach.
The CS-ML method uses the cross-spectral analysis to estimate
the following auxiliary FRFs:
• the FRF of the transfer function Hθtδcd from the target trajectory
θt to the stick deflection δcd, i.e.:
Hˆθtδcd( f ) =
Sˆθtδcd( f )
Sˆθtθt( f )
, f ∈ { ft} 5.20
• the FRF of the transfer function HFdδcd from the force distur-
bance Fd to the stick deflection δcd, i.e., the so-called force
disturbance feedthrough [Venrooij et al., 2013, 2014]:
HˆFdδcd( f ) =
SˆFdδcd( f )
SˆFd Fd( f )
, f ∈ { fd} 5.21
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Hˆθtδcd and HˆFdδcd represent closed-loop dynamics from θt and Fd
to δcd, respectively. Therefore they include dynamics of admittance
Hadm, visual response Hvis, controlled element Hce, and control
device Hcd, see Figure 5.1. The feedback loop from Fd to the visual
error e is explicitly accounted for in the closed-loop dynamics. Thus,
the presence of any frequency content originating from Fd in the
visual error is explicitly accounted for.
The admittance Hˆadm and visual response Hˆvis are computed
from Hˆθtδcd and HˆFdδcd using block diagram algebra. This procedure
requires that Hˆθtδcd and HˆFdδcd must be known for a common set of
frequencies { f¯ } over which they can be combined. Unfortunately,
Hˆθtδcd and HˆFdδcd are known only for the sets { ft} and { fd} respec-
tively, which do not have frequency points in common. However,
it is reasonable to assume a “smooth” behavior of the frequency
response functions Hˆθtδcd and HˆFdδcd . Thus, a linear interpolation
between neighbouring frequencies can be applied to obtain Hˆθtδcd
and HˆFdδcd on frequencies at which they are not known. The CS-ML
method uses interpolation to estimate Hˆθtδcd in the set { fd} and
HˆFdδcd in the set { ft}. A similar interpolation approach was used in
[Venrooij et al., 2013].
As shown in Figure 5.2, the frequency range of { fd} (0.05 Hz -
10 Hz) is larger than the frequency range of { ft} (0.1 Hz - 3 Hz).
Since an interpolation of Hˆθtδcd outside the range of { ft} would
produce unreliable estimates, the interpolation procedure can only
be applied to the frequencies of { fd} in the range 0.1 Hz - 3 Hz.
The resulting set { f¯ } contained all frequencies in { fd} and { ft} in
the range 0.1 Hz - 3 Hz, in which both Hˆθtδcd and HˆFdδcd could be
estimated.
Analytical expressions for HFdδcd and Hθtδcd can be given as func-






1+ Hcd HadmHadm+Hcd Hvis Hce
5.22
The derivation of these expressions is detailed in the Appendix. The
FRFs of human admittance and visual response are estimated from
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Equation (5.9) and Equation (5.22) by using the estimated Hˆθtδcd and
HˆFdδcd :




Hˆadm( f ) =
HˆFdδcd( f )Hcd( f )
Hcd( f )− Hcd( f )Hˆθtδcd( f )Hce( f )− HˆFdδcd( f )
5.24
Each FRF is calculated at the set of frequency points { f¯ } resulting
from the interpolation. In addition, the open-loop FRF Hˆol from the
visual error e to the pitch angle θce is calculated as:
Hˆol( f ) = Hce( f )
Hˆθtδcd( f )
1− Hˆθtδcd( f )Hce( f )
, f ∈ { f¯ } . 5.25
5.5 Off-line simulations
This section presents a comparison of the three identification tech-
niques introduced in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4. The identification
methods were validated by using a Monte-Carlo simulation with
a fixed remnant power. In addition, the effect of the controlled
element gain on the accuracy of admittance estimation was assessed.
Finally, the identification methods were tested with increasing levels
of the remnant power in order to analyse their robustness to external
noise.
5.5.1 Simulations with reference parameter values
Method
The model in Figure 5.1 was simulated with 100 different realizations
of the remnant noise N, obtained as a Gaussian white noise filtered
by a third-order low-pass filter Hn [Zaal et al., 2009]:
Hn(s) = KN
12.73
(s + 12.7)(s2 + 2 · 0.26 · 12.7s + 12.72) [-] 5.26
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The value of the gain KN was set to 2.12, in order to obtain a ratio
of 0.5 between the remnant power and the power of the linear part
of the human response: Fvis − Fadm.
All blocks in Figure 5.1 were simulated with fixed dynamics for
all simulations. The controlled element Hce was modelled similar to





Dynamics of the control device Hcd were based on the identified re-




1.522s2 + 8.832s + 86.469
[rad/N] 5.28
The parameters for the model of the human operator were derived
from Damveld et al. [2010] and slightly adapted to better match
our experimental evaluations (Section 5.6). The visual response was





where Kp = 20 N/rad, TL = 0.3 s, Tl = 0.04 s, and τv = 0.2701 s.
The model of the arm admittance was determined heuristically to
fit the non-parametric estimation shown by Damveld et al. [2010].
The resulting transfer function is given by:
Hadm(s) =
4.566 · 10−6s3 + 0.0046s2 + 1.333s + 97.52
s3 + 82s2 + 712.2s + 1.167 · 10−4 [rad/N]
5.30
Results
Figure 5.3 shows a typical power spectrum of the simulated visual
error e. The power of e is not negligible at frequencies { ft} and { fd}
where θt and Fd have power, respectively. This means that the force
disturbance Fd produces a large interference on the visual error e
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Figure 5.3: A typical power spectral density plot of the simulated visual error
e.
and the non-interference hypothesis is not fulfilled. Therefore, the
CS method is expected to provide biased estimates of neuromuscular
response. In contrast, ARX and CS-ML methods are expected to
provide reliable estimates.
The admittance estimates given by the three identification meth-
ods are shown in Figure 5.4. The CS approach does not give correct
estimates of the admittance at low frequencies, where the power
level of e at frequencies in { fd} is comparable to the power level
at frequencies in { ft} (see Figure 5.3). On the contrary, both ARX
and CS-ML methods give good results. Note that CS-ML provides
admittance estimate on a relatively small frequency range due to
interpolation.
The human visual response can only be directly estimated with
the ARX and CS-ML methods. Figure 5.5 shows that both methods
give reliable estimates. Finally, estimated open-loop transfer function






































Figure 5.4: Comparison between admittance estimates given by the three
identification methods. The estimates are averaged over all the simulations, and
the shaded areas show the (positive) standard deviation (mean + SD).
5.5.2 Variation of the gain of the controlled element
Method
Admittance identified with the CS method can be influenced to a
large extent by the power content of the visual error e. High power
content in the visual error signal e at frequencies { fd} results in a
biased estimate. As shown in Equation (5.10), the CS method pro-
duces reliable estimates only at frequencies where HceHvisHadm  1.
To investigate this aspect, multiple simulations were performed with
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between visual response estimates given by ARX and
CS-ML methods. The estimates are averaged over all the simulations, and the
shaded areas show the (positive) standard deviation (mean + SD).
different values of the gain of the controlled element. It was hypoth-
esized that the CS method would perform better with small gains of
Hce, whereas higher gains would result in a biased estimate of the
admittance.
The dynamics for Hcd, Hadm, Hvis were the same as in Sec-





Five different values of Kce were tested: 0, 3, 6, 9, 12. The condi-
tion Kce = 0 represents an open-loop situation, where the non-
interference hypothesis is completely fulfilled. No additional noise
was inserted into the loop, as this effect will be tested explicitly in
the next section.
Results
Figure 5.7 shows the admittance estimated by the three methods.





































Figure 5.6: Comparison between open-loop transfer function estimates given
by the three identification methods. The estimates are averaged over all
the simulations, and the shaded areas show the (positive) standard deviation
(mean + SD).
increasing values of Kce. In contrast ARX and CS-ML methods are
not influenced by changes in the Kce value.
It should be noted that, in a realistic scenario, the human opera-
tor would adapt his/her behavior to the controlled element [McRuer
and Weir, 1969]. However, this section aimed to highlight the influ-
ence of non-interference hypothesis on the admittance estimation,
and this effect becomes more clear when the human operator is
considered invariant.
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Figure 5.7: Admittances estimated for different values of Kce (Kce =
0, 3, 6, 9, 12). The ARX and CS-ML methods provide similar estimates for all
values of Kce.
5.5.3 Variation of the noise power of noise
Method
The robustness of the three identification methods to increasing
levels of human remnant was investigated by simulating increasing
levels of remnant noise power. The remnant gain KN in Equa-
tion (5.26) was gradually increased, resulting in 7 ratios between
remnant power σ2N and signal power σ
2
F, see Table 5.2. For each
remnant level, 100 simulations were performed with different noise
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realizations. The analytical dynamics for Hce, Hcd, Hadm, Hvis were
chosen as in Section 5.5.1.
The admittance, the visual response and the open-loop transfer
function were estimated by applying the three identification meth-
ods. To compare the performance of the methods, a cost function
J was calculated, representing the logarithmic mean squared error








∣∣∣∣log( Hˆ( fk)H( fk)
)∣∣∣∣2 5.32
This cost function accounts for both relative errors in the magnitude,
and absolute errors in the phase. To obtain meaningful values, J was
calculated considering the frequencies fk that are common to the
three identification methods, i.e., the frequencies in { fd} between
0.1 Hz and 3 Hz for admittance estimates, and the frequencies in
{ ft} for estimates of visual and open loop transfer functions.
Results
Figure 5.8 shows how the cost function J varies with respect to the
power ratio σ2N/σ
2
F. For all the estimates, J increases with increas-
ing values of the remnant power, implying a growing discrepancy
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Figure 5.8: Averaged values of the cost function J for different remnant levels.
between analytical and estimated FRFs. The ARX method appears
to be the most robust with respect to noise. This is due to the fact
that the ARX method explicitly accounts for the remnant noise in
the estimation procedure.
Considering the admittance estimates, the CS method shows
a non-zero value of J when the remnant noise has zero power,
i.e., σ2N/σ
2
F = 0 in Figure 5.8a. This indicates that the CS method
provides a biased admittance estimate even without remnant noise.
On the other hand, CS-ML and ARX methods are unbiased.
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Considering the visual response estimates, CS-ML and ARX
methods show a similar degradation of accuracy. Also for the open-




The three identifications methods were applied to data obtained
from an experimental compensatory tracking task. The experiment
was performed using a control-loaded cyclic stick from Wittenstein
Aerospace & Simulation GmbH, Germany. The lateral axis of the
stick was fixed, whereas the dynamics of the longitudinal axis were
set as in Equation (5.28).
Eight participants took part in the experiment, seven male and
one female. All participants were recruited at Max Planck Institute
for Biological Cybernetics, some had general experience with flight
simulators. Before starting the experiment, participants received an
overview about the scope of the experiment, and were instructed to
minimize the tracking error shown on a primary flight display. The
control device was continuously perturbed by a disturbance force.
Both the reference signal and the disturbance force were designed
as described in Section 5.3.1.
After a training phase, participants performed 8 experimental
trials. Data were logged at 100 Hz and the last 213 samples (= 81.92 s)
of each trial of 90 s were used for identification purposes. The
identification methods described in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4 were
then applied to the measured data. Before identification, the data of
the 8 trials of each participant were averaged in the time domain to
reduce the effect of remnant noise.
It was hypothesized that the CS method would be influenced by
the non-interference assumption, leading to estimates of admittance
that differ from the ones obtained with the ARX and the CS-ML
methods. Furthermore, it was expected that the ARX and the CS-ML
would provide similar admittance estimates.
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(d) Pitch angle θce.
Figure 5.9: Power spectral densities. The crosses and the points represent the
disturbance force and target position frequencies, respectively.
5.6.2 Results
Figure 5.9 illustrates the power spectra of the error signal e, the
human force Fho, the control signal δcd, and the pitch angle θce for a
single participant. The Signal-to-Noise Ratios were high for most of
the input frequencies of φt and Fd. The power of e contained large
peaks at frequencies { fd} where the force disturbance Fd had power,
especially at low frequencies. This indicates that Fd had a large
influence on the visual error e and the non-interference assumption
of the CS method was not fulfilled.
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Figure 5.10 shows the admittance identified by the three iden-
tification methods. The CS method gives the admittance FRFs for
all frequencies of { fd}, while the CS-ML method only provides
admittance estimates for the frequency set { ft} as discussed in
Section 5.4.2. On the other hand, the ARX method provides a mathe-
matical expression for the admittance transfer function, and the FRFs
can be calculated for all the desired frequency points ({ fd} ∪ { ft}
in Figure 5.10). Reliability of ARX estimates was indicated by high
VAF values (the mean value of the VAF was 87%). Regarding CS
estimates, high squared coherence values were found at all frequen-
cies (Γ2 > 0.8). However, great care must be paid in interpreting
this result. In fact, the coherence function only indicates that the
relation between the measured human force Fho and the position of
the control device δcd can be approximated as linear, but does not
give information about the correspondence between the actual and
the estimated admittance.
As shown in Figure 5.10, the ARX and CS-ML methods provided
similar admittance estimates. On the other hand, CS method pro-
vided different estimates than ARX and CS-ML methods, especially
at low frequencies. The admittance estimated by the CS showed
the same bias as found in simulations, see Section 5.5.1. At low
frequencies ( f < 0.2 Hz), the magnitude of the admittance esti-
mated by CS technique was lower than the magnitude given by the
other two methods; the opposite occurred at medium frequencies
(0.2 Hz < f < 2 Hz); at higher frequencies the differences between
methods disappeared.
As shown in Equation (5.10), the bias in the CS method results
from the admittance estimate including the dynamics of the visual
response Hvis and the controlled element Hce. The bias is negligible
only at those frequencies where Hden = 1− HvisHceHadm is close to
1, whereas it becomes larger when Hden diverges from 1. Hden can
thus be used as a measure of the bias of the CS estimate. To evaluate
Hden, the actual dynamics of admittance Hadm and visual responses
Hvis are required. Since these dynamics are not known a priori,
the estimates provided by ARX and CS-ML methods can be used.
Figure 5.11a shows that the resulting Hden. The magnitude of Hden
is close to 1 at frequencies above 1 Hz, whereas it diverges from 1 at
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Figure 5.10: Admittance frequency response functions for the three identifica-



























Figure 5.11: (a) Bias Hden of the admittance estimate by the CS method.
The bias is calculated using the FRFs estimated by the ARX and the CS-ML
methods. (b) Comparison between the admittance estimates by the CS and the
ARX methods, and CS estimate corrected with Hden.
low frequencies. This is in complete agreement with results shown
in Figure 5.10.
The bias measure Hden can be used to correct the biased admit-















Figure 5.12: Comparison between visual responses given by ARX and CS-ML
methods.
by multiplying the biased admittance by Hden, see Equation (5.10).
Figure 5.11b shows the biased admittance given by CS method, to-
gether with the corrected admittance and the ARX estimate. As the
admittance estimate from the CS-ML method was similar to the ARX
estimate, it is not shown. As expected the corrected admittance is
similar to the ARX estimate, confirming the validity of our analysis
of the bias in the CS method.
The human visual response can be computed directly only with
ARX and CS-ML methods. Figure 5.12 shows that the estimates
were comparable. The shape of the visual response resembled a
gain at low frequencies and a differentiator at higher frequencies.
The three identification methods gave comparable estimates also
for the open-loop transfer function Hol (Figure 5.13). The open-
loop responses resembled the dynamics of a single integrator at
frequencies below 1 Hz. This correlates fairly well with McRuer’s
theories, which assess that human operators adapt their responses
to yield integrator-like dynamics of the open-loop transfer function
around the crossover frequency where Hol = 100 rad/rad [McRuer].
The peak of the open-loop response at higher frequencies is related
to the neuromuscular dynamics.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison between open-loop transfer function estimates given
by the three identification methods.
5.7 Conclusions
Three techniques for simultaneous identification of human neuro-
muscular and visual responses have been investigated. We showed
that the identification method commonly used in literature (CS
method) may give biased estimates of admittance in cases when a
so-called non-interference assumption is not fulfilled. Furthermore,
we have derived an analytic expression for the bias in the CS admit-
tance estimate.
We presented two different procedures, one based on ARX mod-
els and one on cross-spectral analysis, which allow overcoming this
limitation. The results of offline simulations confirmed that both the
ARX and the CS-ML methods give reliable estimates also in the case
when the non-interference assumption is not satisfied.
The three identification methods were validated experimentally.
The ARX and the CS-ML methods showed estimates that were simi-
lar to each other, whereas the CS method gave a biased estimate of
admittance. Similar results were also found in simulation. The bi-
ased estimate of admittance from the CS method could be corrected
with experimental data, which corroborates our theoretical analysis
of the CS method.
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Taken together, these results suggest that the admittance esti-
mated by the CS method cannot be considered to be reliable when
the disturbance forcing function always has an influence on the
visual error. On the contrary, the ARX and the CS-ML methods are
not influenced by the power content of the visual error.
The two novel methods have clearly some limitations. The most
important limitation of the ARX method lies in the fact that it as-
sumes a rigid model structure that could be unrealistic. Despite
this, the experimental results suggest that the ARX-model structure
can describe our experimental data well. A potential limitation of
the CS-ML method is that it provides admittance estimates in a
reduced set of frequencies (at low frequencies in our case). Nev-
ertheless, this method is a powerful tool for obtaining an accurate
admittance estimate at low frequencies without assuming a rigid
model structure.
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5.8 Appendix
In a closed-loop linear system as in Figure 5.14a, the closed-loop
transfer function Hcl between the input signal u and the output
signal y is given by:
Hcl =
H
1+ H · G 5.33
where H and G represent the transfer functions of the system dy-
namics in the forward and feedback path, respectively.
The closed-loop dynamics between two generic signals of the
compensatory tracking task in Figure 5.1 can be obtained by rear-
ranging the model to have a similar configuration as the system in
Figure 5.14a. Figure 5.14b illustrates the rearranged model to obtain
the dynamics between the disturbance force Fd and the human force
Fho. The forward and feedback transfer functions are given by:
H = Hcd(−HceHvis − H−1adm), G = −1 5.34
Figure 5.14c shows the rearranged model to calculate the dy-
namics from θt and Fd to δcd. The forward and feedback transfer
functions for the input signals θt and Fd are:
θt : H = Hvis
Hcd Hadm
Hadm + Hcd
, G = Hce 5.35
Fd : H =
HcdHadm
Hadm + Hcd































(c) Closed-loop systems from θt, Fd to δcd.
Figure 5.14: Rearranged models of the compensatory tracking task in Figure 5.1
CHAPTER
Pilot adaptation to different classes of
haptic aids
6
In this chapter, the two novel ARX and CS methods are
applied to estimate human’s dynamic responses with differ-
ent haptic aids. Two different haptic aids were designed for
a target tracking task: a Direct Haptic Aid (DHA) and an
Indirect Haptic Aid (IHA). The DHA provides forces on the
control device that suggest the right control action to the pi-
lot, whereas the IHA provides forces opposite in sign with
respect to the DHA. The DHA and the IHA were tested
in an experimental setup with non-pilot participants and
compared to a condition without haptic support. It was
found that participants significantly adapted their admit-
tance and visual response to fully exploit the haptic aids.
They were more compliant with the DHA force, whereas
they showed stiffer neuromuscular settings with the IHA
as this approach required opposing the haptic forces.
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6.1 Introduction
An insight into how humans adapt their control behavior todifferent haptic aids becomes crucial for an effective design of
the haptic feedback. In a control task with haptic and visual cues,
control behavior can be analysed by looking at human’s visual and
neuromuscular dynamic responses [Abbink et al., 2011]. The ques-
tion arises as to how humans adapt their visual and neuromuscular
responses in relation to different haptic aids.
Adaptation of human’s visual response has been widely investi-
gated in literature. McRuer’s theories highlight that humans modify
their visual response depending on external conditions such as the
dynamics of the controlled element [McRuer and Jex, 1967]. How-
ever, these theories do not consider the use of haptic cues, and, to
the best of our knowledge, nobody has studied whether these rules
are still valid when humans are supported with haptic systems.
There is also a vast amount of literature on the human capa-
bilities to adapt the neuromuscular response to the performed
task. Research has focused on neuromuscular adaptation during
disturbance-rejection tasks that require humans to adopt different
neuromuscular settings in response to force disturbances on the con-
trol device [van der Helm et al., 2002; Mugge et al., 2010; Schouten
et al., 2008b]. More recent work focused on an aircraft tracking
task and showed that the neuromuscular response is highly variable
with different dynamics of the control device [Damveld et al., 2010,
2009]. Other studies indicated that the ankle-foot neuromuscular
response of car drivers changes when a haptic aid is employed
during a car-following task [Abbink et al., 2011]. Thus, humans
adapt their neuromuscular response depending on the task they
have to perform, and that haptic cues influence their neuromuscular
response. However, it is not yet known how the neuromuscular
response changes in relation to different types of haptic aid.
The goal of this chapter is to estimate pilot’s dynamic responses
in a compensatory tracking task with different haptic aids. First,
our novel identification methods ARX and CS-ML were extended
to account for the presence of haptic aids in the compensatory
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tracking task. Then, two haptic systems were designed according
to different approaches: the Direct Haptic Aid (DHA) approach
and the Indirect Haptic Aid (IHA) approach. The two approaches
provide haptic information in opposite ways and require humans
to adopt different control strategies. Finally, the extended ARX and
CS-ML methods were applied to data collected in a human in-the-
loop experiment. This will shed new light on how participants
adapt their neuromuscular and visual responses to DHA and IHA
systems.
The chapter is structured as follows: Section 6.2 outlines the
design of the two haptic aids. Section 6.3 presents a model that can
be used to describe human control behavior during a tracking task
with a haptic aid. Identification methods suitable for this model are
then detailed in Section 6.4. The experimental procedure and setup
are discussed in Section 6.5, followed by the experimental results in
Section 6.6. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.7.
6.2 Design of haptic aids for a tracking task
Haptic cues can be used as pilot support systems, with the main
objective of increasing the level of safety and performance in a par-
ticular task. This chapter focuses on a compensatory pitch tracking
task, which involves the minimization of a tracking error e between
a target trajectory and the pitch angle of the controlled element,
i.e., the aircraft. Two different approaches were taken to design the
haptic cue for the compensatory tracking task: the Direct Haptic Aid
(DHA) and the Indirect Haptic Aid (IHA) approaches [Alaimo et al.,
2010]. Note that the haptic aids in the previous chapters have been
designed according to the DHA approach.
6.2.1 DHA approach
The DHA approach consists of producing kinaesthetic sensations
that suggest the right control action to the human operator. In a
compensatory tracking task, this can be achieved by designing the
DHA force generation system as a standard compensator, which
provides forces that reduce or regulate the tracking error to zero.











Figure 6.1: Haptic aids.
Figure 6.1a shows the implementation of DHA system. Based on
the tracking error e, the DHA provides a force Fdha that generates a
control signal δcd to reduce the tracking error.
Although several techniques can be used to design a compen-
sator, experience shows that many of these may lead to a haptic
“controller” that generates stick motion differently from what the hu-
man operator would do to minimize the tracking error [Alaimo et al.,
2011a]. In such a case, the human operator may oppose the haptic
cues instead of following them, which would result in degraded
closed-loop performance. To overcome this issue, our approach was
to design a DHA that “mimics” the human control strategy. As de-






Fdha = Hdhae 6.2
where Hcd is the transfer function of the control device, and Hcon
represents the human control response as a transfer function be-
tween the tracking error e and the control signal δcd. Note that Hcon
includes the dynamics of both human operator and control device.
According to this design, the DHA can perform the tracking
task without human in-the-loop. When the human operator is
in-the-loop, haptic aid and human operator share the control of
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the aircraft. The human operator could either be as compliant as
possible and follow the haptic aid, or try to amplify the forces to
improve performance. In addition, the human operator could always
override the haptic control strategy in case of discordance.
6.2.2 IHA approach
Contrary to the DHA approach, the IHA is designed to inform
humans and increase situational awareness indirectly, and not to
suggest control actions. This approach has been adopted in different
control tasks with the aim of exploiting the natural tendency of
humans to counteract external forces presented on the control device.
For instance, in some works dealing with wind gust rejection in
teleoperation, a tactile disturbance was generated on the control
device based on the effect of the wind gust on the controlled element
[Alaimo et al., 2010]. By opposing the disturbance on the control
device, human operators were able to reject the wind gust and
control the trajectory of the controlled element. In other cases
dealing with obstacle avoidance or with trajectory tracking, IHA
systems were derived from a DHA system designed for the same
goal by simply reversing the sign of the generated force [Alaimo
et al., 2011a,b; Profumo et al., 2013]. The operator had to oppose the
forces given by IHA to perform the task.
In our study, the IHA was designed to provide a force opposite
in sign with respect to the DHA:
Hiha = −Hdha 6.3
Fiha = Hihae 6.4
Unfortunately, this design presents a considerable drawback: if the
human operator is not in the loop, the IHA force would generate
a control action that would lead the controlled element to fly away
from the target trajectory. It is clearly unwise to insert a possibly
destabilizing component in the control loop.
To overcome this issue, the neutral point of the control device
was shifted according to the current force provided by the IHA
system, so that the actual control command to the aircraft is zero
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when the human operator does not interact with the control device
[Alaimo et al., 2011b; de Stigter et al., 2007]. This allows the IHA
system to provide sensations to the human operator (via the stick
motion) without having an effect on the actual command given to
the aircraft.
The neutral point shift is implemented by using the compensa-
tion scheme shown in Figure 6.1b. The IHA generates a force Fiha
based on the tracking error e. The deflection induced by Fiha must
become the new neutral point δnps. To achieve this, the effect of Fiha
on the control device is simulated by using a model of the control
device Hˆcd and subtracted from the actual position of the stick. This
difference becomes the actual input u for the controlled element:
u = δcd − δnps = δcd − HˆcdFiha 6.5
Note that, according to this design, the human operator can
follow the target trajectory by simply holding the stick in the center.
However, experimental evidence has shown that a human operator
can improve the performance by actively responding to the resulting
visual error.
6.2.3 Comparison of DHA and IHA approaches
It is now possible to compare a general DHA with a general IHA
with neutral point shift. Let us consider the behavior of the DHA and
IHA in two different conditions: a human operator showing infinite
compliance with a DHA system, and a human operator showing
infinite stiffness with a IHA system. These conditions represent
extreme situations in which humans do not actively respond to the
visual feedback, but only adopt a passive behavior that allows to
take advantage of the two haptic aids. In the first case, the haptic
force Fdha is the only force applied to the control device, thus the
resulting control signal u is given by:
udha = HcdFdha 6.6
On the other hand, with IHA and an infinitely rigid human operator,
the control device is constantly held in the centre (δcd = 0). The
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resulting IHA control signal is only caused by the neutral point shift:
uiha = δcd − δnps = 0− δnps = −HˆcdFiha 6.7
Under the hypothesis of an exact model of the control device
(Hcd = Hˆcd) and if the IHA force is generated according to the same
dynamics as the DHA but opposite in sign (i.e, Fiha = −Fdha), the
two approaches result in the same control signal for the aircraft:
uiha = udha.
6.3 Modelling of human control behavior
In previous studies, the use of haptic cues based on DHA and IHA
has shown beneficial effects in terms of human performance [Abbink
and Mulder, 2009; Alaimo et al., 2011b]. The question arises as to
how humans can take advantage of two haptic aids that actually
feed forces opposite in sign into the control loop. This can be
explained by the human capability of modifying the control strategy
to handle different external conditions [McRuer and Weir, 1969]. To
gain a quantitative insight into how haptic cues influence human
control strategy, a model of human control behavior is needed that
can highlight the effects of haptic cues on the human’s dynamic
responses.
In a compensatory tracking task with haptic aids, two dynamic
responses define the human control behavior: the visual response
and the neuromuscular response [van Paassen, 1994]. The visual
response describes how the human operator generates a control
action based on the tracking error shown in the visual display.
The neuromuscular response represents the dynamic settings of
human’s arm. By varying these settings, humans can oppose, or
be compliant with, the haptic feedback. Thus, the neuromuscular
response provides an indication of how the human operator interacts
with the haptic feedback.
A model of human control behavior that includes both visual
and neuromuscular responses has been illustrated in Section 5.2.
Figure 6.2 shows the model adapted to include the haptic aid. The
human operator HO is described with two describing functions: the


























Figure 6.2: Model of human control behavior in a compensatory tracking task
with haptic aids.
visual response VIS and the inverse of admittance ADM. For the
purposes of this study, the two blocks VIS and ADM are assumed
to be linear, and can be described by the corresponding transfer
functions Hvis and Hadm. Noise and non-linear contributions to the
human force Fho are accounted for by the remnant signal N [McRuer
and Jex, 1967].
Note that in literature, the term visual response often denomi-
nates the response from e to the stick deflection δcd, i.e., the system
CON in Figure 6.2 [Damveld et al., 2010; McRuer]. However, in a
control task with haptic aids, CON includes the dynamics Hha of the
haptic aid. Defining the visual response as the transfer function from
e to Fvis allows us to separate the haptic system from the human
responses.
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The block Hha represents the force generation dynamics of the
haptic aid (Hha = Hdha and Hha = Hiha for DHA and IHA, respec-
tively). Both the DHA and IHA generate a force Fha on the control
device based on the dynamics of the visual error e. The force gen-
erated by the haptic aid is sensed by pilots through its effect on
the deflection of the control device δcd. The signal δnps represents
the neutral point shift used in the IHA approach. As explained in
Section 6.2, the dynamics of δnps are calculated by simulating the
effect of the haptic force Fha on the identified dynamics Hˆcd of the
control device CD. In the DHA approach Knps = 0, whereas in the
IHA approach Knps = 1.
6.4 Identification of human control behavior
Identification of the human responses in Figure 6.2 allows for an
evaluation of how haptic cues influence a human control behavior.
Since two dynamic responses need to be estimated, i.e., the admit-
tance and the visual response, identification methods require two
external forcing functions to be inserted into the control loop [van
Lunteren, 1979]. The target trajectory θt and an additional distur-
bance force on the control device Fd can be used for this purpose.
Figure 6.3 shows power spectral densities and time realizations of
the two forcing functions adopted in our experiment. Their design
will be detailed in Section 6.5. For now, we would indicate that Fd
and θt are chosen to have power at different sets of frequency points,
{ fd} and { ft} respectively.
The pilot’s responses are identified by using three identifica-
tion techniques: the CS method, the ARX method, and the CS-ML
method. In Chapter 5, these three methods were applied to a com-
pensatory tracking task without haptic aids. This chapter extends
their applicability to the presence of a haptic aid.
The CS method is exactly as described in Section 5.3.2. The
Frequency Response Function (FRF) of the admittance at frequencies
in { fd} is estimated by using sample cross-spectral densities:
Hˆadm( f ) =
SˆFdδcd( f )
SˆFd Fho ( f )
, f ∈ { fd} 6.8
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Figure 6.3: Forcing signals θt and Fd.
where Sˆvw indicates the sample cross-spectral density between the
generic signals v and w. The squared coherence function Γˆ2 is
usually used to evaluate the reliability of the estimate:
Γˆ2adm( f ) =
∣∣SˆFdδcd( f )∣∣2
SˆFd Fd( f )Sˆδcdδcd( f )
, f ∈ { fd} 6.9
The coherence Γˆ2 is a measure of how much an output signal is
linearly related to an the input signal. It assumes values between 0
and 1 and decreases with noise and non-linearities.
The FRF of the human visual response can not be estimated di-
rectly with the CS method. On the other hand, the FRF of the control
transfer function Hcon between the visual error e and the deflection
of the control device δcd can be estimated at the frequencies { ft}
according to:
Hˆcon( f ) =
Sˆθtδcd( f )
Sˆθte( f )
, f ∈ { ft} 6.10
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The squared coherence function corresponding to Hˆcon is given by:
Γˆ2con( f ) =
∣∣Sˆθtδcd( f )∣∣2
Sˆθtθt( f )Sˆδcdδcd( f )
, f ∈ { ft} 6.11
Similarly, the open-loop transfer function between the visual error e
and the position of the controlled element θce and the corresponding
squared coherence function are estimated as:
Hˆol( f ) =
Sˆθtθce( f )
Sˆθte( f )
, f ∈ { ft}Γˆ2ol( f ) =
∣∣Sˆθtθce( f )∣∣2
Sˆθtθt( f )Sˆθceθce( f )
, f ∈ { ft}
6.12
As proved in Section 5.3.2, the CS method requires that the con-
tribution of the disturbance force Fd in the visual error is negligible
(non-interference hypothesis). If the non-interference hypothesis is not
fulfilled, the CS method provides biased estimate of the admittance.
In such cases, the ARX and CS-ML methods can be employed. These
methods do not require any non-interference hypothesis, since they
explicitly account for the possible presence of the contribution of Fd
in the visual error.
The ARX method operates in the time domain. The method
considers the stick deflection δcd as the output of a linear system
with inputs e and Fd, see Figure 6.2:
δcd(t) = Hee(tk) + HFFd(tk) + HnN(tk) 6.13
where tk represent the time samples, He, HF and Hn are the transfer
functions between e and δcd, between Fd and δcd, and between N
and δcd, respectively. Note that He, HF and Hn depend on the values
of the transfer functions Hadm, Hvis, Hcd, and Hha.
The linear system in Equation (6.13) is fitted with a multi-input
linear ARX model, which provides estimates of He and HF as poly-
nomial transfer functions [Ljung]. The human admittance Hadm,
the visual response Hvis, the control transfer function Hcon, and
the open-loop transfer function Hol are then calculated from the
estimates Hˆe, HˆF and from the known transfer functions Hcd, Hha,
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Hcon = Hˆe 6.16
Hol = (Hˆe − Hnps)Hce 6.17
Differently from the estimate obtained in Section 5.4, estimates in
Equation (6.14) accounts for Hha and Hnps dynamics.
To test how well the estimated ARX model predicts the measured
output signal, the Variance Accounted For (VAF) index can be












where δcd and δˆcd,ARX are the measured and predicted deflection of
the control device, respectively. The value of the VAF varies between
0% and 100%, with 100% indicating that the ARX model perfectly
models the measured output signal.
The CS-ML method operates in the frequency domain. This
method first uses estimates of cross-spectral densities to calculate
the frequency response function Hˆθtδcd between θt and δcd, and the
frequency response function HˆFdδcd between Fd and δcd:




HˆFdδcd( f ) =
SˆFdδcd( f )
SˆFd Fd( f )
6.20
In our experiment, the forcing functions Fd and θt were designed to
have power at different sets of frequencies, { fd} and { ft}, respec-
tively (see Figure 6.3). This implies that HˆFdδcd can only be estimated
on frequencies { fd}, and Hˆθtδcd on frequencies { ft}.
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To obtain estimates of Hˆθtδcd and HˆFdδcd on a common set of fre-
quencies, the CS-ML method applies an interpolation procedure.
More precisely, the values HˆFdδcd( fd) are interpolated to estimate
HˆFdδcd at frequencies in { ft}, and the values Hˆθtδcd( ft) are interpo-
lated to estimate Hˆθtδcd at frequencies in { fd}. Note that the range
of { ft} is smaller than the range of { fd}. Since extrapolation of
the values Hˆθtδcd( ft) at frequencies outside the range of { ft} would
give unreliable estimates, Hˆθtδcd can not be estimated on all the fre-
quencies { fd}, but only on those frequencies of { fd} that are within
the range of { ft}. These frequencies together with the frequencies
in { ft} constitute the set f¯ in which both HˆFdδcd and Hˆθtδcd can be
calculated:
fmin = max(min{ ft}, min{ fd}) 6.21
fmax = min(max{ ft}, max{ fd}) 6.22
f¯ = { f | f ∈ ({ ft} ∪ { fd}) and fmin ≤ f ≤ fmax} 6.23
After Hˆθtδcd and HˆFdδcd have been estimated for the common set
of frequencies f¯ , they are combined using block diagram algebra
to obtain estimates of the admittance Hˆadm, the visual response
Hˆvis, the control transfer function Hˆcon and the open-loop transfer
function Hˆol . Expressions for Hˆadm, Hˆvis, Hˆcon, and Hˆol are given as
follows:
Hˆadm( f ) =
HˆFdδcd( f )Hcd( f )
Hcd( f )− Hcd( f )Hˆθtδcd( f )Hce( f )− HˆFdδcd( f )
6.24
Hˆvis( f ) = −Hha( f ) +
Hˆθtδcd( f )
HˆFdδcd( f )
(1− Hnps( f )Hce( f )) 6.25
Hˆcon( f ) =
Hˆθtδcd( f )− Hnps( f )
1− Hˆθtδcd( f )Hce( f )
+ Hnps( f ) 6.26
Hˆol( f ) = Hce( f )
Hˆθtδcd( f )− Hnps( f )
1− Hˆθtδcd( f )Hce( f )
, f ∈ { f¯ } 6.27
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Figure 6.4: Apparatus.
These expressions are essentially the same as those found in
Section 5.4, but include the influence of the Direct and Indirect
Haptic Aids.
6.5 Experiment design
An experiment was conducted to investigate the effects of different
haptic aids on human behavior in a pitch tracking task. This section
describes the experiment design.
6.5.1 Control task and apparatus
The experiment was designed to evaluate human behavior in a
compensatory pitch tracking task with haptic aids as described
in Section 6.2. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 6.4.
Participants had to minimize the error between the target signal
θt and the pitch attitude of the controlled element θce. Only the
tracking error was shown on the visual display. During the tracking
task, participants were provided with continuous haptic information
as additional forces on the control device. In addition to the haptic
aid, the control device was perturbed by the disturbance force Fd
introduced to allow identification of the neuromuscular admittance.
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The control device was a control-loading cyclic stick from Witten-
stein Aerospace & Simulation GmbH, Germany, which can provide
force-feedback to participants. The stick dynamics were estimated
and are given by:
Hcd(s) =
1
1.522s2 + 8.832s + 86.469
[rad/N] 6.28
During the experiment, the lateral axis of the stick was fixed, leaving
the longitudinal axis free for performing the control task. No armrest
was present for the arm that controlled the stick and subjects were
asked not to use their legs as support. All the components were
driven by a real-time computer running xPC Target (MathWorks,
Inc.) and data were logged at 100 Hz.
6.5.2 Controlled element and haptic aid dynamics
The controlled element was simulated using the following dynamics:
Hce =
6
s( 13 s + 1)
[rad/rad] 6.29
These dynamics, although idealized and not representative of a wide
range of aircrafts, have been commonly used to investigate pilot
behavior in tracking tasks [Hess, 1995; McRuer and Krendel]. At
higher frequencies, the selected dynamics are similar to a double
integrator, which are difficult to control for a participant. These
dynamics are expected to accentuate the differences in human per-
formance between different experimental conditions.
The design of the DHA and IHA was extensively explained in
Section 6.2. The DHA was designed to mimic the human control
behavior. According to McRuer theories, pilot response to Hce








To make sure that the haptic aid is designed such that it behaves sim-
ilarly to the human, values for the human gain Kp and the equivalent
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time delay τp were estimated during a preliminary design phase.
The preliminary study used the same apparatus, controlled element,
and target signal as the real experiment, but did not employed any
haptic feedback. The resulting values were Kp = 0.33 and τp = 0.16
s, which correspond to a crossover frequency ωc ≈ 2 rad/s. These
values were comparable with values found in a previous study with
similar experimental conditions [McRuer and Krendel].
The dynamics of the DHA were then chosen as in Equation (6.2).
However, a number of small modifications were introduced. First,
the delay τp in Equation (6.2) was set to 0 s instead of the value esti-
mated in the preliminary design phase, so that the haptic response
was slightly faster than the human response. This was expected
to improve the help provided by the haptic aid. Second, the dy-
namics of the control device Hcd were approximated by its static
gain Kcd = Hcd|s=0. This approximation is reasonable since Hcd
behaves like a gain at frequencies around ωc where the crossover
model provides reliable estimates for the human behavior. Finally,
an additional pole was placed at high frequency to ensure causality






≈ 10 s + 3
0.05s + 1
[N/rad] 6.31
As detailed in Section 6.2, the IHA force was generated with the
same dynamics of the DHA force but opposite in sign. Thus, the
dynamics of the IHA were given as:
Hiha = −Hdha 6.32
6.5.3 Forcing functions











Ad,k sin(2pi fd,kt + ψd,k) 6.34
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Each frequency ft,k and fd,k was chosen as an integer multiple of the
experimental base frequency f0 = 1/T, where T is the measurement
time. The measurement time of an individual trial was T = 81.92 s,
yielding a base frequency f0 = 0.0122 Hz.
To distinguish the contribution of each forcing function to the
measurements, different sets of frequency points were assigned to Fd
and θt [Venrooij et al., 2014], see Figure 6.3a. The two sets consisted
of clusters of two adjacent frequency points to allow for frequency
averaging.
The force disturbance Fd contained power from 0.01 Hz up to
10 Hz, to allow for estimation of admittance on a large range of
frequencies. The power level at low frequencies, from 0.01 Hz up
to 1 Hz, was set to 1.2 N2 and distributed among linearly spaced
frequencies. At high frequencies, from 1 Hz up to 10 Hz, the power
level was set to 0.8 N2 and distributed among logarithmically spaced
frequencies according to the Reduced Power Method [Mugge et al.,
2007]. This method applies reduced power at high frequencies
to enable estimation of the admittance without influencing low-
frequency behavior.
The target signal θt contained power from 0.1 Hz up to 3 Hz. To
avoid crossover regression, the distribution of the amplitudes At,k
was shaped according to the following filter [Zaal et al., 2009]:
At,k =
∣∣∣∣∣ (j2pi ft,kT1 + 1)2(j2pi ft,kT2 + 2)2
∣∣∣∣∣ 6.35
where T1 = 0.1 s and T2 = 0.8 s.
For both θt and Fd, the phases were chosen randomly to obtain
unpredictable behavior. A cresting technique was applied to avoid
amplitude peaks in time realizations [Pintelon and Schoukens, 2012].
Figure 6.3b shows the time realizations of Fd and θt. Note that both
forcing signals were smoothed in the first and in the last 2 s of the
experimental time interval to avoid transient effects.
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Table 6.1: Measures for haptic aids with passive human operator.
no Fd with Fd
DHA IHA DHA IHA
σ2(Fha), N2 0.72 0.70 2.35 0.70
σ2(δcd), deg2 0.45 0 2.18 0
σ2(δnps), deg2 0 0.44 0 0.44
σ2(e), deg2 0.55 0.54 2.00 0.54
6.5.4 Performance of haptic systems and influence of
force disturbance
According to our design of haptic aids, participants could perform
the task by adopting a passive behavior, i.e., by being as compliant
as possible with DHA, and by holding the stick in the center with
IHA. In these cases, the control input to the aircraft is essentially
provided by the haptic aid. Analysis of performance and control
activity in these extreme situations is crucial to understand how
much participants add to the haptic control action during the real
experiment. It is also important to test these situations with and
without injecting the force disturbance Fd.
Table 6.1 shows the variances of the force Fha, the stick deflection
δcd, the neutral point shift δnps, and the tracking error e, obtained
in the two extreme situations: human showing infinite compliance
with DHA, and human holding the stick in the center with IHA.
The first two columns show the results without Fd. It is possible to
note that:
• σ2(Fdha) ≈ σ2(Fiha)
• σ2(δcd
dha) ≈ σ2(δihanps)
• σ2(edha) ≈ σ2(eiha)
These equalities are in complete agreement with the haptic aid
design concepts explained in Section 6.5.2.
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The last two columns of Table 6.1 show the variances obtained
with Fd. The IHA is not influenced by the disturbance force. This
is because the stick is clamped in the center with an infinitely stiff
human operator, and Fd does not result in any disturbance to the
aircraft. On the other hand, the values of DHA variances change
when Fd is chosen as in Equation (6.33). This is because the force
disturbance Fd actually deflects the control device, thus becomes a
disturbance input for the aircraft.
6.5.5 Independent variables
The independent variable was the approach used to design the
haptic aid. The DHA and IHA systems were tested and compared
to a baseline tracking condition without haptic aid. This resulted in
three experimental conditions.
6.5.6 Participants and experimental procedure
Eight participants took part in the experiment, seven male and one
female. All participants were Ph.D. students at the Max Planck
Institute for Biological Cybernetics, some had general experience
with flight simulators and closed-loop control tasks. A financial
compensation was offered for their participation. Before starting the
experiment, participants received instructions about the objective of
the experiment and the control tasks they would perform.
The experiment was split into two parts. The first part consisted
of measuring admittance during disturbance-rejection tasks, the
so-called “classical tasks”. Participants were asked to adopt three
different control behaviors in response to a disturbance force applied
to the control device [Abbink and Mulder, 2010]:
• Relax Task (RT): participants relaxed their arm and adopted a
passive behavior. The display was turned off to prevent any
distraction.
• Position Task (PT): participants minimized the stick deflection
by resisting the disturbance force. The display showed the
stick deviation to help participants perform the task.
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• Force Task (FT): participants were compliant with the dis-
turbance force and minimized the force applied to the stick.
During the first trials, the display showed the force applied to
the stick. After some training, the display was switched off.
During PT trials participants must adopt maximum stiffness (low
admittance), whereas during FT trials participants must adopt min-
imum stiffness (high admittance). Identification of admittance in
these two tasks thus gives an indication of the range over which
admittance changes. On the other hand, the RT trials allow for an
evaluation of the inertial properties of the arm.
The disturbance force for the classical tasks was designed as
a multi-sine signal similar to Fd used in tracking tasks, but with
different power at low frequencies. The power at low frequencies
was varied between the three tasks to obtain the same standard
deviation of the stick deflection for all classical tasks. In this way,
non-linearities of the neuromuscular system due to large stick de-
flections were negligible. The power at low frequencies for FT, RT,
and PT was approximately chosen 1, 1.5, and 6.5 times larger than
in the tracking task, respectively.
To avoid learning effects, the three classical tasks were presented
in a counterbalanced order between participants using a Latin square
matrix [Franklin et al., 1992]. Participants were trained on each task
until a stable performance was achieved. The performance was
evaluated using the variance of the stick deflection for the PT and
RT, and the variance of the human force applied by participants for
the FT. After the training phase, three 90-s runs of each task were
performed for averaging purposes.
In the second part of the experiment, participants performed
the compensatory tracking task. Participants were instructed to
minimize the tracking error shown on the compensatory display.
Three different tracking conditions were investigated, i.e. tracking
without haptic aid (NoHA), tracking with DHA and tracking with
IHA. In each condition, participants were informed on the possible
presence of haptic aids, but they were not informed on how to
exploit the haptic feedback. This was done to reduce the possibility
that participants would have focused only on following or opposing
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the force generated by the haptic aid, instead of actively performing
the tracking task.
The conditions were presented in counterbalanced order between
participants using a Latin square matrix. For each condition, partici-
pants performed a training phase and a measurement phase. During
the training phase, a number of runs were executed until partici-
pants achieved a stable performance evaluated using the variance
of the tracking error. After the training phase, eight repetitions of
each condition were executed and measurement data were recorded.
Participants took regular breaks during the experiment. The whole
experiment lasted approximately 3 h.
6.5.7 Dependent measures
During the experiment, the force Fho, the stick deflection δcd , and the
visual error e were logged at 100 Hz. The time of each experimental
repetition was 90 s, of which 81.92 s were considered for data
analysis. To reduce the noise, the measured signals were averaged in
the time domain over all repetitions of each experimental condition.
A number of dependent measures was calculated from the
recorded data. The variance of the tracking error e was calculated








where N represents the number of time samples and e¯ is the mean
value of the visual error. Lower values of σ2(e) indicate better
tracking performance. The control activity was evaluated using
the variance of control signal δcd. The variance of the force Fho
was calculated as an indication of the amount of force needed by
participants to perform the tracking task.
A one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was used to investigate the statistical effect of the haptic aid on the
variance metrics. For each ANOVA, the hypothesis of sphericity was
tested by Mauchly’s test. If data violated the sphericity hypothesis,
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the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied [Field, 2013]. Post-
hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction were performed to allow
for pairwise comparisons between the three tracking conditions.
In addition, human’s dynamic responses were estimated. The
identification methods detailed in Section 6.4 were used to estimate
the admittance, the visual response and the open-loop transfer func-
tion. To reduce noise, the CS and CS-ML estimates were averaged
over each cluster of frequency points [Jenkins and Watts, 1969].
For the classical tasks, admittance was estimated according the CS
method shown in Equation (6.8). In these tasks the method provides
unbiased estimates.
6.5.8 Hypotheses
Both DHA and IHA systems are expected to yield better tracking
performance compared to the tracking task without a haptic aid,
since they are designed to help humans achieve their task.
Furthermore, it is hypothesized that participants would adapt
their admittance depending on the haptic aid. Participants are
expected to be more compliant in the DHA condition, resulting
in higher admittance values. With IHA instead, participants are
expected to show a stiffer neuromuscular setting, resulting in lower
admittance values. During the tracking task without haptic aids,
the admittance is expected to lay in the middle of the two previous
cases.
Finally, it is hypothesized that the haptic aid would also influence
the participants visual response. Since the DHA provides a portion
of the control action needed to track the target, a smaller control
action is needed from the participants. The visual response is




This section presents the experimental results of the eight partici-
pants. Tracking performance and control effort are compared be-
tween the tracking conditions with and without haptic aids. The,
difference in human’s dynamic responses are investigated.
6.6.1 Tracking performance and control activity
To evaluate control effort, variance of force σ2(Fho) and control
device deflection σ2(δcd) were calculated for the three experimental
conditions: tracking task without haptic aid (NoHA), tracking task
with DHA, and tracking task with IHA.
Figure 6.5a depicts the mean values and 95% confidence in-
tervals of σ2(Fho) over all participants, together with the values
for the variances σ2(Fha) of the force provided by the haptic aids.
The effect of haptic aid on σ2(Fho) was found to be statistically
significant (F(2, 14) = 7.508 and p < 0.05). Post-hoc tests with Bon-
ferroni correction revealed that the DHA condition was statistically
significantly different from the other two conditions (Table 6.2). Par-
ticipants applied smaller forces with DHA to achieve the control
task. This was because DHA provided part of the force needed for
the tracking task, making the task less tiring for participants. The
force provided by DHA had a variance σ2(Fha) approximately twice
the variance of the force applied by participants (see Figure 6.5a).
This indicates a large contribution of the DHA to the tracking task.
The variance of control device deflection σ2(δcd) was clearly
reduced with the IHA (Figure 6.5b). The ANOVA test and post-
hoc tests using Bonferroni correction showed that the differences
between IHA and the other two cases were statistically significant
(F(2, 14) = 12.300, p < 0.05, and Table 6.2). Participants slightly
moved the stick from the center position in the IHA condition. This
behavior, combined with the large shift of the neutral point shown
in Figure 6.5b, allowed participants to keep the tracking error close
to zero.
Pilot performance was evaluated by comparing the variance
of the tracking error σ2(e) between the three tracking conditions.












































DHA, human inf. compliant
IHA, human inf. stiff
(c) Tracking error.
Figure 6.5: Means and 95% confidence intervals of measured variances over
all participants.
Both the DHA and IHA led to a lower variance compared to the
NoHA condition (Figure 6.5c). The ANOVA test showed that
the effect of the haptic aid on σ2(e) was statistically significant
(F(1.2, 8.4) = 62.671, p < 0.05). Post-hoc tests using the Bonferroni
correction revealed that the differences between all the conditions
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Table 6.2: Results of post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction for σ2(·) data.
Independent variables Dependent measures
σ2(Fho) σ2(δcd) σ2(e)
Factor p Sig. a p Sig. p Sig.
DHA vs. NoHA 0.091 * 1.000 – 0.057 *
IHA vs. NoHA 1.000 – 0.011 ** 0.000 **
IHA vs. DHA 0.003 ** 0.007 ** 0.000 **
a.** : highly significant (p < 0.050) * : marginally significant (0.050 ≤ p < 0.100)
–: not significant (p ≥ 0.100)
were statistically significant (Table 6.2). Thus, both the DHA and
IHA helped participants in increasing performance. While perfor-
mance differed only slightly between DHA and NoHA, the variance
in the IHA condition was approximately 80% lower than the other
two conditions.
Figure 6.5c also shows the performance of DHA and IHA with
an infinitely compliant and an infinitely stiff human, respectively.
As explained in Section 6.5.4, the difference between the two values
is due to the influence of the force disturbance Fd. It can be noted
that in both DHA and IHA conditions, participants improved the
performance that they would have obtained by assuming a passive
behavior (i.e., infinitely compliant or infinitely stiff). This shows
that a human operator who contributes actively to controlling the
aircraft can achieve better performance with respect to the passive
behavior described in the two extreme conditions.
6.6.2 Admittance
Figure 6.6 shows the admittance estimated with the three identifica-
tion methods in conditions NoHA, DHA, and IHA, averaged over
all participants. High VAF and coherence values Γˆ2adm were found
for the ARX and the CS estimates, respectively (see Figure 6.7). Note
that the coherence function only indicates that the relation between
the measured human force Fho and the position of the control device
δcd can be approximated as linear, but does not give information











































Figure 6.6: Admittance estimates for NoHA, DHA, and IHA conditions, aver-
aged over all participants.
about the correspondence between the actual and the estimated
admittance.
In the NoHA and DHA conditions, the CS method produced
estimates that differed largely from those obtained with ARX and
CS-ML methods at frequencies below 1 Hz. On the contrary, the
admittance estimated by the ARX and CS-ML methods were similar.
Only in the IHA case, the three methods gave similar results. As
shown in Chapter 5, these differences could be due to a bias that
characterizes the CS estimates when the so-called non-interference




























(b) VAF for ARX method.
Figure 6.7: Means and standard deviations of reliability measures for neuro-


















Figure 6.8: Decomposition of the variance of the visual error and percentages
at frequencies { fd}.
error e is not negligible at frequencies { fd} where the disturbance
force Fd has power.
To verify if the non-interference hypothesis was fulfilled during
our tracking conditions, Figure 6.8 shows the power content of e
at frequencies { fd} (where the disturbance force Fd has power),
{ ft} (where the target trajectory θt has power), and { fN} (where
both forcing functions have no power). The power content of e
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Figure 6.9: Admittances for classical and tracking tasks obtained with CS and
ARX methods, respectively.
at frequencies { fd} is clearly not negligible for NoHA and DHA
conditions (14% and 22% of the total power, respectively), whereas
it is lower in the IHA case (7%). This explains the bias at low
frequencies in the CS estimates for the NoHA and DHA cases.
To better highlight differences between NoHA, DHA, and IHA,
the admittance estimated in the three conditions are shown together
in Figure 6.9 (solid lines). Only estimates from the ARX method are
provided, since they are similar but smoother than those obtained
with the CS-ML method. The CS estimates are not considered as
these estimates clearly contain a bias. In addition, Figure 6.9 shows
average admittance estimated during the “classical tasks” (dashed
lines). Admittance varied mostly at frequencies below 1 Hz. Higher
admittance values were found in the DHA condition with respect
to the NoHA condition. This indicates that participants were more
compliant with the DHA to follow the control action suggested by
the DHA force. On the other hand, admittance was lower in the
IHA condition. Thus, participants adopted a stiffer setting of their
arm, which allowed them to oppose the IHA force.
Compared to the classical tasks, participants varied their admit-
tance over a smaller range during the tracking tasks. More precisely,
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the admittance in the Position Task (i.e., adopt maximum stiffness)
was smaller than in the tracking tasks, whereas admittance in Relax
Task (i.e., relax the arm) and Force Task (i.e., adopt maximum com-
pliance) were higher than in the tracking tasks. Thus, participants
did not adopt maximum compliance during the DHA condition, or
maximum stiffness during the IHA condition. We hypothesize that
participants would only be able to reach maximum and minimum
admittances if they would rely solely on forces provided by the
haptic aids, without trying to actively minimize the tracking error.
At frequencies above 1 Hz, the admittance of all tracking condi-
tions and classical tasks converged to similar values. The admittance





corresponds to the slope of the dynamics of a mass subjected to
forces. This indicates that the admittance at high frequencies was
mainly determined by inertial properties of the arm. The peak in the
admittance of Position Task at frequencies around 4 Hz is probably
due to activation of the Golgi Tendon Organ [Schouten et al., 2008b].
6.6.3 Pilot visual response
The visual response Hvis describes how participants generate a force
Fho on the control device based on the error e presented on the
display. Note that in literature, the visual response often refers to
the transfer function between the visual error to the stick control
deflection δcd [McRuer]. As explained in Section 6.4, we adopted a
different definition of Hvis not to include the haptic system in the
visual response.
Only ARX and CS-ML methods can estimate Hvis directly. Re-
sults of the two methods are shown in Figure 6.10, averaged over all
participants. Despite the fact that ARX method provided smoother
estimates, both methods gave consistent results.
The general shape of the visual response estimates was very
similar for NoHA and DHA conditions. The estimates resembled a
gain at low frequencies and a differentiator at higher frequencies,
i.e., the participants generated lead. The only relevant difference
between NoHA and DHA was that the magnitude of the visual

























Figure 6.10: Pilot visual responses estimated with ARX and CS-ML methods,
averaged over all participants.
response was lower at all frequencies for the DHA case. This indi-
cates that participants applied lower forces on the control device in
response to the visual tracking error. The IHA response was similar
to the DHA response at higher frequencies, but resembled a gain at
frequencies below 0.7 Hz. Participants started to generate lead at
higher frequencies than in the NoHA and DHA conditions.
6.6.4 Control and open-loop transfer functions
The control transfer function Hcon represents the transfer function
from the visual error e to the deflection of the control device δcd.
Note that in a compensatory tracking task without haptic aids, Hcon
includes the human visual response Hvis, the admittance Hadm, the
control device Hcd, and the haptic aid Hha, see Figure 6.2. Figure 6.11
depicts the control transfer functions estimated by CS, CS-ML, and
ARX methods for all experimental conditions NoHA, DHA, and
IHA. For all conditions, the coherence Γ2con associated to the CS
method was higher than 0.95, indicating accuracy of the estimates.
The three identification methods provided similar estimates of
Hˆcon. The magnitude of Hˆcon changed slightly between the condi-









































Figure 6.11: Responses Hcon estimated with the three identification methods,
averaged over all participants.
estimates resembled a gain at low frequencies and a differentiator at
medium frequencies, as would be expected from the dynamics of the
controlled element [McRuer]. The peak at high frequency is due to
the combined dynamics of the control device and the neuromuscular
system. The effect of DHA and IHA was to decrease the magnitude
of this peak, which would result in improved closed-loop stability
and better performance [Pool et al., 2008].
The open-loop transfer function Hol represents the transfer func-
tion from the visual error e to the position of the controlled element
θce. In the control task shown in Figure 6.2, it includes the control
response Hcon, the dynamics of the neutral point shift (only for IHA),








































Figure 6.12: Open-loop responses estimated with the three identification
methods, averaged over all participants.
and the controlled element Hce. Figure 6.12 shows the estimates of
Hol given by the CS, CS-ML, and ARX methods for all experimen-
tal conditions. High coherence values Γ2ol were found for the CS
estimates (Γ2ol > 0.95 at all frequencies), indicating reliability of the
estimates.
The three identification methods gave similar estimates. At
frequencies below 1 Hz, the open-loop transfer functions resem-
bled integrator-like dynamics for all NoHA, DHA, and IHA condi-
tions. These findings correlate favourably with McRuer’s theories
[McRuer], which assess that pilots adapt their responses to yield
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a combined pilot-aircraft dynamics similar to a single integrator.
Although these theories were developed for tracking tasks without
haptic aids, our results lend support to their validity also when
haptic aids are used. The crossover frequency ωc was about 0.3 Hz
for NoHA and DHA cases, while it significantly increased to about
0.8 Hz with IHA. A larger crossover frequency indicates that the sys-
tem has a faster dynamic response and an improved ability to track
the signal. This is in complete agreement with high performance
found for IHA tracking condition, see Figure 6.8.
6.7 Conclusions
This chapter considered two different approaches for designing
haptic aid systems: the DHA and IHA. A DHA and a IHA system
were evaluated in a compensatory tracking task and compared
to a baseline condition without haptic support. Both approaches
allowed participants to increase performance. In particular, the IHA
outperformed the DHA and the baseline condition. On the other
hand, the physical effort was significantly reduced by the DHA. This
was shown by a decreased variance of the force that participants
applied on the control device to perform the task.
Pilot control behavior was estimated with three identification
methods: the commonly used CS method and the two novel ARX
and CS-ML methods. The ARX and the CS-ML method gave similar
estimates, whereas the admittance estimated by the CS method
contained a bias caused by non-compliance to the so-called non-
interference hypothesis.
Participants adapted their admittance to fully exploit the haptic
aids. They adopted a lower admittance (stiffer neuromuscular dy-
namics) to oppose the IHA force, whereas they adopted a higher
admittance (more compliant neuromuscular dynamics) to better
follow the control action suggested by the DHA force. Furthermore,
participants adapted their visual response to yield an open-loop
transfer function similar to a single integrator in all the tracking
conditions. These findings suggest that McRuer’s theories are still
applicable when haptic aids are used, although this needs to be
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confirmed with different control dynamics than those used in this
study.
These results shed light on human adaptation to different designs
of haptic aid. However, the current study has only considered non-
pilot participants. It remains to be further investigated how real







Methods for identifying time-varying
neuromuscular response in single-loop
tasks
7
In previous chapters, pilot’s dynamic responses have been
assumed to be time-invariant. Although this assump-
tion can be met in experimental settings, humans are
likely to change their responses in realistic control sce-
narios. Thus, methods are needed that account for time-
varying behavior. This chapter presents a method that es-
timates online time-varying neuromuscular dynamics dur-
ing disturbance-rejection tasks. This method is based on a
Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm and assumes that
the neuromuscular response can be approximated by a Fi-
nite Impulse Response filter. The novel RLS-based method
was first validated with sets of Monte-Carlo simulations,
then applied to experimental data. The results indicated
that RLS-based method is a valid tool for estimating online
time-varying neuromuscular response.
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7.1 Introduction
To assess whether haptic forces have a positive effect on the hu-man operator performing the task, an insight is required into
the control behavior of the human operator. The dynamics of the
neuromuscular system play an important role when trying to inves-
tigate the effect of haptic aids on human behavior [Abbink et al.,
2011]. Previous works have investigated methods to estimate the
neuromuscular system during disturbance-rejection tasks [Schouten
et al., 2008b] or more complex control tasks [Abbink et al., 2011;
van Paassen et al., 2004]. However, a key limitation with much
of the literature is that the estimation methods assume a time-
invariant neuromuscular response. In realistic control scenarios,
the neuromuscular response is likely to be time-variant, since hu-
mans change their behavior depending on environmental variables,
fatigue, etc. [Mulder et al., 2011b]. Thus, there is a need for identifi-
cation methods that can be used to assess the time-varying nature
of the neuromuscular response.
Parametric identification methods have been used to estimate
different time-varying human responses, like visual and vestibular
responses [Hess, 2011; Zaal and Sweet, 2011, 2012]. These meth-
ods represent the dynamic responses by using a set of parametric
equations, and provide estimates of the model parameters. How-
ever, parameter estimates may be unreliable if many parameters are
used in the model or if the model is inaccurate [Zaal and Sweet,
2012]. Unfortunately, models of neuromuscular system require many
parameters to describe the neuromuscular dynamics in different con-
ditions [van Paassen et al., 2004; Schouten et al., 2008a]. Thus, using
parametric approaches for estimating neuromuscular dynamics may
lead to inaccurate estimates.
As opposed to parametric methods, non-parametric methods
do not employ parametric models, but instead use non-parametric
representations of the system [Wellstead, 1981]. An example of non-
parametric representation is the Frequency Response Function (FRF).
A number of attempts have been made to estimate the FRF of a
time-varying neuromuscular system. Katzourakis et al. [2014] used
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the windowed Fourier Transform to estimate the neuromuscular
FRF on a sliding time window. By moving the sliding window
over time, time-varying behavior of the neuromuscular FRF was
identified. However, as others have highlighted, the windowed
Fourier Transform has the drawback that it uses the same time
window length for estimating the FRF on the whole frequency
range [Balderas Silva, 2009; Mulder et al., 2011b; Thompson et al.,
2004]. This reduces the ability of identifying fast changes at high
frequencies.
A wavelet-based identification method was proposed to over-
come this drawback. The wavelet transform gives the possibility
of using different windows lengths for different frequencies, allow-
ing for a rapid identification at high frequencies. Although the
wavelet-based method provided reliable neuromuscular estimates
at high frequencies, the accuracy of the estimates decreased at low
frequencies [Mulder et al., 2011b].
Different studies focused on estimating the impulse response
instead of the FRF. Ensemble methods have been successfully em-
ployed to estimate the impulse response of a time-varying neuromus-
cular system [Lortie and Kearney, 2001; Ludvig and Perreault, 2012;
MacNeil et al., 1992]. These methods estimate the impulse response
by using data from different experimental repetitions (ensembles).
However, ensemble methods require that the neuromuscular re-
sponse presents the same time-varying behavior in all the ensembles
[MacNeil et al., 1992]. This requirement is difficult to be met during
realistic control scenarios.
This chapter presents a novel method that estimates the impulse
response of a time-varying neuromuscular system without requiring
ensembles with the same time-varying behavior. The method is
developed for disturbance-rejection tasks, and it will be extended
for compensatory tracking tasks in Chapter 9. The method approx-
imates the neuromuscular impulse response by a Finite Impulse
Response (FIR) filter and uses a Recursive Least Squares (RLS) al-
gorithm to estimate the parameters of the FIR filter itself. The
reliability and the robustness of the method were analysed by using
sets of Monte-Carlo simulations. Then, the method was applied to
experimental data.
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The chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 provides a model
of the disturbance-rejection tasks. Section 7.3 gives a brief overview
of the RLS-based method. In Section 7.4, Monte-Carlo simulations
are presented to assess the accuracy of the RLS-based method. Then,
the RLS-based method is applied to experimental data in Section 7.5.
Conclusions are drawn in the final section.
7.2 Control task
In general, the human operator uses several degrees of freedom
to interact with a control stick. However, the interaction can be
simplified when considering some assumptions [van Paassen, 1994].
Firstly, we consider a control stick that possesses one degree of
freedom (lateral axis). Secondly, an arm rest is employed to keep the
elbow at a fixed position (point P in Figure 7.1a). In this situation, the
human operator tends to move the control device by immobilizing
the wrist and by rotating the lower arm (hand and ulna) around an
axis normal to the armrest passing through P. Thus, the movement
of the arm can be described with only one degree of freedom, which
is the rotation α of the lower arm around the axis.
In the one-degree of freedom situation, the interaction of the
human arm with the control stick can be modelled as shown in
Figure 7.1b. The human operator HO generates a force Fho to control
the lateral deflection δcd of the control device CD. At the same time,
proprioceptive sensors of the arm neuromuscular system sense
the deflection δcd and its velocity (feedback path in Figure 7.1b)
[Schouten et al., 2008a]. The dynamics of neuromuscular system
are described by the inverse of the admittance ADM, which is
defined as the causal relationship between the force acting on the
arm and the position of the arm. All the elements of Figure 7.1b are
assumed to be linear, and the remnant noise N accounts for all the
unmodeled nonlinearities. The signal ucns represents all cognitive
actions that are communicated from the Central Nervous System,



















Figure 7.1: Interaction of a pilot with the control device.
This chapter focuses on disturbance-rejection tasks, where the
human operator is asked to adopt different control strategies in re-
sponse to a force disturbance applied on the control device. In these
tasks, the contribution ucns due to external cues can be considered
negligible.
7.3 Estimating time-varying neuromuscular
dynamics
Humans are able to adapt the neuromuscular dynamics to the task
they perform. For instance, humans adopt a lower admittance (i.e.,
stiffer arm) when they want to oppose to external forces, or a higher
admittance to be more compliant with the force. In realistic control
situations, e.g., during postural control or driving tasks, humans
vary their admittance continuously depending on the external envi-
ronment [Mulder et al., 2011b].
This section presents a method that can be applied to estimate
time-varying admittance. First, the method approximates the im-
pulse response of the combined system COMB of admittance and
control device by using a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter. Then,
the filter coefficients are estimated by employing a Recursive Least
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Squares algorithm. Finally, the admittance Frequency Response
Function is calculated from the estimated impulse response by using
Fourier analysis and block diagram algebra.
7.3.1 Impulse response of COMB
The impulse response hcomb(tn, tm) is defined as the response of
the system COMB at time tn = n · T to an impulse applied at time
tm = m · T [Shmaliy, 2007]. The output δcd given a generic input







Equation (7.1) has an infinite number of terms. However, it can
be simplified by considering some properties of physical systems.
First, physical systems are causal, i.e., their output does not depend
on future inputs [Shmaliy, 2007]. For these systems, the impulse
response must be 0 for all tn < tm. Furthermore, many physical
systems (such as the neuromuscular system) have an approximately
finite impulse response, i.e., hcomb(tn, tm) becomes approximately
zero after M time samples. After combining the assumptions of















= FdT(tn) hcomb(tn) 7.2
where Fd, hcomb ∈ <M.
Our aim is to estimate the impulse response vector hcomb at each
time step tn given the measurements of u(tk), y(tk) at previous and
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current time steps (tk ≤ tn). To do this, a Recursive Least Squares
(RLS) algorithm can be applied [Diniz, 2008].
7.3.2 RLS algorithm
The RLS algorithm calculates an estimate hˆcomb of the impulse
response vector by minimizing the following cost function:















where n0 is the first time sample, e represents the prediction error
between predicted and the measured output, and λ is a forgetting
factor that gives smaller weight to errors occurred further in the past
(0 λ < 1) [Diniz, 2008]. For the sake of clarity and without loss
of generality, the initial time sample is assumed to be n0 = 1.












where the matrix R is assumed to be nonsingular. The algorithm,
written as in Equation (7.4), requires computation of the inverse
of R at each time step. However, this computation can be avoided
by using the matrix inversion lemma [Diniz, 2008], which allows
for calculating the inverse of the matrix R(tn) by using the inverse
R−1(tn−1) calculated at the previous time step. Table 7.1 shows the
resulting RLS-based algorithm (S = R−1).
7.3.3 Estimating admittance frequency response
The estimated impulse response vector hˆcomb is used to estimate the
Frequency Response Function (FRF) of Hcomb [Lataire et al., 2012;
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Table 7.1: RLS algorithm
INITIALIZE S(0) = S0
hˆcomb(0) = 0








hˆcomb(tn) = hˆcomb(tn−1) + e(tn)S(tn)Fd(tn)
Shmaliy, 2007]:









where f indicates the frequency.
Then, the FRF of ADM is estimated from Hˆcomb by using block
diagram algebra:
Hˆadm( f , tn) =
Hcd( f )Hˆcomb( f , tn)
Hcd( f )− Hˆcomb( f , tn)
7.6
where Hcd( f ) is the known FRF of the control device.
7.3.4 Force disturbance design
In the literature on admittance identification, the force disturbance
Fd is commonly designed as a multisine signal [Abbink et al., 2011;






















(a) Power spectral densities.


















Figure 7.2: Multisine Fd,ms and pseudonoise Fd,pn components of the force
disturbance.
where Ak, fk and ψk are amplitudes, frequencies, and phases, re-
spectively, and Nd are the number of sinusoids. The values of fk,
Ak, and ψk are usually chosen to capture relevant dynamics of the
neuromuscular system without inducing suppression of reflexive
activity [Abbink et al., 2011; Mugge et al., 2007]. Figure 7.2 shows
typical time realizations and power spectral densities of Fd,ms.
To estimate hˆcomb, the RLS-based algorithm requires computing
the inverse of the matrix R that only depends on values of the force
disturbance Fd, see Equation (7.4). Thus, Fd must be designed such
that R is invertible, i.e., Fd must be persistently exciting. Unfortu-
nately, it can be shown that the commonly used multisine signal
is not persistently exciting and cannot be employed with the RLS
algorithm.
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To obtain an invertible R matrix, a pseudonoise Fd,pn was added
to the multisine signal, see Figure 7.2. The resulting force distur-
bance Fd was chosen as:
Fd(tn) = kmsFd,ms(tn) + kpnFd,pn(tn) 7.8
where Fd,ms and Fd,pn were scaled to have variances equal to 1 N2,
and the gains kms, kpn were used to set final desired variances.
The gain kpn was chosen to be low enough to avoid suppression
of reflexive activity [Mugge et al., 2007], while still generating an
invertible and well-conditioned R matrix. The gain kms was tuned
to obtain a desired variance of the total force disturbance Fd.
7.4 Validation of the RLS-based method in
simulation
The RLS-based method was validated by performing two sets of
Monte-Carlo simulations. The first set investigated robustness of
the RLS-based method to external noise. The second set focused on
the influence of the forgetting factor λ on RLS-based estimates.
7.4.1 Robustness to remnant noise
Method
A Monte-Carlo simulation was performed to investigate the robust-
ness of the RLS-based method to different levels of remnant noise N.
To do this, the control task in Figure 7.1 was numerically simulated
in Matlab/Simulink.
The admittance dynamics were simulated by using a parametric
model detailed in Section A.2.3. The parameters were simulated to
vary between stiff and relax settings. The parameters for the relax
admittance and for the stiff admittance were chosen as estimated
in a previous study, see Table 7.2 [Schouten et al., 2008b]. The time
evolution of each parameter was chosen similarly to a previous work
[Mulder et al., 2011b]:
pi(tn) = AM(tn)psi + (1− AM(tn))pri 7.9
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Figure 7.3: Time evolution of the parameter AM, which determines the
evolution of the neuromuscular dynamics. Values 0 and 1 correspond to relax
and stiff admittance, respectively.
Table 7.2: Admittance parameters (C-Compliant, S-Stiff)
















C 2.02 32.5 382 228 11.7 2.3 37.4 91 28.4 13.63 0.74
S 2.02 14.4 169 44 2.6 0 0 0 0 13.63 0.74
where pri , p
s
i represent the generic i-th parameter for relax and stiff
admittance, respectively, and the parameter AM (Admittance Mode)
varies between 0 and 1 as shown in Figure 7.3. The value AM = 0
corresponds to relax settings of the admittance, whereas AM = 1
indicates stiff settings. Figure 7.4 depicts the resulting time evolution
of the admittance Frequency Response Function.






The disturbance force Fd was designed as a linear combination of
a multisine Fd,ms and a pseudonoise Fd,pn as shown in Equation (7.8).
The gains kpn and kms were tuned such that the variance of Fd,pn
was the 5% of the total variance, which was set to 3 N2.
The pseudonoise Fd,pn was chosen as a realization of Gaussian
noise, see Figure 7.2. The multisine Fd,ms was chosen based on previ-
ous works on admittance estimation [Abbink et al., 2011; Schouten
et al., 2008a]. Specifically, the multisine frequencies fk were chosen
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Figure 7.4: Time evolution of the simulated admittance Hadm.
as multiples of the base frequency f0 = 0.0122 Hz, resulting in
a periodic signal with a period of 81.92 s. To completely capture
the neuromuscular dynamics, the frequencies fk were selected in
the range [0.061 Hz− 15 Hz]. The phases ψk were chosen to mini-
mize the crest factor, in order to inject more power into the system
without increasing peak values of Fd,ms [Pintelon and Schoukens,
2012]. The multisine amplitudes Ak were chosen according to the
Reduced Power Method [Mugge et al., 2007]. This method allows
identification of neuromuscular response on a large frequency range
without suppression of reflexive activity. The multisine Fd,ms was
generated offline in the frequency domain, and the Inverse Fourier
Transform was applied to yield a 90 s time realization. Figure 7.2
shows the resulting time realization and the power spectral density
of Fd,ms.
The remnant signal N was generated as a Gaussian noise w with




(s +ωN)(s2 + 2eNωNs +ω2N)
[-] 7.11
where eN = 0.26 and ωN = 12.7 rad/s. The value of KN was
gradually increased, to obtain three different ratios between remnant
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standard deviation σN and signal standard deviation σFho (0, 0.2 and
0.5). For each value of KN , 100 simulations were performed with
different realizations of the remnant noise.
The RLS-based method was applied to the simulated data cor-
responding to each noise realization. Since the simulated impulse
response was almost zero after tM = 2 s, the memory of the esti-
mated impulse response hˆcomb was set to M = Fs · tM = 200. The
forgetting factor was set to λ = 0.995, to obtain a trade-off between
noise rejection and capability of tracking the time-varying response
[Vahidi et al., 2005].
To evaluate the reliability of the estimates given by the RLS-based





where ‖·‖ indicates the Euclidean norm. As an indicator for the
reliability of the admittance estimate, the relative error between the
estimated and the simulated FRFs was calculated:
EHadm( f , tn) =
∣∣Hˆadm( f , tn)− Hadm( f , tn)∣∣2
|Hadm( f , tn)|2
7.13
Results
Figure 7.5 shows time evolutions of Ehcomb for different values of
σN/σFho . The time evolutions of Ehcomb were similar for all the
different values of σN/σFho . When the admittance parameters are
constant or when they change slowly, the error was small (Ehcomb <
0.3), indicating that the estimates matched the simulated dynamics
with high accuracy. The value of Ehcomb increased to 1.2 when the
neuromuscular response instantaneously varied from compliant to
stiff settings (t = 15 s).
Figure 7.6 shows the estimated hˆcomb at t1 = 14 s, t2 = 17 s,
t3 = 20 s, t4 = 23 s, and t5 = 26 s. The RLS algorithm needed
almost 8 s to converge to an accurate estimate after the simulated
hcomb changes instantaneously from hccomb to h
s
comb at t = 15 s.
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Figure 7.5: Evolution of the relative error Ehcomb between the simulated and
the estimated impulse responses hˆcomb. The Ehcomb is shown for different ratios
σN/σFho between remnant and signal standard deviation. Lines and shades
indicate means and standard deviations over 100 different realizations of remnant
noise.














Figure 7.6: Estimates hˆcomb at times t1, t2, t3, t4, and t5. The estimates
correspond to σN/σFho = 0.2.
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(c) σN/σFho = 0.5.
Figure 7.7: Relative error between estimated and simulated admittance fre-
quency responses.
The frequency response of the admittance was estimated by using
Equation (7.6). Figure 7.7 shows the relative error EHadm between the
simulated and the estimated frequency responses for different values
of σN/σFho . At low and medium frequencies, the relative errors were
small when the parameter were constant or changed gradually (blue
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Figure 7.8: Estimates Hˆadm at times t1, t2, t3, t4, and t5. The estimates
correspond to σN/σFho = 0.2.
color in Figure 7.7). When the admittance parameters changed
instantaneously (t = 15 s), the estimated admittance needed some
time to converge to the simulated admittance (yellow color). At very
high frequencies, the relative errors were large, indicating that the
admittance estimates were not accurate.
Figure 7.8 shows the admittances estimated during the time
interval around t = 15 s for σN/σFho = 0.2. Similarly to hˆcomb, the
estimated admittance needed almost 8 s to converge to an accurate
estimate after the simulated admittance changed instantaneously




The main goal of the first set of Monte-Carlo simulations was to
evaluate the robustness of the RLS-based method to different levels
of remnant noise. Also with high levels of remnant noise, the
RLS-based method was able to track slow changes in admittance
dynamics at low and medium frequencies. When the admittance
changed instantaneously, the RLS-based method needed about 8 s
to provide reliable estimates.
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The slow convergence time in case of instantaneous changes is
related to the chosen value for the forgetting factor λ. As shown
in a previous work [Diniz, 2008], the convergence time of a RLS
algorithm is inversely proportional to (1− λ). Therefore, choosing
lower values of λ would reduce the convergence time. However,
lower values of λ affect the robustness of the RLS-based algorithm to
the remnant noise and could lead to instability problems [Paleologu
et al., 2008]. Therefore, the value of λ should be chosen to be a com-
promise between convergence time and robustness to the remnant
noise. The next section presents a Monte-Carlo simulation study
to find the value of λ that best compromises between convergence
time and robustness to noise.
7.4.2 Influence of the forgetting factor λ
Method
The second set of Monte-Carlo simulations investigated the influ-
ence of the forgetting factor λ on accuracy of RLS-based estimates.
The disturbance-rejection task in Figure 7.1b was simulated using
Simulink (The MathWorks, Inc.). All parameters were set as in
Section 7.4.1, except from the dynamics of the control device and
the gain KN of the remnant noise.
The dynamics of the control device Hcd were modelled as the




0.864s2 + 3.53s + 96.92
[rad/N] 7.14
The remnant noise N was simulated as a Gaussian noise filtered
by a third-order filter, see Equation (7.11). The gain KN was varied
to obtain desired ratios between the variance of the remnant noise
σ2N and the variance of the human force σ
2
Fho
. The ratios used in




Fho ∈ {0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.20} 7.15
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For each ratio, 100 different realizations of the remnant noise were
generated and used to simulate the control task in Figure 7.1b.
The RLS-based method was applied to the simulated data cor-
responding to each noise realization. To assess the effect of the
forgetting factor λ on the neuromuscular estimate, the RLS-based
method was executed with different values of the forgetting factor
λ:
λ ∈ {0.80+ k · 0.01, k = 0, . . . , 19} ∪ {0.995, 0.999} 7.16
A number of dependent measures were calculated to evaluate
the quality of RLS-based estimates. The ability of the RLS-based
method to predict the output signal was evaluated by calculating the
Variance Accounted For (VAF) between the measured stick deflection









The VAF is maximum (100%) when δˆcd equals δcd at each time step,
and decreases with errors in the prediction.
The reliability of impulse response estimates hˆcomb and admit-
tance estimates Hˆadm were evaluated by using the relative errors in
Equation (7.12) and Equation (7.13), respectively.
Results
Figure 7.9 shows values of VAF for different forgetting factors λ




values of VAF are not shown for λ between 0.80 and 0.89, since the
RLS-based algorithm was unstable and resulted in very small VAF.
The RLS-based estimates predicted the measured stick deflection
very well for all values λ ≥ 0.90 (VAF> 80%). The VAF increased
with increasing values of λ and reached its maximum value for
λ = 0.99. For higher values of λ, VAF decreased. This indicates
that the best prediction of the stick deflection was obtained with
λ = 0.99.
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Figure 7.9: Means (lines) and standard deviations (error bars) of VAF between
simulated and predicted stick deflection δcd.
The relative error Ehcomb between estimated and simulated im-
pulse responses hcomb is shown in Figure 7.10. Each subfigure
corresponds to different values of λ, whereas different lines indi-
cate different levels of remnant noise. In addition, each subfigure
highlights the convergence time that the estimate hˆcomb needed to
converge to the simulated hcomb after the instantaneous change at
time t = 15 s. The convergence time was evaluated as the first
time sample after t = 15 s, at which Ehcomb = 0.5 in the simulations




For all the values of λ, the error Ehcomb increased when admit-
tance parameters varied, especially when admittance changed in-
stantaneously from relax to stiff settings at t = 15 s. After the
instantaneous change at t = 15 s, the value λ = 0.90 resulted in the
fastest convergence time without remnant noise, see Figure 7.10a.
However, this value of λ did not result in accurate estimates when
the remnant noise was added. By contrast, the estimates obtained
with λ = 0.999 were almost not influenced by high levels of remnant
noise, but their convergence time was large (see Figure 7.10c). The
value λ = 0.99 gave the best compromise between robustness to the
noise and converging rate, as shown in Figure 7.10b. In this case,
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(a) λ = 0.90.
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Figure 7.10: Means (lines) and standard deviations (shades) of the relative
error Ehcomb between simulated and estimated impulse responses hcomb.
the impulse response estimates were reliable for all levels of noise
when admittance dynamics were constant or changed gradually
(Ehcomb < 1). When admittance dynamics changed instantaneously
from relax to stiff dynamics at t = 15 s, the RLS-based method
needed approximately 6.5 s to provide reliable estimates.
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Figure 7.11: Mean values of the relative error EHadm between simulated and
estimated admittance frequency responses.
Figure 7.11 shows the relative errors EHadm between the frequency
responses of the estimated and simulated admittance. The figure
only shows results for λ = 0.99 and for two levels of remnant
noise: no noise (σ2N/σ
2
Fho




At low and medium frequencies (< 10 Hz), the errors EHadm were
small when admittance parameters were constant or changed slowly,
and increased when the parameters varied instantaneously at time
t = 15 s. These results are in line with those obtained for the errors
between simulated and estimated hcomb. At higher frequencies,
admittance estimates were not accurate.
These findings indicate that the RLS-based method provides
reliable estimates on a broad range of frequencies. Next section
presents application of the RLS-based method to data obtained in a
human in-the-loop experiment.
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Figure 7.12: Apparatus.
7.5 Experiment
An human in-the-loop study was performed to test the accuracy of
the RLS-based method with experimental data.
7.5.1 Apparatus
The experiment was performed in the Control Loading Lab at the
Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics, see Figure 7.12. A
control device was located together with an armrest on the right
side of the chair where participants were seated during the exper-
iment. The control device was a control-loading sidestick from
Wittenstein Aerospace & Simulation GmbH. During the experiment,
the longitudinal axis of the sidestick was fixed to the center position,
whereas the lateral axis was free to move. The lateral dynamics of
the sidestick were previously estimated, see Equation (7.14). A high-
resolution display from VPixx Technologies Inc., Canada (1920x1200
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pixels, 120 Hz refresh rate) was positioned in front of the partici-
pants.
7.5.2 Participants, experimental conditions and
experimental procedure
Four participants (age 26-32) took part in the experiment, and a
financial compensation was offered for their participation. Before
starting the experiment, participants were informed about the objec-
tive of the experiment and the experimental procedure.
During the experiment, participants were seated in front of the
monitor and held the sidestick with the right hand. Their right
elbow rested on the armrest to limit movements of the upper part of
the arm. Participants were asked to adopt different control strategies
in response to a disturbance force Fd applied on the control device.
The following experimental conditions were investigated:
• Relax Task (RT): participants were instructed to relax their arm
and adopt a passive behavior.
• Position Task (PT): participants were instructed to resist the
disturbance force and to keep the stick in the center position,
i.e., to be stiff.
• Time Varying Task (TVT): participants were instructed to relax
the arm until 30 s, be stiff from 30 s to 60 s, and relax the arm
until the end of the experimental condition (90 s).
The force disturbance Fd was designed as explained in Section 7.4.1.
To avoid drift, the sidestick deflection was shown on the display as
the lateral distance of a point from a center line.
The three conditions were presented to participants in a random-
ized order. For each experimental condition, several training runs
were performed to allow participants to familiarize themselves with
the control task. After the training phase, five repetitions of the
experimental condition were executed to collect the measurement
data.
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7.5.3 Identification of neuromuscular response and
dependent measures
During the experiment, measurements of stick deflection δcd and
disturbance force Fd were logged at 100 Hz. The time records of δcd
and Fd were used by the RLS-based method to estimate admittances
Hˆrlsadm for each repetitions of the experimental conditions. Note
that no averaging was conducted among repetitions of the same
experimental condition.
In the time-invariant conditions, admittance dynamics were also
estimated by applying the CS method [Abbink et al., 2011; Schouten
et al., 2008b]. This method is commonly used to estimate time-
invariant admittance, and serves as a comparison for RLS-based
estimates. The CS method estimates admittance dynamics by using
cross-spectral analysis:
Hˆcsadm( f ) =
SˆFdδcd( f )
SˆFd Fho ( f )
, f ∈ { fk} 7.18
where Sˆu y represents an estimate of the cross-spectrum between u
and y, and { fk} is the set of frequency points where the multisine
component Fd,ms has power. To reduce noise, estimates of cross-
spectra are averaged over different repetitions of each experimental
condition [Pintelon and Schoukens, 2012]. Note that the estimate
Hˆcsadm does not depend on the time sample tn, since the CS method
provides a time-invariant estimate.
The reliability of the CS estimate was evaluated by using the
coherence function Γˆ2 [Abbink et al., 2011]:
Γˆ2( f ) =
∣∣SˆFdδcd( f )∣∣2
SˆFd Fd( f ), Sˆδcdδcd( f )
, f ∈ { fk} 7.19
The coherence function Γˆ2 is 1 if the estimated system can be de-
scribed by a linear time-invariant system, and decreases to 0 with
noise and nonlinearities [Pintelon and Schoukens, 2012].
To evaluate reliability of the RLS-based method, the RLS-based
estimates were compared to the CS estimates by evaluating the
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relative error EHadm :
EHadm( f , tn) =
∣∣∣Hˆcsadm( f )− Hˆrlsadm( f , tn)∣∣∣2∣∣Hˆcsadm( f )∣∣2 7.20
In the time=invariant conditions RT and PT, the RLS-based esti-
mates were compared to the corresponding CS estimates. In the
time-varying task (TVT), the RLS-based estimate was compared
to the CS estimates obtained for RT and PT. Two different errors
were calculated: EHadm−RT between the RLS-based estimate in TVT
and the CS estimate in RT, and EHadm−PT between the RLS-based
estimate in TVT and the CS estimate in PT. This allowed us to in-
vestigate whether the RLS-based estimate resembled stiff or relaxed
admittance dynamics during the TVT condition.
7.5.4 Hypotheses
In the time-invariant tasks, the RLS-based method is expected to
provide similar estimates to the CS method. Thus, the error EHadm is
expected to be small. In the time-varying task TVT, the RLS-based
method is expected to provide similar estimates to RT when the in-
struction is to relax, and similar estimates to PT when the instruction
is to be stiff. Thus, the error EHadm−RT is expected to be small when
the instruction is to be relaxed, and the error EHadm−PT is expected
to be small when the instruction is to be stiff.
7.5.5 Results
Figure 7.13 shows estimates of admittance Hˆadm and corresponding
coherence functions Γˆ2 provided by the CS method in the time-
invariant tasks PT and RT. Values of Γ2 close to 1 indicated reliability
of admittance estimates. The admittance magnitude was low in PT,
indicating that participants were stiff to oppose to the force distur-
bance. On the other hand, participants adopted a large admittance
in RT to be compliant with the force disturbance. This is in complete
agreement with previous findings in the literature [Abbink et al.,
2011; Venrooij et al., 2011].
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∣∣Hˆadm∣∣ and coherence function Γˆ2 estimated by CS
method for the time-invariant tasks (PT and RT). Lines and shades represent
means and standard deviations among participants, respectively.
The normalized error EHadm between RLS-based and CS estimates
in the time-invariant tasks is shown in Figure 7.14. The errors were
averaged among different repetitions of the experimental conditions
and among participants. At the beginning of the conditions, EHadm
was large for approximately 8 s (yellow colour), indicating that
the RLS-based method needed almost 8 s to converge to a reliable
estimate. After this initial transient, EHadm was small (blue color)
over a broad range of frequencies (between 0.5 Hz and 10 Hz),
indicating that the RLS-based estimates resembled the CS estimates.
Figure 7.15 shows the errors EHadm−RT and EHadm−PT obtained
in the time-varying task TVT. The errors were averaged among
different repetitions of TVT and among participants. In the first
30 s and in the last 30 s, EHadm−RT was smaller than 0.5 at frequen-
cies < 10 Hz, see Figure 7.15a. This indicates that the RLS-based
estimates resembled the CS estimates obtained in RT when the
instruction was to be relaxed. Between 30 s and 60 s, the error
EHadm−RT increased, whereas the error EHadm−PT became small at fre-
quencies between 0.5 Hz and 10 Hz, see Figure 7.15b. This indicates
that RLS-based estimates were comparable to the CS estimates in
PT when participants were asked to be stiff.
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Figure 7.14: Errors EHadm between RLS-based and CS estimates in the time-
invariant tasks.



























Figure 7.15: Errors EHadm between RLS-based estimates in the time-varying
task TVT and CS estimates in the time-invariant tasks.
These results offer evidence for the reliability of RLS-based
method in estimating time-varying neuromuscular dynamics over a
broad range of frequencies. However, RLS-based estimates were not
accurate at low and high frequencies.
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7.6 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a method to estimate a time-varying
neuromuscular response. The method approximates the neuro-
muscular response with a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter and
estimates FIR coefficients by using a Recursive Least Square (RLS)
algorithm.
The method was validated in two sets of Monte-Carlo simu-
lations. The first simulation set investigated robustness of the
RLS-based method to increasing levels of remnant noise. When
the neuromuscular response was constant or changed gradually, the
method provided accurate estimates over a broad range of frequen-
cies even with high-levels of remnant noise. Only at high frequencies
the estimates were not accurate. In case of instantaneous admittance
changes, the method needed almost 8 s to converge to the new
admittance dynamics.
The second set of Monte-Carlo simulations investigated influence
of the forgetting factor λ on RLS-based estimates. Results provided
a value of λ that gave the best compromise between robustness to
noise and converging rate of the estimates.
The RLS-based method was then applied to experimental data.
The RLS-based method tracked time-varying dynamics of the neuro-
muscular response over a broad range of frequencies. However,
RLS-based estimates were very sensitive to external noise at low
and high frequencies. The next chapter will focus on improving the




response: Regularized RLS algorithms
8
As seen in the previous chapter, the conventional
RLS-based method requires an additional pseudonoise to be
added to the multi-sine force disturbance. However, this
may be the cause of the poor robustness of the RLS-based
method when applied to experimental data. In this chap-
ter, two novel methods are developed that can be used with
multi-sine signals. The novel methods combine the classical
RLS algorithm with regularization methods. Specifically,
two different regularization methods are investigated: the
Truncated Singular Value Decomposition and the Tikhonov
regularization. The mathematical framework for the two
regularized RLS-based methods is presented, and recursive
implementations are derived.
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8.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, a RLS-based method was developed to
estimate the impulse response of a time-varying neuromuscular
system. The method estimates recursively the impulse response as
the least squares solution of a given cost function by using a conven-
tional Recursive Least Squares (RLS). The method was applied in
disturbance-rejection tasks, where the human operator is asked to
oppose or to be compliant with a force provided on a control device.
The major disadvantage of the RLS-based method is that it im-
poses a constraint on the force disturbance: the so-called “determin-
istic correlation matrix” associated with the force disturbance must
be nonsingular and well-conditioned, i.e., the force disturbance must
be persistently exciting [Diniz, 2008]. This is because the RLS-based
method requires inverting the deterministic correlation matrix to
estimate the least squares solution. In experiments for neuromus-
cular identification, the force disturbance is commonly designed
as a multisine signal, since multisine properties can be controlled
to obtain a better Signal-to-Noise Ratio and improved robustness
to noise [Schouten et al., 2008a]. Unfortunately, multisines signals
have been shown not to be persistently exciting for the RLS-based
method.
To overcome this issue, an additional pseudonoise was added
to the multisine signal. The resulting signal generated a well-
conditioned deterministic correlation matrix, thus the RLS-based
method could be applied. However, this approach led to poor
robustness to noise of the RLS-based method when applied to ex-
perimental data. This was because the power of the pseudonoise is
spread over more frequencies than the multisine signal, resulting in
a smaller Signal-to-Noise ratio [Schouten et al., 2008a].
Regularization is a typical technique used to calculate solutions
of least squares problems with ill-conditioned matrices, i.e., discrete
ill-posed problems [Hansen, 1994]. To calculate a meaningful solu-
tion of ill-posed problems, regularization methods incorporate ad-
ditional information about the desired solution in the least-squares
problem. Unfortunately, regularized solutions are difficult to update



















Figure 8.1: Human interaction with a control device.
step would be computationally expensive and hard to be done in
applications with real-time constraints.
This chapter presents the mathematical framework for incorpo-
rating regularization methods into the conventional RLS algorithm.
Specifically, two different regularization methods are considered:
the Truncated Singular Values Decomposition and the Tikhonov
Regularization. Recursive implementations of the two regularized
methods are derived. The resulting regularized RLS-based meth-
ods that can be used with multisine signals without requiring an
additional pseudonoise.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 8.2 introduces the
control task considered in this chapter. Next, Section 8.3 presents the
mathematical foundations of the conventional and the regularized
RLS-based approaches. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
8.2 Control task
Figure 8.1a shows the interaction of an human arm with a control
device. The control device is assumed to only move in the lateral
direction with deflection δcd, and humans are assumed to keep their
elbow at a fixed position P on an armrest. Under these assumptions,
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human arm can be considered as a joint with one degree of freedom
(the angle α in Figure 8.1a) and can be modelled as in Figure 8.1b
[van Paassen et al., 2004]. The block CD represents the control device
dynamics, while the neuromuscular dynamics of human’s arm are
described by the inverse of the admittance ADM−1 [Abbink et al.,
2011]. All the blocks are assumed linear, and the remnant signal N
accounts for noise and unmodeled nonlinearities. The signal ucns
represents the response of the central nervous system to all external
cues, e.g., visual or vestibular cues.
This chapter focuses on disturbance-rejection tasks [Abbink et al.,
2011; Schouten et al., 2008b]. In these tasks, humans are asked to
oppose or to be compliant with a force disturbance Fd presented
on the control device. Since no external cues are provided to the
humans, the signal ucns can be considered negligible.
8.3 Estimating the impulse response
The dynamics of the combined COMB of admittance and control
device can be described by the impulse response hcomb. The impulse
response hcomb is defined as the output δcd at time tn = n · T when an
impulse is applied to the system input Fd at time tm = m ·T [MacNeil
et al., 1992]. Here, n · T and m · T represent integer multiples of the
sampling time T.
The impulse response can be used to express the response of






This equation can be simplified by considering some properties of
hcomb. Firstly, physical systems are generally causal, i.e., the output
at time tn only depends on past and current inputs but not on future
inputs. Thus, hcomb(tn, tm) is zero for n < m. Furthermore, the
impulse response of COMB is likely to become zero after a finite
number of samples. This means that hcomb(tn, tm) becomes zero for
all n ≥ m+ M, where M represents the finite memory of the system.
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where Fd, hcomb ∈ <M. To simplify the notation, the subscript of
hcomb will be omitted in the rest of the paper.
Our goal is to estimate the time-varying dynamics of COMB
given measurements of Fd and δcd. As seen in Chapter 7, this can be
done by using RLS-based methods. The following sections review
the conventional RLS-based method developed in Chapter 7, focus-
ing on its main drawbacks. Then, two novel regularized RLS-based
methods are developed that do not suffer from the drawbacks of the
conventional RLS-based method.
8.4 Conventional RLS-based method
As a first step, the conventional RLS-based method uses a RLS
algorithm to estimate the impulse response hcomb. The impulse
response is estimated at each time step as the optimal solution that
minimizes the following cost function:
hˆ(tn) = arg min
h∈<M
Ve(h, tn) 8.3
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Here, n0 is the initial time sample, and λ is a forgetting factor
that gives less importance to samples occurred further in the past
(0 λ < 1). For the sake of clarity and without loss of generality,
the initial time sample is assumed to be n0 = 1.
The solution of the least-squares problem is given by:











λn−kFd(tk)δcd(tk) ∈ <M×1 8.8
Note that the solution in Equation (8.6) can only be computed if R
is invertible.
The least-squares solution in Equation (8.6) requires calculation
of the inverse R−1 at each time step. This is computationally expen-
sive and hard to be done in applications with real-time constraints.
However, a recursive algorithm can be applied to calculate the in-
verse. The matrix R in Equation (8.7) can be rewritten as:
R(tn) = λR(tn−1) + Fd(tn)FdT(tn), R(0) = R0 8.9
The matrix R is initialized with a full-rank matrix R0 to ensure
that R is invertible during the initial time steps [Diniz, 2008]. Note
however that the contribution of this initialization term on the so-
lution becomes negligible after an initial transient [Diniz, 2008]. By
applying the matrix inversion lemma:

















Table 8.1: Conventional RLS algorithm
INITIALIZE S(t0) = S0 ∈ <M×M
h(t0) = 0








h(tn) = h(tn−1) + e(tn)S(tn)Fd(tn)
Thus, the inverse of R at time tn can be computed by only using
the inverse at time tn−1 and current measurements of Fd, without
requiring actual computation of a matrix inverse.
Table 8.1 lists the main steps of the conventional RLS algorithm.
The matrices S and S0 denote the inverses of R and R0, respectively.
The matrix S0 is commonly initialized with an identity matrix scaled
by the inverse of the input signal power [Diniz, 2008].
8.4.1 Issues of conventional RLS algorithm
Unfortunately, the conventional solution in Equation (8.6) cannot
be numerically computed if R is rank-deficient or ill-conditioned.
An insight into this issue can be obtained by using the Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) analysis. The SVD of R is defined as
[Ben-Israel and Greville, 2003]:
R(tn) = U(tn)Σ(tn)VT(tn) 8.13
where U = (u1, . . . , uM) ∈ <M×M and V = (v1, . . . , vM) ∈
<M×M are orthonormal matrices, and Σ ∈ <M×M is a diagonal
matrix with non-negative diagonal elements σk appearing in non-
increasing order. The vectors uk and vk are the left and right singular
vectors of R, respectively, and σk are the singular values.
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By using the SVD, the inverse of R can be expressed as:


















If R is rank-deficient or ill-conditioned, some singular values σk
are zero or approximately zero, respectively. If p is contaminated
by noise, divisions by approximately zero singular values could
result in severe amplification of the noise. Note that the vector p
depends on measurements of the stick deflection δcd and is typically
contaminated by an unknown signal due to remnant noise N, see
Figure 8.1. This explains why the conventional RLS solution cannot
be numerically computed if R is rank-deficient or ill-conditioned.
According to Equation (8.7), the matrix R depends on values of
force disturbance Fd and forgetting factor λ. In studies for neuro-
muscular estimation, the force disturbance Fd is commonly chosen
as a multisine signal due to its good properties in terms of signal-
to-noise ratio and robustness to the noise [Schouten et al., 2008a].
Unfortunately, this choice leads to an ill-conditioned matrix R. Thus,
the conventional RLS-based approach cannot be used if the force
disturbance is chosen as a multisine signal.
8.4.2 Solution adopted by the conventional RLS-based
method: adding a pseudonoise
To overcome the ill-conditioning issue, the conventional RLS-based
method uses a different force disturbance to yield a full-rank and
well-conditioned R. Specifically, Fd is designed as the sum of a
multisine Fms and a pseudonoise Fpn:
Fd(tn) = Fd,ms(tn) + Fd,pn(tn) 8.16
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The pseudonoise component is chosen as a realization of a Gaussian
white noise with standard deviation µpn and uncorrelated with the
multisine Fms.












where Fd,ms and Fd,pn are the multisine and the pseudonoise compo-
nents of Fd, respectively. Since Fd,ms is uncorrelated with Fd,pn, for
large n Equation (8.17) can be approximated to [Diniz, 2008]:











pn I + Rms(tn) 8.18
where I ∈ <M×M is the identity matrix, and µ2pn I is the autocorrela-





pn + σms,i(tn), i = 1, . . . , M 8.19
where σms,i is the i-th singular value of Rms. It can be easily seen that
σi ≈ σms,i if σms,i  µpn, and σi ≈ µ2pn/(1− λ) if σms,i  µpn. Thus,
µpn can be chosen such that all singular values of R are different
from zero and R is well conditioned.
Unfortunately, the addition of the pseudonoise has several dis-
advantages. First, the power of Fd is spread over more frequencies
than in the multisine signal, leading to small signal-to-noise ratio
and low robustness to external noise [Schouten et al., 2008a]. Fur-
thermore, the power spectrum of Fd cannot be easily shaped as for
the multisine signals. This is crucial in experiments for identifying
neuromuscular response, since the power spectrum of Fd must be
shaped to satisfy certain requirements [Mugge et al., 2007].
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8.5 Novel approaches: regularized RLS-based
methods
This section presents two novel RLS-based approaches that allow use
of multisine signals as force disturbances. These approaches apply
regularization methods to overcome the ill-conditioning issue. Two
different regularization techniques are investigated: the Truncated
Singular Value Decomposition and the Tikhonov Regularization
[Hansen, 1994; Hansen and O’Leary, 1993].
8.5.1 RLS algorithm with Truncated Singular Value
Decomposition
Regularization with Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD)
overcomes the ill-conditioning issue by cutting off the contribution
of zero or tiny singular values of R on the solution [Hansen, 1994].









p(tn) = R−1tsvd(tn)p(tn) 8.20
where r < M, and Rtsvd is the Truncated Singular Value Decom-
position of R. This solution clearly differs from the conventional
solution of Equation (8.15) because it cuts off the singular values
σk, k > r. If the matrix R is ill-conditioned and σk ≈ 0 for k > r, the
solution in Equation (8.20) can still be computed because it does not
involve divisions by these tiny singular values.
The crucial step for TSVD regularization is the selection of a
suitable value for r. The parameter r should yield a fair trade-
off between attenuation of the noise (small values of r) and good
approximation of the actual impulse response h (large values of r). If
the singular values of R are separated by a large gap, the parameter
r can be easily determined such that σr  σr+1 and σk ≈ 0 for k > r.
However, in most cases the matrix R presents singular values that
gradually decay to zero. In such cases, great care must be paid in
the selection of r.
A disadvantage of the solution in Equation (8.20) is that it re-
quires calculation of Rtsvd at each time step. This is computationally
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expensive, since the TSVD of R cannot be updated in a recursive
way as the inverse operator [Fierro et al., 1999]. However, we derived
an efficient way to calculate Rtsvd by exploiting the fact that Fd is a
periodic multisine signal. The main idea is to choose values of R0
in Equation (8.9) such that R becomes periodic. Then, Rtsvd can be
pre-calculated over a period and these values can be used to obtain
Rtsvd at any time sample.
To find R0 that makes R periodic, Equation (8.9) can be rewritten
as follows:












Here, N is the number of time samples within a period of Fd, and
nq and nr are the quotient and the remainder after division of n by
N, respectively.
Taking advantage of the periodicity of Fd, the matrices Rq and
Rr can be rewritten in a more compact form. Defining the variable















The matrix Rr only depends on the reminder after division of n by
N, thus it is periodic of period N.
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Similar simplifications can be made for Rq. Defining RN as the






then the matrix Rq can be rewritten as:
Rq(tn) = λnr
(





1− λN RN 8.26
The matrix Rq is not periodic since it depends on the number
of completed periods nq. This also holds for the term λnR0 in
Equation (8.21). However, the sum of Rq and λnR0 can be rewritten
as:











1− λN RN 8.28
we obtain:
λnR0 + Rq(tn) =
λnr
1− λN RN 8.29
which only depends on the remainder after division nr, thus it
is periodic of period N. With this choice of R0, the matrix R in
Equation (8.21) can be rewritten as:
R(tn) =
λnr





which is also periodic of period N. This also holds for the TSVD of
R.
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Table 8.2: RLS algorithm with TSVD regularization
STORE R0 = 11−λN RN see Equation (8.25)
R(tn) = λR(tn−1) + Fd(tn)FdT(tn) n = 1, . . . , N
Rtsvd(tn) = TSVD (R(tn)) n = 1, . . . , N
Stsvd(tn) = Rtsvd−1(tn) n = 1, . . . , N
INITIALIZE p(0) = 0
FOR n ≥ 1 DO p(tn) = λp(tn−1) + δcd(tn)
hˆtsvd(tn) = Stsvd(tnr )p(tn)
Once Rtsvd is periodic, its value at a generic time tn coincides
with the value at time tnr , where 0 ≤ nr < N. Thus, the solution in
Equation (8.20) at a generic time tn can be calculated by using Rtsvd




The TSVD of R at time samples nr = 0, . . . , N − 1 can be pre-
calculated and stored in memory. Then, the stored values can
be used to estimate hˆtsvd at a generic time tn only by performing a
matrix multiplication. Table 8.2 summarizes the main steps of the
resulting RLS algorithm with TSVD regularization.
Note that this approach can only be applied if Fd is a periodic
signal. Different Fd signals would not allow a recursive update of
the TSVD solution.
8.5.2 RLS algorithm with Tikhonov regularization
The rationale of Tikhonov regularization stems from the fact that
ill-conditioned problems tend to provide solutions with large norms.
Tikhonov regularization seeks to compute a useful approximation
of h by penalizing estimates with large norms. This is achieved by
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considering a different cost function than in Equation (8.3):
hˆ(tn) = arg min
h∈<M
Ve(h, tn) +Vti(h, tn) 8.32
As seen in Equation (8.4), the first term Ve accounts for prediction
errors e between measured and predicted stick deflection δcd. The
term Vti is the Tikhonov regularization term [Tikhonov et al., 1995]:
Vti(h, tn) = ‖LtiT(tn) h‖2 = hTLti(tn)LtiT(tn)h 8.33
where ‖·‖ denotes the Euclidean norm, Lti ∈ <M×p and p ≤ M.
The matrix Lti penalizes solutions with large norms, skewing the
least-squares solution towards vectors with small norms. Commonly
Lti is chosen as a scaled identity matrix, or a suitable matrix that
represents some known properties of the desired estimate [Reichel
and Ye, 2009].
The solution of the minimum problem is given by:
hti(tn) = Rti−1(tn) p(tn) 8.34
where:
Rti(tn) = R(tn) + Lti(tn)LtiT(tn) 8.35
and the matrix R is defined in Equation (8.7). It can be shown that
hti approximates the solution in Equation (8.15) by damping out
the contribution of small singular values [Hansen, 1994; Paige and
Saunders, 1981].
The solution in Equation (8.34) requires computation of the
inverse of Rti, which is computationally expensive. However, we
derived a procedure to recursively update the solution hti. The
matrix Rti can be rewritten in a recursive way:
Rti(tn) = λRti(tn−1) + Fd(tn)FdT(tn) + Lti(tn)LtiT(tn)
− λLti(tn−1)LtiT(tn−1) 8.36
Since the subtraction of last two terms is a symmetric matrix ∈ <M×M,
it can be expressed as:
Lti(tn)LtiT(tn)− λLti(tn−1)LtiT(tn−1) = ∆L(tn)∆LT(tn) 8.37
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where ∆L ∈ <M×r and r is the rank of Lti. By substituting Equa-
tion (8.37) into Equation (8.36), we obtain:































where I ∈ <(r+1)×(r+1) is the identity matrix. Thus, the matrix
Rti−1 at time tn can be calculated by using the matrix Rti−1 at the
previous time sample tn−1 and by inverting a matrix with dimen-
sions r + 1. If r is much smaller than the dimensions of Rti, then
using Equation (8.39) is more efficient than actually inverting Rti.
To obtain a computationally efficient algorithm, our choice was
to set the evolution of LtiLtiT as:
Lti(tn)LtiT(tn) = λLti(tn−1)LtiT(tn−1) +w(tn)wT(tn) 8.40
where w ∈ <M. This choice yields a matrix ∆L = w that has rank
r = 1. Thus, the matrix inverse lemma only requires inverting a 2
by 2 matrix to compute the inverse of Rti.
The evolution of LtiLtiT defines how much the term Vti influ-
ences the cost function in Equation (8.32). Thus, it is worth investigat-
ing the evolution of LtiLtiT given by Equation (8.40). Equation (8.40)
can be considered as the state representation of a discrete-time sys-
tem whose state is LtiLtiT , the dynamic matrix is λ, and the input
is wwT . The state evolution of this discrete-time system is given by:
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If w is chosen to be periodic of period P, the state evolution can be
expressed as:
Lti(tn)LtiT(tn) = λnLti(t0)LtiT(t0) + λnr
1− λnq N
1− λP WP +Wr(tn)
8.42
where nq and nr are the quotient and the remainder after division











For a detailed proof see Equations 8.21 - 8.26. Since λ < 1, for large
n it holds:
Lti(tn)LtiT(tn) ≈ λnr 11− λPWP +Wr(tn) 8.44
Thus, the matrix LtiLtiT equals 11−λWP at time samples where
nq = 0, i. e., at time samples tn where n is an integer multiple
of P. For different time samples, LtiLtiT assumes values given by
Equation (8.44).






where l˜k is the k-th column of a given matrix L˜ ∈ <M×P, k is a
cycling index obtained as k = 1+ b n−1P c, and b·c is the remainder















Lti(tn)LtiT(tn) ≈ λnr L˜L˜T +Wr(tn) 8.47
The main steps of the RLS algorithm with Tikhonov regularization
are summarized in Table 8.3, where Sti represents the inverse of Rti.
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Table 8.3: RLS algorithm with Tikhonov regularization.
INITIALIZE Sti(t0) = S0 ∈ <M×M
hti(t0) = 0
FOR n ≥ 1 DO w(tn) =
√
1−λP
λP−k l˜k, see Equation (8.45)













hˆti(tn) = hˆti(tn−1) + e(tn)Sti(tn)Fd(tn)
−Sti(tn)w(tn)wT(tn)hˆti(tn−1)
8.6 Conclusions
This chapter has provided the mathematical framework for two
novel regularized RLS-based methods. The two methods are based
on the Truncated Singular Value Decomposition and the Tikhonov
regularization. Recursive implementation have been derived for the
two regularized RLS-based methods. Future works will validate the
two novel methods in simulation and in an experimental setup.
CHAPTER
Methods for identifying time-varying
neuromuscular response in multi-loop
tasks
9
In the previous chapter, RLS-based methods were pre-
sented to estimate time-varying neuromuscular response
in disturbance-rejection tasks. This chapter presents a
RLS-based method to estimate time-varying responses to
visual and force feedback during a compensatory tracking
task. The method represents the pilot’s responses with Fi-
nite Impulse Response filters and use a Recursive Least
Squares algorithm with Tikhonov regularization to estimate
the filter coefficients. The method was validated in a Monte-
Carlo simulation study with different levels of remnant
noise. With low levels of remnant noise, estimates were
accurate and tracked the time-varying behavior of the sim-
ulated responses. On the other hand, estimates showed high
variability in case of large remnant noise. Taken together,
these findings suggest that the novel RLS-based method
could be used to estimate time-varying pilot’s responses in
real human in-the-loop experiments.
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9.1 Introduction
An understanding of adaptation of human control behavior is crucial
to properly design a haptic aid. Human control behavior can be
described by human dynamic responses to the external cues. In a
compensatory tracking task with haptic aids, the external cues are
the visual and haptic feedback. A quantitative insight into human
responses to visual and haptic feedback can be obtained by using
identification techniques.
There is a vast amount of literature on identification of human
responses in compensatory tracking tasks, see Chapter 5. However,
these methods assume that humans do not vary their responses dur-
ing the identification period. Although this assumption can be met
in experimental settings, humans are likely to change their responses
in realistic control scenarios, due to human-related variables (e.g.,
fatigue, motivation, etc.) and to environmental factors (e.g., weather,
ambient illumination, etc.) [McRuer]. Thus, methods are needed
that can estimate time-varying human responses.
Little research on human manual control has focused on identi-
fying time-varying responses to visual and haptic feedback. Para-
metric methods have been proposed to estimate motion and visual
responses [Hess, 2011; Zaal and Sweet, 2011, 2012]. These methods
use parametric models to represent human’s responses and find
parameter values that best fit the measured data. However, one must
take care not to use too many parameters, as this may lead to inac-
curate parameter estimation [Zaal and Sweet, 2012]. Unfortunately,
multiple parameters are needed to describe the dynamic response
to the haptic feedback [van Paassen et al., 2004; Schouten et al.,
2008b], and therefore, parametric methods may be not appropriate
for identifying such response.
Non-parametric estimates of time-varying dynamics can be ob-
tained by using the Wavelet transform. Recent studies have at-
tempted to use a method based on the Wavelet transform for estimat-
ing human visual, motion, and neuromuscular responses [Mulder
et al., 2011b; Thompson et al., 2001; Zaal and Sweet, 2011]. However,
the Wavelet transform was shown to be very sensitive to human
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remnant noise and produced inaccurate results when applied to
human data [Zaal and Sweet, 2011].
In Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, we developed RLS-based methods
to estimate time-varying neuromuscular response in disturbance-
rejection tasks. The methods approximate the neuromuscular re-
sponse with a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter, and estimate the
FIR coefficients by using Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithms.
However, until now the RLS-based methods have only been applied
to disturbance-rejection tasks, where no visual feedback is provided.
This chapter extends the RLS-based methods to simultaneously
estimate human’s responses to visual and force feedback. These
responses are approximated with FIR filters, and a RLS algorithm
with Tikhonov regularization is applied to simultaneously estimate
the coefficients of the FIR filters. The novel method was validated in
a Monte-Carlo simulation study.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 9.2 presents a
model of the control task considered in this chapter. Section 9.3
details the novel regularized RLS-based approach to simultaneously
estimate visual and neuromuscular responses. After this, a Monte-
Carlo simulation study is presented in Section 9.4 to investigate the
robustness of the novel algorithm to increasing levels of remnant
noise. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
9.2 Control task
This chapter focuses on a compensatory tracking task with haptic
feedback [McRuer]. Figure 9.1 shows a model of the control task.
The human operator control the roll angle φce of the controlled
element Hce by using the lateral deflection δcd of a control device.
The task is to track a target trajectory φt by minimizing the tracking
error e presented on a compensatory display. During the tracking
task, the human operator is provided with a continuous haptic
force Fha. In addition, the control device is perturbed by a force
disturbance Fd used for identification purposes. The total external
force is Fex = Fha + Fd.
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φt e δcd φce
Fex = Fha + Fd
N
Figure 9.1: Compensatory tracking task.
Human control behavior in the compensatory tracking task can
be described by quasi-linear models [McRuer]. Such models consist
of linear dynamics that describe human’s responses to all perceived
external cues, and a remnant signal N that accounts for unmodeled
non-linearities and noise. In the compensatory tracking task with
haptic feedback, the human operator perceives two different cues,
i.e., the visual tracking error e and the force feedback Fha. The
dynamic response to the tracking error is represented by the tracking
error feedthrough (EFT), while the response to the force feedback
is represented by so-called force disturbance feedthrough FDFT
[Venrooij et al., 2013].
It is worth noting that EFT and FDFT include different compo-
nents, such as neuromuscular dynamics (muscles, skin, and limb, a
system for generating the muscle activation signal), visual response
dynamics, and control device dynamics. A detailed model for EFT
and FDFTcan be found in a previous work [van Paassen et al., 2004].
Section A.2.4 gives an overview of the different components of the
model.
9.3 Estimating time-varying human’s responses
This section presents a RLS-based method to simultaneously es-
timate time-varying human’s responses to visual error and force
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feedback. The method represents human’s responses with Finite
Impulse Responses (FIR) filters, and uses a Recursive Least Squares
algorithm with Tikhonov regularization to estimate the coefficients
of FIR filters. Then, Fourier Transform is used to estimate the
corresponding frequency responses.
Without loss of generality, the haptic feedback Fha will be consid-
ered equal to zero for the purpose of developing the identification
method. The method can be easily extended to the case of non-zero
haptic feedback.
9.3.1 Impulse responses
Human control behavior in a compensatory tracking task can be
represented by the multi-input single output system CON in Fig-
ure 9.1. The human’s dynamic responses between the inputs Fd, e
and the output δcd can be described by the corresponding impulse
responses hFd f t and he f t. The impulse responses hFd f t and he f t can







he f t(tn, tk)e(tk) + hFd f t(tn, tk)Fd(tk)
]
9.1
The previous equation has infinite number of terms. However, it
can be simplified by considering physical properties of the human’s
responses in a compensatory tracking task. First, they can be as-
sumed to be causal, thus he f t(tn, tm) and hFd f t(tn, tm) are zero for
all tn < tm. Furthermore, human’s impulse responses have finite
memory, i.e., they become zero after finite time intervals. Assuming
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hFd f t(tn, tk)Fd(tk)
=
[








T Fd(tn) . . . T Fd(tn−MF+1)
] 
hFd f t(tn, tn)
...
hFd f t(tn, tn−MF+1)

= eT(tn)he f t(tn) + FdT(tn)hFd f t(tn). 9.2
where Me and MF represent memory lengths of he f t and hFd f t,
respectively. Combining the two impulse responses in a single




] [ he f t(tn)
hFd f t(tn)
]
= uT(tn) h(tn) .
where u contains the two input signals.
Our goal is to estimate the impulse response h given measure-
ments of e, Fd, and δcd. This is done by using a Recursive Least
Squares (RLS) algorithm.
9.3.2 Recursive Least Squares algorithm
Three different RLS algorithms have been presented in Chapter 8
and Chapter 7 for estimating time-varying neuromuscular responses
in single-loop tasks: the conventional RLS algorithm, the RLS al-
gorithm with TSVD regularization, and the RLS algorithm with
Tikhonov regularization. However, not all of these methods can be
extended to multi-loop control tasks.
The conventional RLS algorithm requires that the input of the
identified system must be persistently exciting. In single-input
disturbance-rejection tasks, the input of the human model is the
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disturbance force Fd. Since the commonly used multisine distur-
bance force was found not to be persistently exciting, a pseudonoise
was added to Fd. In the compensatory tracking task in Figure 9.1,
the input of the human model are the external force Fex and the
visual tracking error e. Although an additional pseudonoise could
be added to Fex, and additional pseudonoise on the tracking error e
would excessively disturb the human operator and would make the
control task too difficult.
The RLS algorithm with TSVD regularization can be used with
multisine signals, without requiring the additional pseudonoise.
However, the recursive implementation of TSVD requires a-priori
knowledge of the input signals. This is not possible in the compen-
satory tracking task, since the tracking visual error e depends on
human’s control commands and cannot be know a-priori.
The RLS algorithm with Tikhonov regularization can be used
with multisine signals, and does not require a-priori knowledge of
the input signals. Thus, the RLS algorithm with Tikhonov regular-
ization can be extended to a compensatory tracking task with haptic
feedback.
The RLS algorithm with Tikhonov regularization estimates the
impulse response h at each time step as the least squares solution
that minimizes the cost function V [Diniz, 2008; Zhou et al., 2008]:
hˆti(tn) = arg min
h∈<M
V(h, tn) 9.3
V(h, tn) = Ve(h, tn) +Vti(h, tn) 9.4
The first term Ve accounts for the prediction errors e between mea-






e(tk) = δcd(tk)− uT(tk)h 9.6
where λ is a forgetting factor that weighs less the samples occurred
further in the past (0 λ < 1).
The second term Vti is the Tikhonov regularization term:
Vti(h, tn) = ‖LtiT(tn) h‖2 = hTLti(tn)LtiT(tn)h 9.7
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Table 9.1: RLS algorithm with Tikhonov regularization.
INITIALIZE S(t0) = S0 ∈ <M×M
h(t0) = 0
FOR n ≥ 1 DO w(tn) =
√
1−λP
λP−k l˜k, see Equation (8.45)











S(tn) = 1λS(tn−1)− 1λψ(tn)Q−1(tn)ψT(tn)
hˆ(tn) = hˆ(tn−1) + e(tn)S(tn)u(tn)
−S(tn)w(tn)wT(tn)hˆ(tn−1)
where ‖·‖ denotes the Euclidean norm, Lti ∈ <M×p and p ≤ M.
Including the regularization term is beneficial when the problem of
minimizing Ve is ill-posed [Zhou et al., 2008]. The contribution of the
regularization term on the cost function V depends on the matrix
Lti. A “large” LtiLtiT makes the Tikhonov regularization term
dominant in the cost function V, skewing the minimum solution
of V towards solutions with small norms. On the other hand, a
“small” LtiLTti places more weight on the prediction errors, and the
minimum solution of V will be less biased towards soluations with
small norms.
The minimum solution of V in Equation (9.3) is given by:
hˆ(tn) = Rti−1(tn)p(tn) 9.8
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where:










The solution in Equation (9.8) requires calculation of the inverse of
R. However, the recursive algorithm developed in Chapter 8 can
be used to avoid calculation of the matrix inverse at each time step.
Table 9.1 lists the steps of the recursive algorithm.
9.4 A Monte-Carlo simulation study
A Monte-Carlo simulation study was performed to investigate ro-
bustness of the RLS method with Tikhonov regularization to differ-
ent levels of remnant noise.
9.4.1 Control task
The compensatory tracking task in Figure 9.1 was simulated by
using Simulink (The MathWorks, Inc.). The remnant noise N was




(s +ωN)(s2 + 2eNωNs +ω2N)
[-] 9.11
where eN = 0.26 and ωN = 12.7 rad/s. The value of KN was scaled
to obtain different ratios rn between the variance σ2N of the remnant





Time-varying dynamics were simulated for human’s responses,
based on dynamics estimated in a previous human-in-the-loop ex-
periment [van Paassen et al., 2004]. In that experiment, participants
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Table 9.2: Parameters for control device dynamics
Hcd = (mcds2 + bcds + kcd)−1. The parameters are defined at 90 mm
above the rotation axis.
mcd bcd kcd
Kg N s m−1 N m−1
Hcd,0 1.5 400.0 26.1
Hcd,1 4.0 400.0 26.1
Table 9.3: Pilot parameters identified with the control device dynamics in Table
9.2. The parameters are defined considering rotations and moments around the
elbow rotation point.
Kv τvL τvl ∆tv K f τfL τfl Kn τnL
- s s s rad−1 s s rad−1 s
0 0.520 0.5 0.005 0.212 2.952 0.0 0.3 3.187 0.1
1 0.489 0.5 0.005 0.270 1.566 0.1 0.3 1.259 0.2











0 0.477 0.02 7.01 300 9.14 30 0.538 0.0417
1 0.273 0.02 7.01 300 9.14 30 0.538 0.0417
performed compensatory tracking tasks with different control device
dynamics, i.e., Hcd,0 and Hcd,1 in Table 9.2. Then, human’s responses
were estimated by using the parametric model in Section A.2.4,
resulting in the parameters values listed in Table 9.3. In our Monte-
Carlo simulation study, two sets of human’s responses Heδ,0, HFδ,0
and Heδ,1, HFδ,1 were calculated based on the parameters in Table
9.3. Then, time evolutions of human’s responses and control device
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Figure 9.2: Time evolution of the control mode CM.
dynamics were chosen as:
He f t(tn) = ( 1−CM(tn) ) Heδ,0 +CM(tn)Heδ,1 9.13
HFd f t(tn) = ( 1−CM(tn) ) HFδ,0 +CM(tn)HFδ,1 9.14
Hcd(tn) = ( 1−CM(tn) ) Hcd,0 +CM(tn)Hcd,1 9.15
where the Control Mode parameter (CM) varies between 0 and 1 as
shown in Figure 9.2, to simulate abrupt and slow changes between
the different dynamics.






Estimation of two different human’s responses requires two different
external forcing functions to excite the system [van Lunteren, 1979].
In the compensatory tracking task in Figure 9.1, the target roll angle
φt and the disturbance force Fd can be chosen as forcing functions.
The two forcing functions were designed as multisine signals, since
their properties can be controlled to obtain high signal-to-noise










Ad,k sin ( fd,ktn + ψd,k) 9.18
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Figure 9.3: Target trajectory φt and disturbance force Fd.
The parameters of the multisines were chosen based on guide-
lines that are commonly used in human in-the-loop experiments
[Abbink et al., 2011; Zaal et al., 2008]. Figure 9.3 shows Power Spec-
tral Densities and time realizations of the designed forcing signals.
The frequencies ft,k, fd,k were chosen as integer multiples of the base
frequency f0 = 1/81.92 Hz, to yield an integer multiple of signal
periods in the measurement window of 81.92 s. Different frequency
points were assigned to φt and Fd, to distinguish their contribution
on other signals in the control loop. To capture dynamical properties
of visual and neuromuscular responses, the frequencies of φt were
chosen in the range from 0.05 Hz up to 3 Hz, while the frequencies
of Fd were in the range from 0.05 Hz up to 15 Hz [Abbink et al.,
2011; Zaal et al., 2008].
Amplitudes and phases of the target signal φt were chosen to
yield an unpredictable signal and to prevent crossover regression.
The amplitudes At,k were shaped according to the following filter
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[Zaal et al., 2008]:
At,k =
∣∣∣∣ (j2pi fkT1 + 1)2(j2pi fkT2 + 2)2
∣∣∣∣ 9.19
where T1 = 0.1 s and T2 = 0.8 s. The phases ψt,k were selected from
a random set to yield a Gaussian distribution of the values of φt.
The total power of the signal was set to 2 deg2.
The amplitudes Ad,k of the disturbance force Fd were designed
according to the Reduced Power Method [Mugge et al., 2007]. This
method consists of applying full power and low frequencies and
reduced power at higher frequencies, to enable identification of
the neuromuscular response over a large frequency range without
suppressing the reflexive activity. The signal contained full power
up to 0.5 Hz, and a 5% fraction of that power at higher frequencies.
The total power of Fd was set to 2 N2, not to disturb the human
operator in the control task while still allowing for identification
of neuromuscular response. The phases ψd,k were randomized to
generate an unpredictable signal, and a cresting technique was
applied to minimize peaks in the signal realization [Pintelon and
Schoukens, 2012].
9.4.3 Independent variables and data analysis
To test robustness of RLS-based method with Tikhonov regulariza-
tion, different remnant levels rN in Equation (9.12) were used:
rN ∈ {0, 0.01, 0.1} 9.20
For each remnant level, 100 different simulations were performed
with different realizations of the Gaussian noise. The RLS-based
method with Tikhonov regularization was then applied to the signals
logged during each run. The parameters for the RLS algorithm were
set as:
λ = 0.99 9.21
Me = 2.56 s · 100 Hz = 256 9.22
MF = 256 9.23
Lti = 10−5 I 9.24
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where I is the identity matrix. These parameters were chosen
fairly arbitrarily based on previous studies on single-loop RLS-based
algorithm and can probably be further optimized.
The RLS-based method with Tikhonov regularization provides
estimates of human dynamic responses. To evaluate reliability of
RLS estimates, the estimated frequency responses Hˆ were compared
to the simulated frequency responses H by calculating the averaged







E( f , tn) 9.25
where N f is the total number of frequency points, and E is the
logarithmic squared error:
E( f , tn) =
∣∣log Hˆ( f , tn)− log H( f , tn)∣∣2 9.26
9.4.4 Results
Figure 9.4 shows time evolutions of E¯ corresponding to He f t and
HFd f t. Without remnant noise and with low level of remnant noise
(rn = 0 and rn = 0.01, respectively), the errors presented similar
time evolutions for both He f t and HFd f t. The errors were small when
the dynamics were constant or changed slowly. After the abrupt
dynamics changes (t = 15 s and t = 30 s), the errors significantly
increased. However, they reached again a small steady state after
almost 7 s. Note that the errors in HFd f t estimates were larger
than the errors in He f t. This was because the power of the force
disturbance was set small enough not to disturb pilots during the
compensatory tracking task. With a force disturbance with higher
power, smaller errors would be achieved.
With high level of remnant noise (rn = 0.1), the errors in HFd f t
and He f t estimates were large. Furthermore, the errors did not
converge to small steady states after changes in pilot’s dynamics.
To obtain a better insight into the evolution of the RLS-based
estimates, Figure 9.5 and Figure 9.6 show HFd f t and He f t at different



































(b) HFd f t.
Figure 9.4: Time evolution of the error E¯ f . Lines and shades indicate means
and standard deviations over different realizations of remnant noise.
correspond to different remnant levels, while the rows to different
estimation times.
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(a) t1, rn = 0.
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(b) t1, rn = 0.01.
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(d) t2, rn = 0.
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(g) t3, rn = 0.
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(h) t3, rn = 0.01.
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(i) t3, rn = 0.1.
Figure 9.5: Time evolution of HFd f t estimates. The circles represent mean
values over different realizations of remnant noise, and the box-and-whisker

















(a) t1, rn = 0.
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(d) t2, rn = 0.
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(e) t2, rn = 0.01.
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(g) t3, rn = 0.
10−1 100
Frequency, Hz
(h) t3, rn = 0.01.
10−1 100
Frequency, Hz
(i) t3, rn = 0.1.
Figure 9.6: Time evolution of He f t estimates. The circles represent mean
values over different realizations of remnant noise, and the box-and-whisker
plots indicate 25 and 75 percentiles (boxes) and minimum and maximum values
(whiskers).
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Similar trends were found for He f t and HFd f t estimates. Without
remnant noise (rn = 0), estimates of He f t and HFd f t well resembled
the corresponding simulated dynamics before the abrupt change
(t1 = 29 s). After the abrupt changes the estimates differed from
the two simulated dynamics (t2 = 35 s). However, the estimates
converged to the new dynamics at t3 = 40 s.
A similar behavior was obtained with low level of remnant noise
(rn = 0.01). Mean values of the estimates resembled the simulated
dynamics before and long after the abrupt change. Furthermore,
small variability of the estimates was found over different noise
realizations (small boxes and whiskers).
Unfortunately, accuracy of estimates degraded for high level of
remnant noise (r = 0.1). Mean values of the estimates slightly dif-
fered from the simulated dynamics. Furthermore, a large variability
of the estimates was found along different noise realizations.
9.5 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a method to estimate time-varying hu-
man’s responses to visual and force feedback. The method describes
human’s responses with Finite Impulse Response filters and uses a
Recursive Least Square algorithm with Tikhonov regularization to
estimate the filters coefficients.
A set of Monte-Carlo simulations showed that the method pro-
vides accurate estimates of human’s responses with low levels of
remnant noise. The method was able to track slow changes in the
simulated dynamics, while it required almost 10 s to converge to the
new simulated dynamics after the abrupt changes. With high level
of remnant noise, estimates presented high variability. However, the
reason for this is probably a non optimal setting of the parameters
for the RLS algorithm with Tikhonov regularization.
Although there are limitations for high levels of remnant noise,
the RLS-based method provides a powerful tool for identifying time-
varying human’s responses to visual and haptic feedback. We are
currently in the process of investigating how to optimize the RLS pa-
rameters to improve robustness to the remnant noise. Furthermore,
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future works will explore the application of the RLS-based method




The main goal of the thesis was:
Research goal
Increase the understanding of influence of haptic aids on
pilot’s performance and control behavior.
Three objectives were formulated toward the goal of this thesis.
The first objective was to quantify effectiveness of haptic aids on
pilot’s performance and control effort in different control scenarios.
Comparisons with input-mixing systems were of particular interest.
The second objective was to evaluate influence of haptic aids on
pilot’s dynamic responses. To achieve this, novel methods were
developed for estimating time-invariant pilot’s responses during
steering tasks. Finally, the third objective was to account for time-
varying behavior of pilot’s responses.
This chapter is structured as follows. First, conclusions obtained
for the different chapters of the thesis are presented. Then, main
contributions of this thesis are synthesized. Finally, some recom-
mendations for future studies are given.
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10.1 Quantifying effects of haptic feedback on
human’s performance
Overview of Chapter 2
Chapter 2 presented a quantitative comparison between haptic and
input-mixing support systems. A human in-the-loop experiment
was conducted where participants performed a compensatory track-
ing task with haptic and input-mixing aids. The haptic and input-
mixing system were designed to be equivalent, i.e., to provide same
control command without the pilot in-the-loop. From the pilot’s
point ov view, the net effect of the input-mixing system was to aug-
ment controlled element dynamics making them easier to control.
Pilot’s performance and control effort were evaluated for the two
support systems, and compared to a baseline condition without
external aids.
Conclusions of Chapter 2
Haptic and input-mixing support systems allowed participants to
improve their performances compared to the baseline condition,
however the input-mixing system yielded better performance than
the haptic aid. This indicates that participants found it easier to
control the augmented dynamics, than controlling the original dy-
namics with the help of haptic feedback. Control effort was reduced
by haptic and input-mixing aids in a similar way.
Main finding of Chapter 2
Haptic aids help human operators improve their performance
compared to manual control, but they are outperformed by
input-mixing systems.
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Overview of Chapter 3
Although input-mixing systems yielded better performance than
haptic aids, it is still poorly understood what happens in case of
an expected event like a failure of the support system. An human
in-the-loop experiment was performed to investigate this aspect.
Participants performed a compensatory tracking task either with
haptic aid or with an equivalent input-mixing support system. Fail-
ures of the support systems were simulated as total loss of support
control action. Then, performance was evaluated before and after
the failure, and contrasted to a baseline condition without external
aids.
Conclusions of Chapter 3
After failures of both support systems, participants experienced a
sudden decrease of performances. With input-mixing system, partic-
ipants were not able to re-gain levels of performance similar to those
obtained in the baseline condition. With haptic aids, participants
were able to recover in a short time. Surprisingly, performances after
recovering were similar to those just before the failure, which were
better than those obtained during the baseline condition. This seems
to show that haptic aids helped participants learn the control task.
Main finding of Chapter 3
Human operators recover quicker from failures of haptic aids
than from failures of input-mixing systems.
Overview of Chapter 4
Chapter 4 presented an experiment to investigate effectiveness of
haptic aids for learning purposes. Two groups of participants
learned a compensatory tracking task either with (haptic group)
or without haptic feedback (no-aid group). Then, all participants
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performed some experimental trials without haptic feedback. Per-
formances were evaluated and contrasted between the two groups.
Conclusions of Chapter 4
Results indicated that participants of the haptic group achieved
steady performances after a small number of experimental trials.
Furthermore, their performance did not worsen in the evaluation
phase when the haptic feedback was switched off. On the other
hand, the no-aid group needed a large number of trials to achieve
similar performance as the haptic group.
Main finding of Chapter 4
Haptic aids help human operators learn a compensatory
tracking task.
10.2 Identifying time-invariant human’s responses
Overview of Chapter 5
In a compensatory tracking task with haptic aids, human behavior
can be described by the visual and the neuromuscular responses. To
estimate these responses, identification methods can be applied. We
proved that the commonly used CS method was shown to be biased
when a non-interference hypothesis is not fulfilled. To overcome this
issue, two novel methods were developed that are unbiased even
when the non-interference hypothesis is not fulfilled: the ARX and
CS-ML methods. The two novel methods were validated in a set of
Monte-Carlo simulations and in a human in-the-loop experiment.
Conclusions of Chapter 5
In the simulation study, the CS method provided biased estimates
of the neuromuscular response. On the other hand, the estimates
of ARX and CS-ML methods resembled the simulated responses. In
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the experiment, the two novel methods provided similar estimates,
while the CS method showed similar bias obtained in the simulation
study. These findings indicate that ARX and CS-ML indeed pro-
vide reliable estimates even when the CS method provides biased
estimates.
Main finding of Chapter 5
The commonly used CS method provides biased estimates of
neuromuscular response when the non-interference hypoth-
esis is not fulfilled. On the other hand, the novel ARX and
CS-ML methods provide unbiased estimates.
Overview of Chapter 6
The novel ARX and CS-ML methods were applied to experimen-
tal data obtained in compensatory tracking tasks with different
haptic aids. Two haptic aids were designed according to different
approaches: the Direct Haptic Aid (DHA) and Indirect Haptic Aid
(IHA) methods. The two approaches provide haptic information
in opposite ways and require humans to adopt different dynamic
responses.
Conclusions of Chapter 6
Participants significantly adapted their neuromuscular responses
to fully exploit DHA and IHA systems. With DHA, participants
adopted compliant neuromuscular settings to actively follow the
haptic feedback, whereas participants were stiffer with IHA as this
approach requires counteracting the force feedback.
Main finding of Chapter 6
Haptic feedback has a strong influence on neuromuscular
and visual dynamic responses.
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10.3 Methods for identifying time-varying human’s
responses
Overview of Chapter 7
The third objective of the thesis was to account for time-varying be-
havior of human’s dynamic responses. A novel method RLS-based
method was developed to identify time-varying neuromuscular re-
sponses. The method was initially applied in disturbance-rejection
tasks, where humans can be modelled as single-input systems. The
method approximates the neuromuscular response with a Finite Im-
pulse Response (FIR) filter and estimate the FIR parameters at each
time step by using a Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm. The
reliability and robustness of the method were investigated by using
different sets of Monte-Carlo simulations. Then, the RLS-based was
applied to data obtained from experimental measurements.
Conclusions of Chapter 7
In a first set of Monte-Carlo simulations, the RLS-based method
allowed a fast tracking of ramp neuromuscular variations, whereas
it gradually converged to the new neuromuscular dynamics after
instantaneous changes. Furthermore, the RLS-based method was
shown to be robust to high levels of remnant noise on a broad
range of frequencies. Only at high frequencies, estimates were not
accurate. A second set of Monte-Carlo simulations provided values
for RLS-based parameters that gave the best compromise between
robustness to the noise and converging rate of the estimates. These
values were used to apply the RLS-based method to experimental
data. Experimental results showed that the RLS-based estimates
accurately tracked time-varying neuromuscular dynamics. However,
estimates showed high variability at low and high frequencies, indi-
cating that the RLS-based method was sensitive to relatively high
levels of remnant noise.
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Main finding of Chapter 7
The novel RLS-based method can track time-varying behavior
of neuromuscular dynamics in disturbance-rejection tasks.
However, when applied to experimental data, RLS-based
estimates are sensitive to external noise at low and high
frequencies.
Overview of Chapter 8
The RLS-based method requires an additional pseudonoise signal to
be added as a force disturbance on the control device. However, this
may be the cause of the poor robustness to noise of the RLS-based
method. To improve robustness to noise, two novel RLS-based meth-
ods were developed. The novel methods combine a RLS algorithm
with two regularization methods: the Truncated Singular Value De-
composition and the Tikhonov regularization. The mathematical
framework of the regularized RLS-based methods was described,
and recursive implementations were derived.
Conclusions of Chapter 8
The regularized RLS-based methods can estimate time-varying neuro-
muscular dynamics without requiring an additional pseudonoise
signal. This improves the robustness to external noise.
Main finding of Chapter 8
A mathematical framework is provided for regularized
RLS-based methods.
Overview of Chapter 9
The RLS-based method with Tikhonov regularization was extended
to estimate visual and neuromuscular responses in a compensatory
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tracking task. Pilot’s visual and neuromuscular responses are ap-
proximated with FIR filters, and a RLS algorithm with Tikhonov
regularization is used to simultaneously estimate the FIR filters coef-
ficients. A Monte-Carlo simulation study was performed to validate
the method and to test robustness to different levels of remnant
noise.
Conclusions of Chapter 9
With low levels of remnant noise, the RLS-based method with
Tikhonov regularization tracked slow changes in pilot’s dynamic
responses, whereas it needed almost 10 s to converge to the new
simulated dynamics after the instantaneous change. However, high
levels of remnant noise resulted in high variability of estimates. This
was probably due to non optimal settings of the parameters for the
algorithm.
Main finding of Chapter 9
The novel RLS-based method with Tikhonov regularization
can be used to simultaneously estimate visual and neuromus-
cular responses. A further investigation is needed to find an
optimal set of parameters that would improve robustness to
remnant noise.
10.4 Main contributions
The results obtained throughout the thesis can be synthesized in
three main contributions:
• Haptic aids help humans perform a control task while still
keeping the human operator in-the-loop. Human operators
quickly get acquainted with the haptic feedback and learn how
to exploit it to improve performances. Although haptic aids
generally yield worse performance compared to input-mixing
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systems in nominal conditions, they improve human’s skills in
recovering from possible failures of the support system.
• The commonly used CS method for identifying pilot’s re-
sponses introduces a bias in the estimate of neuromuscular
response when the non-interference hypothesis is not fulfilled.
The novel ARX and CS-ML methods overcome this issue and
provide reliable estimates even when the CS method fails. By
applying ARX and CS-ML to compensatory tracking tasks
with different haptic aids, human operators were found to
largely adapt their responses to different types of haptic feed-
back.
• The RLS-based methods successfully estimated time-varying
neuromuscular dynamics in disturbance-rejection tasks. In
compensatory tracking tasks, the methods showed high vari-
ability in case of large remnant noise. However, parameters of
the RLS-based method could be further optimized to improve
robustness to noise.
10.5 Recommendations
In our view the results of this thesis are an excellent initial step
toward a human-centered designed of haptic aids. However, further
research should be undertaken in the following areas:
• In this thesis, haptic aids were designed for a compensatory
tracking task. Even though such task allows for studying
elementary pilot control behavior, it does not account for the
complexity of a realistic control scenario. Further work needs
to be carried out to establish whether beneficial effect of haptic
aids also apply to realistic control scenarios.
• The ARX, CS-ML, and RLS-based methods were developed to
estimate pilot’s visual and neuromuscular in a compensatory
tracking task. In realistic control scenarios, more complex
models are required to capture the simultaneous response to
multiple external cues. Future studies should be directed at
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evaluating whether the identification methods can be extended
to such complex scenarios.
• The ARX, CS-ML, and RLS-based methods require a force
disturbance on the control device to allow identification of
neuromuscular response. However, use of a continuous force
disturbance would disturb human operators in realistic control
scenarios. The prospect of being able to estimate the neuro-
muscular response without using a force disturbance, serves
as a continuous stimulus for future research.
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Modelling of pilot’s dynamic responses
A
Different pilot models have been used throughout this thesis.This appendix reviews all the used models, focusing on their
differences and similarities. Throughout this appendix, the notation
Hblock denotes the transfer function of BLOCK.
A.1 Single-input pilot model for a compensatory
tracking task
In a compensatory tracking task, the human control behavior can
be modelled by a single-input dynamic system CON as shown in
Figure A.1. The dynamics of CON describe how the human operator
HO moves the control device CD based on the tracking error e. The
stick deflection δcd is the control command for the controlled element
CE. The dynamics of CON are assumed linear, and the remnant N
accounts for unmodelled non-linearities. Note that CON includes
dynamics of the human operator and control device.










Figure A.1: Compensatory tracking task.
A.2 Multi-input pilot models for a compensatory
tracking task
When haptic aids are employed and tactile information is provided
on the control device, the tactile perception channel needs to be
modelled as an additional input to the human operator model. In
literature, different models have been developed that account for
the tactile input. This section reviews the models used in this thesis.
A.2.1 Non-parametric model with admittance and visual
response
A multi-loop human model with the tactile feedback as input is
shown Figure A.2 [Abbink et al., 2011; Damveld et al., 2010; van
Paassen, 1994]. The human operator HO is described by two control
loops, the outer describing the visual response VIS, whereas the in-
ner loop describes the neuromuscular response. The neuromuscular
response is represented by the inverse of the arm admittance ADM,
defined as the dynamic relationship between the force acting on
the arm and the position of the arm [Abbink et al., 2011]. Both the
visual and neuromuscular systems contribute to the total human
force Fho. The visual and the neuromuscular responses are assumed
to be linear and time-invariant. Nonlinearities in human responses
are accounted for by the remnant signal N [McRuer and Jex, 1967].
Figure A.2 shows that CON includes dynamics of ADM, VIS, and
CD. The relationship between the corresponding transfer functions















Figure A.2: Human operator model with admittance ADM and visual response
VIS.






The human operator model in Figure A.2 was considered in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
A.2.2 Non-parametric model with force and error
feedtroughs
Figure A.3 shows a slightly different pilot model from Figure A.2.
The human operator model has the visual error e and the external
force Fex as inputs, and δcd as output. Thus, the human operator is
described by the dynamic responses from e to δcd (error feedtrough
EFT) and from Fex to δcd (force disturbance feedtrough FDFT). Note
that error and force feedtrhoughs include the dynamics of the control
device.
Relationships between the transfer functions corresponding to













Figure A.3: Pilot model with force feedtrough FDFT and error feedtrough EFT.
block diagram algebra:








This model was used in Chapter 9.
A.2.3 Parametric model - Schouten et al. [2008b]
This thesis performed sets of Monte-Carlo simulations that simu-
lated time-varying neuromuscular responses. To simulate the time-
varying response, parametric models were used and the parameters
were varied between different sets provided by previous studies.
Figure A.4 shows a parametric model for the human operator
model in Figure A.2. The block SKIN represents the visco-elasticity
of the arm contact with the control device, generated by the skin
of the hand. The block INT describes the intrinsic arm dynamics,
which include the lumped mass of hand, lower arm, and upper arm,
together with the contractile and elastic components of antagonistic
muscles. The contractile components are activated by the efferent
neurons ACT. The muscle spindle sensory system is represented
by the reflexive dynamics REFL. The equalization dynamics EQ
















Figure A.4: Parametric model for the human operator model in Figure A.2.
Table A.1: Transfer functions for the blocks in Figure A.4.
Transfer Function Description
Hint(s) = 1mints2+bints+kint Intrinsic muscle dynamics
Hskin(s) = bskins + kskin Skin dynamics





describes how the human operator generates the activation signal
ucns based on the visual tracking error e. Table A.1 lists the transfer
functions that describe the blocks.
The dynamics of the admittance ADM and the visual response
VIS are determined by the settings of these components. By applying
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block diagram algebra, we obtain:
Harm =
Hint
1+ HactHint Hre f l
A.4




Hvis = −Heq HskinHintHact1+ Hint Hre f l Hact − HskinHint A.6
This model was used in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 to describe
human behavior disturbance-rejection tasks. In these tasks, humans
are asked to oppose or to be compliant with a force disturbance Fd
presented on the control device. Since no visual cues are provided
to the humans, the signal ucns can be considered negligible.
A.2.4 Parametric model - van Paassen et al. [2004]
Figure A.5 shows a parametric model for the human operator model
in Figure A.3. The model represents the human operator by the
visual (VI) and the arm neuromuscular system (SW, HW), see Fig-
ure A.5a. The visual system VI generates a target trajectory δt for the
neuromuscular system based on the tracking error e. The neuromus-
cular system includes two components: the neuromuscular software
SW and the neuromuscular hardware HW. The neuromuscular soft-
ware SW generates the activation signal qm that makes the limb
position δl of the neuromuscular hardware HW follow the desired
trajectory δt.
The activation signal qm is generated as the sum of two activation
signals, q f and qn, see Figure A.5b. The signal q f is generated by
a closed control loop (F, IMDL) that ensures the limb position δli
of an internal model IMDL to follow the desired trajectory δt. The
internal model IMDL represents an internal representation of the
neuromuscular hardware and the control device, see Figure A.5c.
The signal qn f is a feedback control action filtered by NF that corrects
for differences between internal and actual limb position.
The neuromuscular hardware HW represents all the passive
components of the limb, see Figure A.5d. It includes the skin SKIN,































































Hn f = Kn
1+τnL s
1+τnl s
e−∆tn Neural feedback filter
Hcd = 1mcds2+bcds+kcd Control device
Hskin = Bcs + Kc Skin
Hpec = −Kpec Parallel elastic component
Hsec = Ksec Series elastic component
Hcc = 1Bms Contractile component
HI = 1Ias2 Inertia of the arm
(e) Block dynamics.
Figure A.5: Parametric model for the human operator model in Figure A.3.
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the mass inertia I, the contractile components CC of the muscles,
and the muscles elastic properties SEC, PEC.
Relationships between the transfer functions of the blocks in
Figure A.5 and the error and force feedtroughs in Figure A.3 can be
found in van Paassen [1994]. The model in Figure A.5 was used in
Chapter 9.
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